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The objective of this thesis is to estimate the functions
F(x,yfz) “ |{(n,m); 0<n<x, n^^modk, , 0<m<y, m=£2modk2,
((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+(gn2+hn+i).^n^p)^}
for n and m integers, and
P(x,y,z) {(q,r); 0<q<x, qs^modk^ 0<r<y, rsfi2modk2,
((aq2+bq+c)r2+(dq2+eq+f)r+(gq2+hq+i),pIJzp)=l}
for q and r primes.
In Chapter One we give a series of lemmas relating to the 
ensuing chapters. In Chaper Two we deal with the function 
F(x,y,z) for a=b=c=0, and in Chapter Three with P(x,y,z) for 
a=b=c=0.




Nair and Perelli in their paper "Sieve Methods and class- 
number problems I" derived an asymptotic formula for the 
function
S(x,y,z) = |((n,m); 0<n<x, 0<m<y, (n2+m,prjzp)=l}
where the product n ranges over all primes less than z, and 
where z<max(x,y). Their approach was based on the observation 
that S(x,y,z) can be written in two different ways ie.
A simple and explicit estimate of the function within the first
summation sign may be given whenever z<y. This immediately
gives an initial estimate of the second version of S(x,y,z).
But to complete the theorem it is required that we extend the
estimate to z within the range y<z<x. The best available
estimate of {n; 0<n<x, (n2+m, FI p)=l) for z<x, given by 
I p<z |
Halberstam and Richert [2] involves the product n (l-pm (p))
p<z p
where pm (p)=i{n:n2=-m modp}|.
The aim of this thesis is to try and extend these arguments 
to the most general quadratic case
F(x,y,z) = u(n,m); a<n<cH-x, nsf^modkj, /3<m<j3+y, m=j22modk2,
and then the same involving primes.
Rather than launch into the complexities of the most 
general case which is quadratic in both n and m, it was decided 
that a simpler approach would be taken whereby we begin with 
the most general case with the qualification, as in the case
0<
{m; 0<m<y, (n2+m, II p)=l) = S(x,y,z)
((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+(gn2+hn+i), n p)=l)
iv
dealt with by Nair and Perelli, that m is linear only.
We examine the function
S(x,y,z) = J{(n,m); a<n<a+x1 n^^modkj, 0<m<y, m=£2modk2,
((an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f),^nzp)=l)j
This way many of the arguments that will subsequently be used 
in an evaluation of F(x,y,z) can be developed with a minimum of 
complication. Other benefits to this approach include the fact 
that although subsequently we are only able to find an upper 
bound on F(x,y,z), an asymptotic formula for S(x,y,z) may be 
found. Furthermore the associated error terms are effectively 
computable. The resulting theorem is Theorem One of the thesis.
The approach to finding an asymptotic formula for S(x,y,z) 
is in essence that of Nair and Perelli's. In the following I aim 
both to clarify the general direction and at the same time to 
highlight points of departure from the original paper.
As explained above we write S(x,y,z) in two different ways, 
namely




Z lln; a<n<CK+x, n ^ ^ modk^ ((an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f) , II p)=l)j
0<m<y1 p<z | .
m=fi 2modk2
In Step One of the proof of Theorem One we find an 
asymptotic formula for S(x,y,z) whenever z<y/k2 using the first
of these formulations. We firstly remove from the sum any cases
trivially equal to zero. An asymptotic formula for
J{m; 0<m<y, m=C2modk2, ( (an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f),^nzp)=l}|
in all other cases may then be given explicitely. Summation 
over n gives a formula for S(x,y,z) whenever z<y/k2.
Were Y/kj^/k, then the theorem would be complete. If 
however then in Step Two we turn to the second
formulation of S(x,y,z) and attempt to find an asymptotic 
formula for
{n; a<n<a+x, n^fi.modk., (an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f), n p)=l)I 
I 1 1 p<z |
whenever z<x/k1.
This attempt leaves us with the sum







to evaluate if we are to complete the theorem where 
Pm(p)= lraodp; s2=gm modp}| 
for a quadratic function gm , and where "(m,z) app" is some set 
of conditions given explicitely in the text. We do however have 
some information on (1).
If we assume that z<Y/k2<x/k1 then a comparison with the 
formulation of S(x,y,z) given in Step One gives an asymptotic 
formula for (1). This is the springboard from which we develop 
the rest of the theorem.
Now pm (p) is closely related to the Legendre symbol, a 
relationship made explicit in Step Three. Excluding the cases 
where gm is a square (Step Four), the observation is made that
3 (l-pmCp)) may be written as 
|-r£, p
n (i-x (p )) n (l-p
p<z p p<z p ^®m> *
P<k1
for some function c(gm ,z), and where x (p ) is Kronecker 
Symbol. (Step Five)
In this way we reduce the problem to one whereby we must 





0<  P<Z P
m=£! 
whenever z>y/k2.
We now see that if we were able to write this sura in terms 
of the sum
I n a-x(p))c(
0<m<y p<z° p °
m=£2modk2 
(m,zQ) app
for some zQ<y/k2 (in the proof taken to be exp(27(lny/k2)i)) 
then we would have our asymptotic formula as required.
Straightforward arguments alone are required to show that 
the dependence of cCgjjpZ) on z may be removed (Step Six), and 
it is easily demonstrated that the dependence of the conditions 
"(m,z) app" on z may be removed. This leaves only the 




Fortunately, for z relatively large, this product may be 
written in terms of the "smaller" product
n q-x(p))
P<z0 P
in the majority of cases. (Step Seven). These cases we denote 
"good". The minority that resist such rewriting we denote 
"bad". The remainder of the theorem is essentially concerned 







for these "bad" cases.
We can find an upper bound sufficient for our purposes if 
we place an upper bound on z, namely z<exp(y1/ 17). (Step Eight) 
However to make the theorem as broad as possible we really 
require a bound covering a wider range.
In Step Nine we make use of the fact that
n (i-x(p)) > n <i-x (p ))
P<Z p * p < Z 0 p
with at most one exceptional modulus to reduce the problem yet 
further. It leaves us with the relatively narrow problem of 
finding an upper bound on
I n d - x ( p » c(K z)
o i < y  P (8“ ' >
msfi2modk2 
(m,z) app
for z>exp(y1/ 17) for this one possible exceptional modulus. 
Unfortunately this is the most stubborn case of all. To tackle
it we firstly find an upper bound on
n d - x ( P » 0(_ B)








whenever z^D8. So to find an upper bound on
n <i-x(p»C(g z)
p<z p
for this final case we must find an upper bound on L(1,x d )” .^ 
Such a bound is given by the class number formula together with 
the Gross-Zagier theorem [11] which gives an upper bound on
viii
h(d), the class number, for d<0.
This effectively completes the theorem. The final piecing 
together of all the various strands is completed in Step 
Twelve.
It is convenient in Theorem One to assume that the 
polynomials in n of S(x,y,z) ie an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f, have no 
common factors. Chapter Two concludes with an examination of 
the alternative cases. The results are summarised in Theorem 
Two.
Having concluded the integer case involving a linear 
variable it is natural that we should consider whether the same 
arguments may be applied to the function involving primes,
P(x,y,z) = | { (q,r) ; a<q<a+x, qB^modk^, 0<r<y, r=P2modk2,
((aq2+bq+c)r+(dq2+eq+f) , pH^p)5'!} j
where both the qs and rs are prime.
Following the route of Theorem One and writing P(x,y,z) in 
two different forms namely




Z |{q; a<q<a+x, q^^modk,, ((aq2+bq+c)r+(dq2+eq+f) , n p)=l} 
0<r<y p<z
r=C2modk2
quickly leads to difficulties, as a study of the right hand 
side of this equation requires that we take a to be 0 and 
furthermore the subsequent error terms turn out to be non- 
computable. As an alternative approach we study the function
ix
T(x,y,z) = |((n,q); ot<n<cH-x, n=Clmodk1, 0<q<y, q=f?2modk2,
( ( (an2+bn+c)q+(dn2+en+f) )n, rjzp)“l} |
We may derive an upper bound on T(x,y,z) following the method 
of proof of Theorem One. Then an application of the observation 
that
P(x,y,z) < T(x.y.z) + 0 [y(k^) l n y J i ^ ;]
completes our estimate of P(x,y,z). This is stated in Theorem 
Four.
In Chapter Four we turn to the most general integer case. 
Here the function we desire an upper bound on is
F(x,y,z) = |{(n,m); 0<n<x, n^f^modk,, 0<m<y, m=fi2modk2,
((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+(gn2+hn+i),^nzp)=l}|
for z<max(y/k2^/k,).
Writing, as previously, F(x,y,z) in two different ways, ie




h (n; 0<n<x, n^C^odk^ ((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+ 
0<m<y
m=i22modk2 (gn2+hn+i) , nzp)=l}
we would, if we were to follow the argument of Theorem One, 
require an asymptotic formula for one of the functions within 
the summation sign for z<min(y/k2,x/k,). However either 
function gives an asymptotic formula involving the product
n (l-p(p)) 
p<z p
Xwhere p(p) is a function of the form 
p(p)=l(s(modp): s2=A modp)| 
for A some quartic function in either m or n. Previously we 




from which to begin the proof and we should have liked the same 
in this instance.
However if we assume that z<y/k2<x/k1 for instance, then we 
may find an upper bound on the function
I n (l-PntE))
0<n<x p •? P
ne8,niodk,P'rk*
(n,z) app
appearing in the estimation of the first formulation of 
F(x,y,z). We may use this upper bound as a starting point for 
a general theorem. The construction of the upper bound uses 
many of the arguments developed in Theorem One.
Firstly we write (2) in terms of
y n (i-pn(p))
0<n<y P
n ^ ^ m o d k , ^  2 
(n,z) app
which is permissable so long as we assume that z<y. We then 
write this latter sum in terms of
y n (l-pn (p)) .
0<n<exp(ln£y) P^ 51ny)5° P 
n=C1modk1 p***
(n,z) app




n ^ m o d k ,  ^  2
(n,z) app
etc. gradually reducing the range over which we extend both the 
sum and the product. In this way the sum is eventually brought 
to a manageable form, so that we may find a reasonable upper 
bound on the sum (2) as we require. From this starting point we 
are able to construct an upper bound on F(x,y,z) using the 
methods developed in Theorem One. (Theorem Five) Unfortunately 
the proof introduces non-computable error terms into the upper 
bound.
The final few pages of the chapter are concerned with 
demonstrating how the ideas outlined above may be adapted to 
cover the case where n and m within F(x,y,z) are not restricted 
to 0<n<x and 0<m<y, Here we examine the function
F(x,y,z) *=* |{(n,m); a<n<a+x, n^^modk.,, /5<m<(5+y, m=f?2modk2,
((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+(gn2+hn+i), IT p)=l)
P<z I •
Chapter Five covers the same ground as Chapter Four but for 
primes rather than integers. The function we are concerned with 
here is
P(x,y,z) = |l(q,r); 0<q<x, qs^modk,, 0<r<y, r=fi2modk2,
((aq2+bq+c)r2+(dq2+eq+f)r+(gq2+hq+i), IT p)=1}Ip<z |
for q and r both primes.
Here, for reasons that are given within the text, to find 
our starting point we examine instead the function
xii
T(x,y,z) = | ((n,q) ; 0<n<x, n=fimodk, 0<q<y, q=amod/3,
((an2+bn+c)q2+(dn2+en+f)q+(gn2+hn+i), IT p)=l}I
p<z |
which clearly has much in common with P(x,y,z). Then by 
adapting the methods of Chapters Three and Four an upper bound 
on P(x,y,z) may be constructed.
In Chapter Six we make the observation that the methods 
employed throughout the previous five chapters may be applied 
to functions of the type
<I>k(x,y) = |{(n,m); n<x, m<y, ((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+
(gn2+hn+i), k)=l)|
A general theorem is not given but a short outline of the 
direction a proof might take is included.
Finally a note on the layout of the thesis. Chapter Two 
and onwards covers topics as considered in this introduction. 
Chapter One however is of a different format. It consists of a 
somewhat disparate collection of lemmas, each of which (apart 
from Lemma 5.2) is referred to at some point in the rest of the 
thesis. Although to an extent these lemmas are ordered as they 
appear in the ensuing chapters, whenever lemmas are considered 
to follow similar themes they are grouped together. Since 
Chapter One follows no apparent rational progression the reader 
may prefer to begin with Chapter Two and refer back to the 
lemmas as they arise in the proof. (The penalty paid for this 
is that the continuity of the proofs of the theorems will be 
broken.) Should this approach be taken attention is drawn to 
Lemma 5.2 of page 61. Although Lemma 5.2 makes no further 
appearance in the thesis it is included as a natural successor
xiii
to Lemma 5.1.. It is also considered to be of interest in its 
own right. We show that, whenever 2<D<x,
 ^
l <1,Xd ) " p U n 2^ 1 ^ P)) {1 + °(exP(-c (lnlnx)^)))
holds with at most 0 ^ e x c e p t i o n s .  The proof is an 




For symbols that occur frequently within the proof of 
theorems it may be helpful to have a page reference denoting 
where that symbol is introduced, A word of caution; the same 
symbols are often used within different theorems but their 
definitions may not be completely consistent across theorems, 
Consequently we subdivide into theorems.
THEOREM ONE
Page Page
S(x,y,z) 71 M(y,z,n) 75 XD<n)*D
Hz 72 rn 75 c(gm ,z)
y(w) 72 u 75 zo
rz (w) 72 N(y,z,m) 79 "m app"
F 72 sm 79 c<Sm)
G(x,a) 73 V 80 gm good,bad
X 73 Pm(P) 80
A 73 "(m,z) app" 81
£ ,y,d 73 Sm 84
THEOREM TWO
Page Page
S(x,yfz) 130 M 130 M(y,z)
A.B.C.D.E 130 u 130 N(x,z)
5 130 V 131
THEOREM THREE
Page Page
S(xfy,z) 135 M(y,z,n) 136 "(m,z) app"
R 135 rn 137 z o
Pz(w) 135 y(w) 138 c(m,z)
h 136 N(x, z,m) 139 x i
,D1 136 sm 139




















F(xty,z) 149 X 152 Gz 168
P,(x.y.z) 149 £ ,y,0 152 sq 170
P 2(x,y,z) 149 € 153 Pq*(p) 171
T,(x.y.z) 150 U 153 Pq (p) 171
T 2(x,y,z) 150 Z 2 154 "(q,z) app" 171
Jz 151 V 154 gq 173
Gz 151 M(y,z,q) 155 e , , e 2 177
y(w) 151 r 2 156 XD<P)»D 177
F 151 rq 158 f(gq,z) 178
h,AtB,C,D,E 151 P'(p) 158 z o 179
^ 3 151 p(p) 159 1 q app" 179
Tz (w) 151 0! 160 f(Sq) 180
Tz '(w) 152 N(y,ztq) 163 187
A 152 rn 164
G(x) 152 Az (w) 167
THEOREM FIVE
Page Page Page
F(x,y,z) 196 Sn* 198 zA 216
u 196 Sn 199 r 220
rn 196 T(y,s) 199 Sm* 220
Pn <P) 196 s(y) 199 V- 220
"(n,z) app" 196 x, r 199 Sm 220
V 197 L,k2(L) 201 U(y,s) 220
sm 197 G 201 V(y) 221
Pm<P) 197 XD<n)-D 203 H 221












P(x,y,z) 226 Pnr (t>) 
Pn<P)
229 f() 236
R(x,y,z) 226 229 M , D 236
Sn 226 F 230 zi 237
"(q,z) app" 227 r 230 Sm 237












As explained in the Introduction, Chapter One consists 
almost entirely of lemmas each of which (apart from Lemma 5.2) 
is referred to in the theorems of the following chapters. The 
lemmas are grouped where common themes exist but otherwise are 
roughly ordered as they appear in the ensuing theorems. The 
major exception to the above is Lemma 5.2. Lemma 5.2 is a 
consequence and generalisation of Lemma 5.1. It is independent 
of the rest of the thesis and it's arguments may be understood 
without a knowledge of lemmas and theorems other than Lemma 
5.1.
It is again suggested that the reader may go straight to 
Chapter Two and refer back to the lemmas of Chapter One as they 
occur in the theorems. However "grouped lemmas" may refer to 
each other so it is also suggested that should the first member 
of a group be read the simplest approach would be to read the 
other members of the same group at the same time.
2LEMMA 1.1
Let F(n) be a polynomial of degree g with integer 
coefficients. Let p(p) denote the number of solutions of the 
congruence
F(n) ~ 0 mod p 
and assume that
p(p) < p for all primes p. (1)
Let x/^ > z 
and set u = lnx/k 
In z
Write k 1 = IT p ,
Eii
Then,
| | n: a<n<a+x, n=C( mod k ), ( F(n),^nzp )=1 j j
X/k n< 1-P(P) ){ l+0(exp(-u(ln u-lnln 3u-ln g-2)))
P<z P i
p-fk +0(exp(-(lnx/k) 2 ))}
; ( F(2) n P )=i
plk
0 ; ( F(fi), n P)>1
p IR
The 0-constants are effectively computable and depend on, at 
most, g .
PROOF
The proof consists of an application of Theorem 2.5 of 
Halberstam -Richert’s "Sieve Methods"[2]. We begin with an 
explanation of some of the notation used in their book, which 
we will consequently adopt here. Our proof will be an estimate 
of the sifting function,
S(A,B,z) = { a: aeA; (a, n p) = 1 )
3where A = { a:. . . . } denotes a sequence of integers; where 
B is a set of primes; B the complement of B.
We define
:■= { a: aeA, a=0 mod d } 
for d a squarefree integer,
and the number of elements in Ad to be lAd | .
We choose a convenient function X which approximates to |Al ,
the number of elements in A, and for each prime p we choose a
function w Q(p) such that (w n(p))X approximates to lApl.
P
The remainder we write as
rp : = lAp |-w n(p)X 
P
Consequently we define, for each squarefree d, 
w 0(l) :=1, w 0(d) ;=pITdw 0(p)
and rd := iAd l-w0(d)X
d
Finally we define
W q(p ) ; peB
w(p) =
0 ; peB
and extend this to
w(l) := 1, w(d) :=pITdw(p) ( jt(d)*0 )




Rd := |Ad |-w(d)X ( ^(d)^0 )
d
Theorem 2.5 of [2] states that under conditions (0,), (fi2(k)), 
and (R) ( which will be explained during the proof below ),
assuming that X > z and setting u = In X
In z
S(A,B,z) - X W(z){ l+0(exp(-u(ln u-ln In 3u-ln k-2))
+0(exp(-(In X)* ) } .
With regards to the sifting function
|{ n: a<n<a+x, n=C mod k, (F(n), IT p ) = 1  }|
I p<z |
we firstly observe, writing F(n)~agn®+ag_1n^ 1+...+a0 that for 
n=2 mod k, recalling that k 1 := IT p,
(F(n),k')>l 4=4 H pik1 such that F(n)=0 mod p
4=4 3 p|k' such that
g g— i
agn +ag„1n +...+aQ=0 mod p
4=4 3 p I k ' such that
8 S— 1
ag£ +ag_12 +...+a0=0 mod p
4=4 ( F(C), k* )>1
So for (F(C),k‘)>1
|{ n: a<n<o:+x, n=C mod k, (F(n) , TT p)=l )| = 0| p<z |
Assume henceforth that (F(fi),k')=1. The above now implies
that (F(n),k')=l so that
j (  n:a<n<a+x, n=J2 mod k, (F(n) ,^nzp)=l }|
= I { n: a<n<a+x, n=C mod k, (F(n) , IT p)=l }
P S
and it is this final sifting function which we will apply 
Theorem 2.5 to. Using the notation described above we take 
A = [ F(n): a<n<n+x, n=fi mod k } 
and B = { p : p-fk } .
Then if (d,k)=l,
lA^i = j { n: n<n<a+x, nsjg mod k, F(n)=0 mod d }| 
d




x“x/k. w„(d)=p(d) for (d.k)-l
and it follows that
|rd l < w 0(d). (2)
We have now, for these choices of X and w 0(d), to show that the
conditions (fi,), (fi2(k)), and (R) are satisfied.
We take them in order:
states 0<w(p)<l-l for some suitable constant A^l.
~p~ A 1
But here
f p(p) ; <p,k)=l 
w(p) - |
I 0 ; (p,k)>l
and if (p,k)=l then w(p)=p(p)<g by Lagranges Theorem together
with (1). Certainly w(p)>0, and it is easily seen that
~P~
w(p)<l- 1 using w(p)<g whenever p>g+l and w(p)<p-l otherwise.
~P~ 1+T
So taking A ^ g+1 ensures that (Q,) is satisfied for all p.
(02(k )) states V w(p)ln p Kin z + A 2 if 2<w<z
p w
w<p<z r
for suitable constants k (>0) and A 2(>1).
However Lemma 2.2 of [2] implies that, if condition (fi0) holds 
then (Q2(k )) holds also with k=A2=Aq where (fi0) is the 
condition w(p)<A0.
But w(p)<p(p)<g so (Q2(k )) holds with k—A 2=g.
(R) is the condition |Rd |<w(d) if and (d,B)=l
But, by the definition of |Rd | this is simply (2).
We are now in a position to apply Theorem 2.6 stated above to 
give
| n: o:<n<cH-x, n=C( mod k ), ( F(n), n p )=1 j I
X/k IK 1~p(p) ){ 1+0(exp(-u(In u-lnln 3u-ln g-2))) 
p<z "p~ ,




Let F(n) be a polynomial of degree g with integer 
coefficients. Let p(p) denote the number of solutions of the 
congruence
F(n)=0 mod p 
and assume that
(i) p(p)<p for all primes p
(ii) p(p)<p-l if p'fF(O) ,
Let
p'(p) =
p(p)+l ; p-rFCO) 
p(p) ; p|F(0)
and set u = In x/y- with x/y->z. 
In z
Then, for (Q,k)=l,
J | n: a<n<a+x, n=C( mod k ), (nF(n),^nzp )=1 }
X/k IK ){ l+0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln(g+l)-2)))
p<z “p
p-fk +0(exp(-(lnx/k)^ ))}
; ( F(J2) n p)=i
p U
The 0-constants are effectively computable and depend on, at 
most, g ,
7PROOF
From Lemma 1.1 we have
| | n: a<n<a:+x, nsf>( mod k ), (nF(n) » IJZP )=1 j |
X/k n< (P) ){ l+0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln(g+l)-2)))
p<z “p“ ,
p-fk +0(exp(-(lnx/k) * ))}
- ; ( F(fi)i, n p)-i
PIR
0 ; ( F(fi)fi, n p)>l
p Ik
with p 1(p) = |{ n mod p : F(n)n=0 mod p }j.
Certainly p 1 (p) => j{ n mod p : F(n)=0 mod p }
+ J { n mod p : n=0 mod p } j ; if P'fF(O)
and p'(p) “ |{ n mod p : F(n)=0 mod p }|
; if pIF(0)
and so r p(p)+l ; p'fF(O)
P'(P) -
l p (p ) ; p iF(O).
Further, for (fifk)-l, (F(fi)fi, n p)=l ** (F(fi), n p)=l
W  il£
which completes the lemma.
LEMMA 1.3
Let F(n) be a polynomial of degree g with integer 
coefficients. Let p(p) denote the number of solutions of the 
congruence
F(n)=0 mod p 
and assume that
(i) p(p)<p for all primes p
8(ii) p(p)<p-l if p-fF(O) .
Let = r p (p )+i ; P'TF(O)
p lp; 1 p(p) ; piF(O)
and set u «= In x/^ with x/^>z. 
in z
Ifarite k ’=” FI p.
PTi
Then, for (G,k)=l, and q prime,
| [ q: a<q<ct!+x, q=C( mod k ), ( F(q) » 5ZP )=1 )
X/k n< i~P ' (p) ){ l+0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln(g+l)-2))) 
p<z p
p<k +0(exp(-(lnx/k) * ))} + 0(A)






The 0-constants are effectively computable, and depend on, at 
most,g .
PROOF
Certainly if (F(C),k')>l then (F(q),k')>l and
|{ q: o:<q<QH-x, q=J2 mod k, (F(q) ,^nzp)=l }j = 0.
Assume instead that (F(fi),k')=1.
Clearly the function
{ q: a<q<CK+x, qsf> mod k, (F(q) , IT p)=l }
I P^zp< ‘
counts the integers, n, satisfying a<n<cH-x, n^G mod k for which 
n is a prime and (F(n) , IJzp)“l. If, however, in addition n>z,
then n is counted in
{ n: acnssCK+x, n=G mod k, (F(n)n,^nzp)=l }
9Otherwise n<z and as there are 0 inZ/^ ] Primes <z
which are congruent to Q mod k (by the Brun-Titchmarsh 
inequality) if z>k,and 0(1) primes if z<kfit follows that
< |( n: a<n<a+xf n=fi mod k, (F(n)n,pnzp)=l }j + 0(A) 
if (F(J2) tk')-l.
The lemma follows immediately by an application of Lemma 1.2,
□
LEMMA 1.4
Let F(n) be a. polynomial of degree g with integer 
coefficients. Let p(p) denote the number of solutions of the 
congruence
{ q: a<q<a+x, q=Q mod k, (F(q),p^zp)=l }
F(n) = 0 mod p.
Let
p(p) if pi'F(O)
and assume that p1(p)<p-l for all primes p. (1)
Write k 1 =
Then, for q prime, and k<lnx






The 0-constants depend on, at most, g.
REMARK: Lemma 1.4 stands in contrast to Lemma 1.3. Though 
with fundamentally the same function, namely
{q: 0<q<x, q=f?modk, (F(q) n p)4}|
I ,
in Lemma 1.4 we are able to give an asymptotic formula rather 
than an upper bound on this function. The price we pay for 
this apparently stronger lemma is, fistly that we no longer 
have effectively computable 0-constants, and secondly that the 
range of values over which q varies is restricted to 0<q<x, 
whereas in Lemma 1.3 we were able to take the more flexible 
range, a<q<a+x.
PROOF
As in Lemma 1.3, if (F(f),k')>l then (F(q),k')>l and 
{q; 0<q<x, q=fmodk, (F(q), ^zp)=l}| = 0.
Assume instead that (F(q),k')=l so that the function becomes
I {q : 0<q<x, q=f>modk, (F(q) , n p)=l}
1
The proof is an application of Theorem 2.5* of Halberstam-
Richert [2] which reads
"(fij), (n2(jc) ) , (R0) , ( R ^ K jcO): Let X>z and write
In Xu = ---
In z .
Then
S(A;B,z) = X W(z){l + 0(exp(-au(lnu-lnln3u-lnK/Q,-2)))
+ 0u(L.ln-UX)}
where the 0-constants may depend on U as well as on the usual 
constants A 0', A,, A 2, k and a.1'
However the details of the proof follow to a large extent
IX
the proof of Theorem 4.2 of the same.
Take A - {F(q) : q<x qsfimodk} and B - (p: p-fk} .
Following the analysis of Example 6 of Ghapter 1 of [2] we take
and w 0(d) - p,*(p).v,([k,d]).-^T
where
p,*(p) - p,(d/(d,k)>
and where p,(d) is the number of solutions of
F(m) = 0 mod d for (m,d)=l.
For E(x,q) defined as
E(x,q) = max max I IT(y;q,2) - I
2<y<x l«2<q 1 1
(fi.q)-l
it is demonstrated that
ird ! < p(d){ E(x,kd) + 1 } if /*<d)*0, (d,k)=l (2)





Pt(P> = { W
p(p)-l if piF(O)
and p(p)<g if p(p)<p. (5)
Finally p 1 (d)<p(d)<g7(^) for /*(d)?*0 (6)
where y(d) denotes the number of prime factors of d.
Given all this information we must show that the conditions 
(fi1) , (02(k)) , (R0) > (R^k.oi)) are satisfied. We take them in
turn:




i f  ( P , k ) - 1
0  i f  ( p , k ) > l  .
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It is easily seen, from (5), that w(p) < 1 - 1  if p>g+2,
~  g+T
and, from (1) that w(p) < 1-1 if p<g+l.
~  I
So taking A^g+l ensures that (fi,) is satisfied for all 
primes p.
(Q2(k)) states Z w (p) • ^-nP < K in z/ + a 2<w<z.p ' w z
w<p<z r
However it is enough to show that w(p)<A0 in which case (fi2(/0) 
holds with A 2=x=2g.
(R0) is the condition that
,Rd l < l[ + l]A0'7(d) for /x(d)^0,
for L a real number >1 and A 0' a constant >1.
From (2) and (6),
IRd I < ( E(x,kd) + 1 }g7<d) if /x(d)*0. (7)
But
E(x,kd) = max max 
2<y<x l<fi<kd
(Q,kd)=l




lRd l < { 3k + 2}gT<d> if ii(d)*0.
li xHowever, as , and assuming that x is large, we have
x x
du  ^f lnu-1 , r u iX . 2  x
So
2XlnX > 3 ^ (k)lnx ln[3 ^ k)lnx] > ^ (k) > k
and
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lRd ‘ < + 2}s'1'(d) if /*(d)*0
implying that (R0) holds with L~2 and A 0'=g.
Finally we look at (^(*,0:)) which reads 
"For some constant a (0<a<l) there exists corresponding to any 
given constant U>1 a positive constant c 0 such that
I _c /<2<d)lRd l " "
d<XQln °X lnK+uXJ *
(d,B)-l
In our case, as B = {p: p|k),
L  _c /*2(d)IRd 1 “ L  _c ^ 2(d)lRd l.
d<X In °X d<X In °X
(d,B)=l (d.k)-l
Taking oc=^-/3 and U=1, k=2g we need only show
<d,k)-l
By (7) above
L/ ^2(d) lRdl < Zw  _  p 2 (d ) E ( x , k d ) g7 < d )<X 2 3ln °X d<x 'Un °X
(d.k)-l (d,k)-l
+ Z /iJ(d)g7(d) (8)d<X 3 In °X <d,k)-l
To find upper bounds on the sums on the right of (8) we use 
respectively Lemmas 3.5 and 3.4 of [2] which read:
"LEMMA 3.4 For any natural number h and for x>l we have
Z M 2(d)hY(d) < x(lnx+l)h." 
d<x
"LEMMA 3.5 Let h and k be positive integers and suppose that 
k<lnAx. Then, given any positive constant U, there exists a
14
positive constant c-=c(U,h,A) such that
I /t2(d)h'',(d)E(x,kd) - 0 f---i—
X J U 'h 'A V(k)lnuxJ •
<^<kincx
Unfortunately the 0-constant of Lemma 3.5 is not computable 
with current knowledge.
li x
For /n , and for k<lnx say,
¥?(k)
-c ^2(d)g7(d)E(x,kd) < I d)g7(d)E(x,kd)
d<X In OX d<X*ln oX
(d.k)-l k
Taking h=g, A=1, and U=2g+1 in Lemma 3.5 we thus have
I . /i2(d)g7 ^d^E(x,kd) - o J  -oTT~l
X 3ln °X S ^(k)ln2g+lXJd<
(d,k)-l
=  o r x i
ugllT,2E+lYJ^ln2g+1XJ
Further Lemma 3.4 gives
^ 1/3 -c /*2<d)g7(d> < — | ^ 3(lnX+l)g 
d<X1/3ln OX In ox
(d,k)=l
< X 1^ 3(lnX)S
Substitution into (8) gives
1 ^2(d)|Rd i - Ogf- * -1
d<X In ox g k n 2S+1XJ
(d,k)=l
so that (R^K.a)) is satisfied with cc='/z and K=2g.
We are now in a position to apply Theorem 2,5’ stated above 
to give
15
|(q: 0<q<x, q*Cmodk, (P(q), IJZP)”1)
S T O  p<z (1 + Og(e*P(-u/3(l"u-lnln3u-ln(6g)-2)))
P-rk
+ Ogdn-ix))
Since li x = —  (l + 0 L— — ]1 this becomes
In x I Lin xJJ
{q : 0<q<x, qsjgmodk, (F(q) f^ nzp)=l}
x n (i-p,(p))h +
^(k)lnx p<z p-1 I
P<k
0g(exp(~u/3(lnu-lnln3u-ln(6g)-2))) + Og(ln ^x)j
which completes the lemma,
□
LEMMA 2.1
Let an2 + bn +c and dn2 + en + f be polynomials with 
integer coefficients, and having no common factors. Then there 
exists an integer F(£0) defined by F=|ce-fb| if a=d=0, and 
F=i (cd-af) 2-(bd-ea) (ce-fb) | otherwise, for which, for all n, 
(an2 + bn + c, dn2 + en + f)=w
<=» (a(n+F) 2 + b(n+F) + c, d(n+F) 2 + e(n+F) + f)=w. 
Furthermore, if there exists an integer n for which 
(an2 + bn + c, dn2 + en + f)=w, 
then w|F.
PROOF
By definition (an2 + bn + c, dn2 + en + f)>l if and only if 
there exists an integer m such that
16
an2 + bn + c s 0 mod m and dn2 + en + f = 0 mod m.
We will show that for any such m it follows that m|F where
Ice-fbI ; a=0 , d=0
I(cd-af) 2 - (bd-ea)(ce-fb)| ; otherwise
with F^O.
(i) If a = d * 0 and be ~ 0 then it is clear that
an2 + bn + c = 0 mod m and dn2 + en + f = 0 mod m
implies m|F with F^O.
(ii) If a = d = 0 and be j* 0 then
an2 + bn + c = 0 mod m and dn2 + en + f = 0 mod m
if and only if
bn + c e 0 mod m and en + f = 0 mod m.
This implies
(bn + c)e - (en + f)b s 0 mod m
i.e. ce - fb s 0 mod m.
Certainly ce - fb ^ 0 for otherwise b/e = c/f contradicting our
assumption that an2 + bn + c, and dn2 + en + f have no common
factors.
(iii) If at least one of a and d is not zero then
an2 + bn + c = 0 mod m and dn2 + en + f = 0 mod m
implies
(an2 + bn + c)d - (dn2 + en + f)a = 0 mod m 
i.e. (bd - ea)n + (cd - fa) = 0 mod m. (1)
(iv) If bd - ea = 0 then cd - fa = 0 mod m and in this 
instance cd - fa * 0 , for otherwise we would have
a/d = b/e = c/f or d/a - e/b = f/c- 
Clearly, m|F and F^O as required.
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(v) Assuming that bd - ea # 0, from which it follows 
and b are not both zero,
an2 + bn + c s 0 mod m and dn2 + en + f s 0 mod m
implies
(an2 + bn + c)e - (dn2 + en + f)b = 0 mod m
i.e. (ae - db)n2 + (ce - fb) a 0 mod m.
But (1) gives
(bd - ea)n2 + (cd - fa)n = 0 mod m.
This, in conjunction with (2), gives 
(cd - fa)n + (ce - fb) = 0 mod m.
If cd - fa == 0 then ce - fb = 0 mod m and certainly
ce - fb * 0. Again m|F and F^O.
(vi) Assuming finally that bd - ea ^ 0 and cd - af *
gives
(cd - fa)(bd - ea)n + (cd - fa)2 = 0 mod m 
and (3) gives
(cd - fa)(bd - ea)n + (ce ~ fb)(bd - ea) = 0 mod m. 
Together these imply
(cd - fa) 2 - (ce - fb)(bd - ea) = 0 mod m 
or F = 0 mod m
as required.
This, however, gives no information if F=0, that is, if
(cd - fa) 2 = (ce - fb)(bd - ea).
If it were the case that
(cd - fa) 2 = (ce - fb)(bd - ea)
then writing an2 + bn + c = g(n) and dn2 + en + f
and arguing as above, we see that the equations 











(g(n)d - h(n)a)n - (bd - ae)n2 + (cd - fa)n (7)
hold, for all n.
These imply
g(n)e - h(n)b + g(n)nd ~ h(n)na = (cd - fa)n + (ce - fb) 
and consequently that
[g(n)e - h(n)b + g(n)nd - h(n)na](bd - ae)
— (cd - fa)(bd - ae)n + (ce - fb)(bd - ae). (8 )
But, from (7),
[g(n)d - h(n)a](cd - fa)
= (bd - ae)(cd - fa)n + (cd - fa) 2 
and, as (cd - fa) 2 = (bd - ae)(ce - fb) 
we have
[g(n)e - h(n)b + g(n)nd - h(n)na](bd - ea)
= [g(n)d - h(n)a](cd - fa) 
i.e. h(n){(bd - ea)(an + b) - a(cd - fa)}
“ g(n){(bd - ea)(dn + e) - d(cd - fa)}. (9)
Hence, there exist integers ott@,y,5 such that
h(n) (cm + /3) = g(n) (yn + 6) for all n. (10)
There does not exist a constant, k, such that
(cm + (3) = k(yn + 5 )  
for this would imply that g(n) and h(n) have a common factor. 
The alternative is that
g(n) = (cm +|3) (sn + t) 
say, with (sn + t)|h(n). But again this would imply that g(n) 
and h(n) have a common factor.
Hence, as required, F^O.
It is clear,then, that
(an2 + bn + c, dn2 + en + f) = w
4=^  (a(n+F) 2 + b(n+F) +c, d(n+F) 2 + e(n+F) +f) = w
19
and, furthermore, that w|F.
This completes the lemma. □
The arguments used in Lemmas 2.2-2.7 below are specific 
examples of lemmas from W.Schwarz's paper.[3]. As he 
frequently gives only partial proofs we give them here in 
their full form for completeness.
Lemmas 2.9-2.12 are extensions of his argument for finding 




y r(m)c - 0(M (In M)*) 
l<m<M





If « > l r n c - [ ^ ] + l
then
y Qtd(m) = 0( M lnxM ) 
l<m<M




Clearly 2«<m > < r (ra) , for if m - p ^  p  ^ then
t (ih) “ ( ^  i *** 1) • ■ • ( ^ w(m) •
oi«)(m) _ [ 2a,(m ) ]lna/ln2 < (r(m))c .
An application of Lemma 2.2 completes the lemma.
LEMMA 2.4
Let f(n) be a polynomial of degree k, with discriminant 
D^O. Let g denote the highest common factor of the 
coefficients of f(n). Then, whenever r>l, and (pr ,g)-l, the 
congruence
f(n)=0 mod pr 
has at most k.D2 solutions.
Furthermore if p(d) denotes the number of solutions of 
f(n)s0 mod d 






I ^ m) - 0((in »)2C)
l<m<M




- ... m M . ... , t 2 l<m<t
l<m<M l<m<M 1
- 0 ((In M )2C_1 ) + 0 ( j a n _ t )2C_1 dt )
1 *
- 0 ((In M )2C_1 ) + 0 ( (In M )20” 1 j dt )
1 t
- 0 ((In M)2C)
LEMMA 2.6
Using the notation of Lemma 2.4, if 2C<^ M2 }
Y P<d) _ of In In M (In M )2 -j 
d>M ^ (d)d " 1 R 1
where c = [ "’"ln^2"~~  ^ ] + ^
□
PROOF
7 P(p) / y (k.D2)tl)(d) In In d 
u?(d)d ^ , d 2
<£S>-1 d>M
d<M d -M
y (k.D2)^(d) In In M 
L d.M
| £ (k.D2)^(d). In In t^- 1/ln tdt+
d<t
= o[ — ft* M . (In M)2° J
00 2 C 
+ °{ i (ln ln t ” X/ln t) dt }
But d r -In ln t ,nA i . (ln t)A . \_  | -------- (In t)A j > ^ - L  (In ln t - l/ln t)
whenever A<t2.
So °{ 1 (ln ln C " ^ I n  t)}
= o| l^ --n ^ (ln M)2° ] if 2C<M2
^ 37313 " °{ N n 5 <ln “ >2° } 35 reqUlred'
and
d>M( a . g ) - l  n
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LEMMA 2.7
Using the notation of Lemma 2.4,
£ - 0{ln ln M. (ln M)2C) where c = [ln^ ' ^ 2)] + 1
«t4 d>
PROOF
Y p(d) j y p(d) lnlnd A y (k.D2)W ^d^lnlnd 
d * ,~M d
<3fg)-i <3fg)-x *
y (k.D2)w(d)lnlnM f y (k.D2)w(d) 1 ^
" d<M 3 0 d<t ' tlnt





For any constants a,b, a>b>0, we have 
1 a£ bi
<p( [a »b]) j^(a) ' p(b)
PROOF
Firstly we show that ■ (1)
This follows from the observation that
^>(ab) - v?( Ea »b] (a,b) ) - <p( [a,b] )<p( (a,b) ) ^
where d = ([a,b],(a,b)). Since d=(a,b) it follows that
1 = (a,b)
y>([a,b]) y>(ab)
But _ f ( . y ) ( . , b )
yj((a,b))
so that (a,b) ^ <p( (a,b)) which completes (1) .
y?(ab) <p(a)tp(b)





Let an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f be two polynomials with integer 
coefficients and having no common factors. Let D denote the 
discriminant of the polynomial an2 + bn + c.
Then
-1
1 n (l- l )p<z p 
p|(an2+bn+c)k2
0£<n<a+x 
n=J2 mod k 1 
(an2+bn+c, dn2+en+f)*=w
- -- x rz<w> f 1 +
[k,,Fk2] I 1
+of -^n G (x >o:) ln^G(x,o:)i
I G(x,a) J
+ 0 [ a i ^1  »Fk2l 3 j  J
where
(i) r |ce-fb| ; if a=0 , d=0
F -
L |(cd-fa)2-(bd-ea)(ce-fb)| ; otherwise
(ii)rz(w) - I n <1+ -e<E> >
ai modFk2 p<z P <P-1)
0^=2 , mod(k1,Fk2)





(iii) the unique solution, mod [k1fFk2], of the congruences 
n=j2,modk1 and n=a.jmodFK2 
is denoted, if it exists, by @±=@1(21,a±). Letting 




|{ n:n mod p; a, ( [k, ,Fk2]t+/3i) 2+b, ([k, ,Fk2] t+(3±)
+ct — 0 mod p) 
; p-rk2h
; ptk2h
(iv> , f a< s t M a’n3+b'n+c’1 : D;i0




ln X ( [ i ^ K J l n a  ; d m
0 ; D=0
and finally,
(vi) A = max(lnlnG(x,a)ln^G(x,a:) , ln2z)
The term IT (l+p(p)) is convergent. 
p<z p(p-l)
PROOF
Denote the sum under consideration S
i.e.
S = J n (1- 1 ) 1
p<z p
pI(an2+bn+c)k, 
a<n<a+x ^ ' 2
n=2 1 mod k 1
(an2+bn+c, dn2+en+f)=w
and assume, for now,that D^O.
By Lemma 2.1, the integers, n, in the interval a<n<a+x for 
which (an2+bn+c, dn2+en+f)=w lie in an arithmetic progression 
{ n: n ^ i  mod F :i=l,...r) 
where y^<F and where w|F, for F a constant dependent only on 
the constants a, b, c, d, e and f. (If there are no n for which 
(an2+bn+c, dn2+en+f)=w then we write F=0.)
Similarly, every integer n for which
[ f56P ) . ,
lies in an arithmetic progression 




This follows from the observation that, if m|k2, then
s 0 mod n
^  a^(n+k?F)^+b(n+k2F)+cj ^  ^  pl(n+k2F)^+e (n+k2F)+fj a Q mo<J
Let q:1  ctp denote the integers n in the interval




s- £ I " 1 (i)
01,-modFk, a<n<a+x p , p ..
n=C1modkl P ' <an2+bn+c)k2
n=ct^modFk2
A necessary and sufficient condition that the two congruences 
n=fi, mod k 1 and n=a-^ mod Fk2 have a common solution is that 
mod (k1>Fk2).
The solution, if it exists, is unique mod [k1,Fk2] and we 
denote it /3i=/3jL(C, ,a^) .
Hence
s- I I "z(1_lrl
a-jmodFk, a<n<o;+x ,p N1
ai=i21mod(k1 fFk2) nsjSjmodfk, ,Fk2]p 1 ^ an b n + c )k 2
It is clear that the internal product
n (l-i)-1 - n(i-i)-1 n(i-i)-1
p<z p p<z p p<z p
pI(an2+bn+c)k2 p|k2h p|(a1n 2+b1n+c1)
p-rk2h
where h=(a, b, c) ; a^a, ; b=hb1 ; c^hc, , 
so
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I n (l-i)-1p<z p (2)a<n <a+x - -
di-S^odCk^Fk,) n»/91mod[k,,FkJ] ^ a 'n bin c i>
lp'fk2h
To estimate S, therefore, it is sufficient that we estimate 
the inner sum







= 1 + I







where P(m) denotes the largest prime factor of m. 
Consequently,
S, - I I ^ 2<m)
a<n<o:+x a 1n 2+b1n+c1sQmodm
najS, mod [klfFk2] (k2h,m)=l
P(m)<z










a 1n 2+b n n+c1=0modm
where G(x,a) denotes max |a,n2+b,n+c,I.
cx< n<a+x 1 1 1
Further
£ / (^ni) £ 1
l<m<G(x,a) a~(3± a+x-f3i
(k2h,m)=l [k 1 ,Fk2] [k,,Fk2]
P(m)<z g(t)=0 mod m
where
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g(t)=a1 ([k, ,Fk2]t+/3i)2 + b, ([k, ,Fk2] t+(3±) + c,
“ a 1 [k, >Fk2 ] 2t2 + [kt ,Fk2] (2a1^i+b1) t + ( a ^ + b ^ + c , ). 
Denoting 'y1 (m) , 7 2(m) , . , . ,7p(m) as th® p(m ) solutions of 
g(t)=0 mod m, we have
p(m)
s 1 - I ^ 2<m) f I 1
l<m<G(x,a) j=l a-(3± a+x-|3±
(k2h,m)=l [k^Fk,] [k , ,Fk2]
P(m)<z t=7j(m) mod m
V n2(m) p(m)f x 1
l<ra<G(x,«)^m) 1 ( }
(k2h,m)=l 
P(m)<z
x y (i2 (m)p(m) 0 T y /*2(m)p(m)^







Y p2 (m)p(m) , 0 r x Y p(m) 'i
( . A .  ^ r- ) <«l<m<G(x,a) ^ (m) 
(k2h,m)=l 
P(m)<z
Our first step from here is to simplify the 0-terms. Recall
p(m)! {t:tmodm; a,[k,,Fk2]2t2 + [k, ,Fk2] (2a1 |3i+b 1)t +
(a1|3J+b1^:j[+cl )=0 mod m }
Writing
v(|9i) = ( a J k ^ F k j ] 2, [k, ,Fk2] (2a1j5i+b1 ) , ( a ^ J + b ^ + c , ) )
and denoting the divisors of v(/3^) to be
l=e0, ; eQ<e1<...<er gives
r
y p(m) = y y p w
m>G(x>a^^m m^ j=0 m>G(x,a)
(m, v(/3j[) )=®j
Now, by Lemma 2.6, for j=0,
28
V p(rn) ln ln G(x,0!) ln^G(x,g)]
m>G(x,a)'0<m)“ “ 1 5T* 755
(m,v(/3i))“l
where _ x r rln (2.D2)i .i. _
ln K  L In 2 ]+1)ln 2 '




p(m) = {t:tmod m; a,[kt,Fk2]2t2 + [k,,Fk2](2anj3^+b1)t +
(a1(9|+b1 j5^+c1 )=0 mod m }
“ j{t:tmod nijej ; ej (At2+Bt+C)=0 mod mj&j }
say, where Ae^=a1[k.,Fk-]2,,.. and (A,B,C)=V — ^  .
j e j
So p(m)=|{t :tmod mj ; (At2+Bt+C)=0 mod mj }|ej 
*=p(mj )ej .
Consequently
y p(m ) „ y ejp(mj)
m>G (x, a) ^ (m)m mi e 1 >G (x, eJ )mJ ej







, ln ln G(x,0!) ln^G(x,a:) e: 
* V>(ej) G(x,a) '
Summing over j gives
m>G(x
r
y p(m) = n r ln In G(x,ot) lnxG(x,o!) y i
( ,otf(m)m *■ G(x>a) j-0'o(eJ ) ■*
r
_ n f In In G(x,a) ln*G(x,a) Y n "i 
“ I G(xfot) n- l ^ H)^
_ er In In G(x,a) ln^G(x,a)l 
1 G(x,a> J
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_ a F aJki.Fk?]2 In G(x,a) lnxG(x,a)i /CN
°l ------ GSET55 ). (5)
Similarly, the second error term,




of I  I  P».WpO») |
j-0 l<in<G(x,a) ^ m
(m,v(|3jL) )=ej
and
£ p2(m)p(m) = £ p2 (mjej) e^ p(mj)
l<m<G(x,a)^m  ^ l<mj e *<G(x,a)^ J6J
(m,v(/3i))=ej (mj ,v(jSj))=l
ej




—yi-v lnlnG(x.a) lnxG(x,0!) by Lemma 2.7 
vHej ;
So
I £l(m)p(m) ^ Q a lnlnG(x,a) lnxG(x,a) )
l<m<G(x,a)^ m)
(k2h,m)=l  ^ ;
P(m)<z
However we may also write the second error term as
£ p2(m)p(m) = 0( T p 2(m)p(m)->








y ^2(m)p(m) _ y ^2(m-je^ ) ei p(m^)
'  P(„ L ) ^ w
(m.vC/Si))^ (mj ,vT<3j))"l
e




<£ ej 11 (1+P(P))
P(6j> p^ ? ' 1
ej
j e-j IT (1+ 2 ) > ©i 2
€ — H — s — r — 7*— n ln2z.N ^(ej) p<z p-1 N ¥>(©j)
So in comparison with (6) we also have




This concludes the simplification of the 0-terms.
Now, turning to the leading term of (4), we have,
V ^ 2(m)p(m) FI ( 1+ p(p) )
<k2h,m)-l<p(m)m “ p<* p(tKL) •
P(m)<z V W 2n
We note that by an argument similar to that used in deriving 
(5), (6) and (7) we have
I ijlWp(m) _ Q r I I p W |  
kjh,m)-l *■ j=o P(m )<z'(’<nl)nl '
P(m)<z (m,v(|3i))=ej
-r_ 0{ I * } - o{ 14_, ]
1 j-o S 1 n-l'o(n) J
- 0( ln er ) - 0(ln (a,[k,,Fk2])) (8 )
So the leading term of S, is certainly convergent.
Hence, via (5), (6), (7) and (8),
xS - “ n ( 1+ P<P> ) f 1 +
i rv vv l r)<z p(p-l) 1[k1,Fk2] p<z p(p-l)
P'fkjh
J nfa, [k, ,Fk,]2lnlnG(x,a)lnxG(x,a)l
I G(x,a) J
+ o p i  !. .A,— J J (9)
where A = max(lnlnG(x,o:)lnxG(x,Q!) , ln2z) . A arises from 
equations (6) and (7).
This, on substitution back into (2) gives
q x n ( 1-1 >-i y n(i+ P(P) ) fl,
[k, ,FkJ p<z p p<z p (p - 1 )  I, Fk2] -l
* |k’h m o d ^ . F k , ) ^
. nfai [k i ,Fk?] 2lnlnG(x,a)lnxG(x,a)'|
I G(x,a) J
+ p[ai^k i’^ k ^  3 A— ] | (10)
This completes the lemma for D*0.
If D=0, which may occur only if an2+bn+c has a repeated factor, 
so that we may write an2+bn+c=0 (*yn+5)2 say, then S becomes




n=2 1 mod k 1 
(0 (yn+8)2,dn2+en+f)=w
The proof of the lemma in this instance is very similar to that 
for D^O. □
LEMMA 2.10
Let an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f be two polynomials with integer 
coefficients having no common factors. Then, for q a prime,
32
J n (i" i)_1
a<q<a+x ^
^aq^+bq+c, dq2+eq+f)™w ^ < ^ q +<=) <dq2+eq+f)
^ 2x n (l-l)"1 [k,,Fk?]j lnfk,,Fk?] n (1+ 4p2/3)
lnx p<z p 9?( [k, , Fk2 ]) p<z (p-1)2
p-rk2 P'Tk2h
p lh
x T*<w> { 1 + ° [  • 5 ' H  }
where
(i) f ice-fbl ; a=d=0
F -
L I(cd-fa)2-(bd-ea)(ce-fb)| ; otherwise
(ii) h = (ad,ae+bd,af+be+cd,bf+ce,cf)
and A=ad/h ,B=(ae+bd)/h( Q^af+be+cd)/^ D=(bf+ce)/h
E-Cf/h .
(iii) M = max(lnlnG(x,a:)ln^G(x,a), ln2z) 
where G(x,a) = a<m|x+xiAq4+Bq3+Cq2+Dq+Ei
and }  i " 2
where A  denotes the discriminant of (aq2+bq+c)(dq2+eq+f) 
if neither aq2+bq+c nor dq2+eq+f have repeated factors. 
If aq2+bq+c has a repeated factor, say aq2+bq+c=0 (-yq+5) 2 
and dq2+eq+f does not have a repeated factor then A  is 
the discriminant of 8(7 q+S)(dq2+eq+f), Similarly if 
dq2+eq+f has a repeated factor. Clearly with this 
definition A ^ O . 
and where
(iv) Tz(w) denotes the number of integers n in the interval 
l<n<Fk2 for which both
(an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f)=w
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and , ran2+bn+ci rdn2+en+fn II p . .
( I— — J M — — J • B T C  >_1
PROOF
Assume firstly that neither an2+bn+c nor dn2+en+f have 
repeated factors. Denote the sum under consideration S. 
i.e.
I n ( l - i)-1
p<z pa<q<G!+x
qsfi.modk. ,2 ■? v \/j 7 jrs
(aq2+bq+c* dq2+eq+f)=w PI (aq2+bq+c)(dq2+eq+f)
< )-!
The proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 2,9, 
Certainly the argument follows almost identically until 
statement (2) of Lemma 2.9 so that we may write
s _ n ( l - i r 1 £ £ n ( l - i)”1
^ cnimodFk2 a<q<a+x P<f^ , P





we write h=(ad,ae+bd,af+be+cd,bf+ce,cf) and 
A=ad/h| B== (ae+bd)/hj etc so that (A ,B,C ,D ,E)=l: 
where ..a^ denote the integers n in the interval l<n<Fk2
for which both (an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f)=w and
< p ^ ] « , . p ^ ] .  >-i ,
and where ,oti) is the unique solution, if it exists, of
the pair of congruences q=fi1modk1 and q^a-jmodFkj.
Writing the inner sum of (1) as S,,
l . e -■n-1S - I n (1“P
ct<q<ot+x P<^ P
q^imodtk. ,Fk,] P^ 2^  „ „ „ , _ _
1 1 2 p|Aq4+Bq3+Cq2+Dq+E
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we have
q =  y  y ^ion>1 /~\
ct<q<a+x Aq4+Bq3+Cq2+Dq+E=0modm ^
qsj3^mod[k1 , Fk2] (k2h,m)-=l 
P(m)<z
where P(m) denotes the largest prime factor of m. 
Changing the order of summation gives




where G(x,a) - tt<^ ^ +xlAq4+Bq3+Cq2+Dq+E| .
Writing y-i (m) , Y 2(m) Yr(m) as the p(m) solutions of
An4+Bn3+Cn2+Dn+E=Omodm, gives
8, - I £ $  I I 1
l<m<G(x,a) ^ y*(m)modm a<q<a+x
(k2h,m)=l qs/3^mod[k1 , Fk2 ]
P(m)<z q=Yj(m)modm
Denoting = 6-jj (fii ,Yj (m)) as the unique solution 
mod[k1 ,Fk2,m], if it exists, of the pair of congruences 
nsjS^modfkj ,Fk2] and (m)modm we have
s, - 1 I I 1
l<m<G(x,oi)^ Yj(m)modm n<q<cH-x
(k2h,m)=l yj (m)=|3imod( [kn ,Fk2] ,m) q=5ijmod[k1 ,Fk2 ,nf
P(m)<z
Splitting S1 into two sums we have
S, - I £ $  I I 1
l<m<G(xta)^ Yj a<q<a+x




+ E ^  I I 1
l<m<G(x,af) 7j(m)modm a<q<a+x
[k1 ,Fk2 ,m]>x 74 (m)s(3^ ijiod( [k, ,Fk2] ,m) q^S-nmodJk, , Fk2 ,m]
(k2h tm)-l
P(m)<z
Using the estimate of Montgomery-Vaughan [6 ] , namely 
n(x;kIfi)-II(x-y;k(fi) < ^ y ^ - y / k ! l<k<y<x
in the first of these sums and noting that





2x £ /a2 (m) p(m) In [k, ,Fk? ,m]









By Lemma 2.8 we have 1 [k, ,Fk2 ] i mi so that
<p( [k1 ,Fk2,m]) <p( [k1 ,Fk2]) >(m)
2x [k,,Fk?]i ln[k,,Fk?] Y p 2(m) p(m) lnm m i









Arguing as in Lemma 2.9, we have
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V ft2 (m) p(m) lnm mi y p(m) in2/ 3




n ( h p(p)p;/j )
p<z (p-1 ) 2
P'fk2h
and y p 2(m) p(m) ^ y p 2(m) p(m) _
Km<G(x.cO ij^x.n) *<">
[kt , Fk2 ,m]>x P(m)<z
(k2h,m)=l
P(m)<z
where M=max(lnlnG(x>Q:)ln^G(x>a:) , ln4z) and where 
1„ X - { }ln 2
So as p(p)<4
2x [k, ,Fk2] i ln[k1 ,Fk2] n ( l+_4pV3 )
1 lnx p([k1(Fk2]) p<z (p-1) 2
p-rk2h
_ 2x [k,,Fk,]i ln[k,,Fk,] n ( 1+ 4p2/2 ) r, , „ ri£>( [k, ,Fk,]) M lnxn 
lnx tp( [k, ,Fk2]) p<z (p-1)2 I L [k, ,FkJi ’ x JJ
p-rk2h
Substitution back into (1) gives
n (l-ir 1 2x [k,,Fk,]i ln[k, ,Fk,] n ( 1+ 4p2/ 2 )





This completes the lemma.
If aq2+bq+c has a repeated factor, say aq2+bq+c=0(7 q+5)2 
then S becomes
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(aq2+bq+c* dq2+eq+f)=w P «^ (Tq+5)2(dq2+eq+f)
< j, .
The proof of the lemma in this instance is very similar. The 




Let an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f be two polynomials with integer 
coefficients, having no common factors. Then, for 
z<exp((ln x/k1)^ -“e)i for e some constant £>e>0,
^ n ( l - i r 1
a<n<o:+x ^
^n^ 1n°^ii P * (an 2+bn+c) (dn2+en+f)
p<zP ^~
(an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f)=w
n (i-i) n (l-i)-1 [k,,Fk,]i n q+ 4P*/3 >
p<z p p<z p v?( [k1 , Fk2 ]) p<z (p-1)2
p'fk., p'fkjh
pih
c Tz(w) jl+0(exp(-(lnx)e)) +0 ’ Fk^) lnlnxlnx+1x jj
where
(i) r |ce-fb| ; a=d=0
F -
I |(cd-fa)2-(bd-ea)(ce~fb)| ; otherwise
(ii) h = (ad,ae+bd,af+be+cd,bf+ce,cf)
and A-ad/h ,B-(ae+bd>/h , c-(af+be+cd)/h , D=(bf+ce)/h 
E-cf/h .
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(iii) G(x,a) - max, |An4+Bn3+Cn2+Dn-fE|
a<n?o:+x
and * > - {
where A denotes the discriminant of (an2+bn+c)(dn2+en+f) 
if neither an2+bn+c nor dn2+en+f have repeated factors. 
If an2+bn+c has a repeated factor, say an2+bn+c=0(yn+S) 2 
and dn2+en+f does not have a repeated factor then A is 
the discriminant of 6(yn+5)(dn2+en+f). Similarly if 
dn2+en+f has a repeated factor, 
and where
(iv) Tz(w) denotes the number of integers n in the interval 
l<n<Fk2 for which both
(an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f)=w 
and . ran2+bn+C| rdn2+en+fl IT p N
( 1— 5 J M  5— J ' ?T6, )_1
PROOF
Assume firstly that neither an2+bn+c nor dn2+en+f have 
repeated factors. Denote the sum under consideration S. 
i.e.





(n  IT }==1 p I (a n 2+bn+c) (d n 2+ e n + f)
1 p<z^ *
(a n 2+bn+c, d n 2+en + f)= w
We argue exactly as in Lemma 2.10. A very rough sketch of the 
proof is given here. Certainly














and where a:  ct^  denote the integers n in the interval
l<n<Fk2 for which both (an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f)=w and
p5gP )-! ;
where h=(ad,ae+bd,af+be+cd,bf+ce,cf) and 
B=(ae+bd)^f etc. such that (A,B,C,D,E)=1;
and where .a^) is the unique solution, if it exists, of
the pair of congruences n^^modk, and n=o:-LmodFk2. We further 
have




(k2h,m)=l -yi (m)s|3iniod( [k, ,Fk2] ,m) n^S-jjmodfk, , Fk2 ,ml
P(m)<z (n, n p)-l
where 7 , (m) , , . . ,7 r(m) are the p(m) solutions of
An4+Bn3+Cn2+Dn+E=0 mod m
and 5-jj =* (|3i,7j (m)) is the unique solution mod[k1 ,Fk2 ,m] ,
if it exists, of the pair of congruences n^J^modfk, ,Fk2] and
n=7j(m)modm; and where
G(x,a) = max 1An4+Bn3+Cn2+Dn+E|. a<n<a+x
We divide the sum St into two to read
Z I Z 1
a<n<a+xl < m < _ _ x ^ (ra) 7j (m)modm
[k1 , Fk2] 7j (m)s/3imod( [k, ,Fk2] ,m) n^g ^ jmodfk, , Fk2 ,m; 
(k2h,m)=l ' "
P(m)<z
(n, IT p)=l p<z
Z I I 1
n<n<o;+xx£ <m<G(x,a)^m  ^ 7j(m)modm
7Hni)s<3imod( [k, ,Fk2] ,m) n=6inmod[k1 ,Fk2,m]






Now if m<[ i ^ 3] and z< exp<(ln x/k .>1”£) then z<(E7^;,m]




Z 1 < x n a - y  { i +
a<n<a+x [kltFk2,m] p<z p
7 i p-f [k. ,Fk_ ,m]n=5^-jmod[k1 ,Fk2 ,m] t' l 1 « 2* J
(n, II p)-l p<z^
0(exp(-(ln[j^— ~ — _ ] ) i ) )  + 0(exp(-u(lnU“lnlnu-2))) }
where u - t[fc, .
In z
We have by our assumptions above that u>£(ln x) e , and that
lnfpj-—  J  > ^  - and so
Ifk, ,Fk2 ,m] J 2
I 1 < /Vi; ■ L.— JL ^  1 + 0(exp(-(ln x)f)) )
a<n<cH-x P ([k,,Fk2,m]) p<z p
n=5£-jmod[k1 ,Fk2,m]
(n, A p)«lp<zr/
x [k1,Fk2]i mi IT (11) r i + Ofe^DC-f ln^^) 1 
< ','Fk2]T w  P<z p { 1 0(exp( (lnx) }))-
(3)
xi
If on the other hand m> =-— then we use the comparatively
[k1,r k 2 J
weak upper bound
I 1 < I 1 < ,k *k , + 1 (4)[k,,Fk2,m]
a<n<o:+x cn<n<o:+x
n=5^mod[k1 , Fk2 ,m] ns5^jmod[k1 ,Fk2 ,m]i— u -i misiA 
(n, n p)=lN ’p<zr/
Substitution of (3) and (4) into (2) gives
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O .  „ n (1-1) [k, ,Fk 2] i y fi2 (m) p(m) mi , , ,
Si < X p<z p ^ [ k 1fFk2-) 1<m^ xi { 1 +
[ V ^ W 2]
(k2h,m)-l
P(m)<z
0 (exp(-(In x)e)) }
Of „ V M2(m) p(m)
L x i *>(m)[k1(Fk2lm]







As previously we have
y ^ 2(m ) p(m) J n (1+ 4pi )





y M2(m) p(m> r 1 Y p(m)
xi < ^ G ( * 1a)*,°,> [k, ,Flc2 >m] [k,,Fk2]i x j
E k,,Fk3] m > [k,,Fk2]
(k2h,m)“l 
P(m)<z
0 f ^n^nx ln^x [k., ,Fk2 ] i 
I xt







_ - n (1-1) [k.,Fk,]i n. (1+ 4pi ) r1i. / . ..
S, < x v - - , n1 i x ^ > i v? i 1+0 (exp (-(In x)e))}1 p<z p <p( [k, , Fk2 ]) p<z (p-1) 2 I v
p-fk2h
. o[ - -  if1 - ] . .[ 4i ) }.
(5)
The third error term is absorbed into the second.
Substituting (5) into (1) completes the lemma. As in the 
previous lemmas if an2+bn+c or dn2+en+f have any common 
factors then the proof is similar.
Finally we have Lemma 2.12. The proof is not included as 
it is almost identical to that of Lemma 2,11.
Although Lemma 2.12 is applied at an earlier stage in the 
following chapters than either Lemma 2.11 or Lemma 2.10 it is 
included here as the proof is slightly less complicated than 
that of Lemma 2.10,
LEMMA 2.12
Let an+b, cn+d and en+f be polynomials with integer 
coefficients. Assume that an+b and cn+d have no common 
factors. Then for z<exp(10(ln x)£)




. fan+b'i . rcn+di IT p. ,( l — J 8 » u — J -  ) = 1
(en+f, IT p)=l p<zr
X _e_ n (1-1) n ( 1 - i r 1 [k,,Fk,)i




X p<2 (1+(^?T)2) T z ^ f 1 + 0 (exp(-(In x)i)> +
P-rk2h




(ii) h-(a,b) and a^a/h* b i“b/h
(iii) 7 z(w) denotes the number of integers n in the 
interval l<n<Fk2 for which both
(an+b,cn+d)=w
and
, ran+di , rcn+di IT p . ,
4 — J4.+l— ]• ?tfi3 )=1 .
LEMMA 3
Let S, T, U be positive real numbers, and suppose
S - T{l + o[i}}, and S - u{l + o[i]} .
Then
(i) T = s{l + Og ]  }
and
(ii) T - U{1 + 0[1] + 0[I] }
PROOF
(i) Given S = T{ 1+0( V x) 1 we kave | S-T | < kT/x for some 
positive constant k. If T < S then lT-S| < k^/x giving 
T-S - 0(s/x ) or T = S + 0(s/x) = SU+OC1/*)}.
On the other hand, if T > S then |S-T| = T-S < ^T/x anc* 
T(l-k/x> < S i.e. T < S{l+k/x_k }. Hence
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tT—S| < ®k/x_k - 0(*Vx) and T « S{l+0(^/x)} as required.
(ii) As S ■= T(l+0(1/X)} we have by (i)




Suppose a, b, c, d e 2 with b 2-ac^0 and b 2-ac=0 mod 4.
Then
J{(x,y): 0<x<A, ax2+2bx+c=dy2 }J
rb2-ac'j^n r A i |ad|<A, ad>0 & ad not a 
I 4 J L|ad|J’ perfect square
rb2-ac'i .r ^ —  — j ; otherwise






So for (1) to have integer solutions we require that 
b 2-a(c-dy2) be a square, say z2, and that either -b+z or b+z be 
divisible by a. (We may assume that z is positive.)
Now
b 2-a(c-dy2)=z2 
if and only if
z 2-ady2=b2-ac. (2 )
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The proof of the lemma is divided into four steps, Step 1 
dealing with the case where ad is negative. Obviously if both 
ad and b 2-ac are negative, then (2), and consequently (1), has 
no solutions.
STEP 1 : Number of positive integer solutions of Ax 2+By2=g with 
A , B>0.
(For convenience we denote the number of positive integer 
solutions of Ax2+By2=g as N(g, A, B)).
Clearly we may assume that (A,B,g)=l. We may further 
assume that (AB,g)=l, for if there exists a prime p such that 
A=0 mod p and g=0 mod p say, then y=0 mod p and the number 
of positive integer solutions of Ax2+By2=g equals the number of 
positive integer solutions of (^/p)x2+Bpy2=(S/p), Similarly if 
there exists a prime p such that B=0 mod p and g=0 mod p. 
Continuing in this way an equation A'x2+B,y 2=gI is reached for 
which (A'B,,g,)=l, having the same number of solutions as our 
original equation.
The solutions of Ax2+By2=g may be derived from the
solutions of the equations




Ax2 +By 2 =g ; (x,y)-l
gr
where g^.-.jgj- denote the square integers dividing g. For
completeness we write g0=l and the equation Ax2+By2=g as
Ax 2+By2=g 
So-
From section 11.3 of Hua[4], Theorems (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) it
follows that the number of solutions of
Ax2+By2=g ; (x,y)=l 
Si
is




N(g, A,B)<^ £ !{0<£><2g : 2 2 a -4AB mod 4g }
i-0 gi gi
(4)
Writing g = p ^ ’p ^ 2. . .psas ; p 1<P2< -**<Ps we show, by
induction on s , that
N(g,A,B) < T(g). (5)
Assuming initially that g has just one prime factor and
writing g^p^ 1 , we have
N(g,A,B) i |{0<C<2p1°;i ; C 2=-4AB mod 4p,ai }
+ | {0<C<2Pla,“ 2 ; C 2=-4AB mod 4p1°;i“ 2 }
+ . . .+ | {0<j2<2 ; C 2s-4AB mod 4 }| 
if a, is even;
N(g,A,B) 4 |{0<C<2p1£Xl ; C2s-4AB mod 4p1CXl }|
+...+ j{0<C<2p1 ; C2=-4AB mod 4p, } 
if a 1 odd.
Taking into account the possibility of p 1 being 2,
J{0<i2<2p 1^ ; 2 2s-4AB mod 4 p ^  )j is at most 4.
So N(g,A,B) < 4 (0 ^ 2  +l)^3r ( p ^ 1) giving us our starting case 
Assuming now that whenever g has k primes or fewer in its 
factorization
N(g,A,B) < SC^+lMa^lJ.-.Cotk+l) - 3r(g) 
we turn our attention to the case
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Writing h 0,...,ht as the squares dividing p ,**1 . . .pkak=g* say 
N(giA,B)
r
 ^ Z j{ 0<fi<2g ; j22s-4AB mod 4g }
i=l gi gi
“ I |( 0<l<2glpk:,f 1Qk'fl ; j2 2=-4AB mod 4g' Pk+iQ^;+1 ) | 
j=l hj hj
t
+ 1 11 0 d < 2g'plc.flolk+<~ 2 ; g 2a-4AB mod 4g lpk+10!k+1~ 2 }|
j-i hj hj
t
+ . . .+ Z j { 0<fi<2g' ; £ 2=-4AB mod 4g' } j 
j-1 hj hj
for c% +1 even;
N(g,A,B) <
t
Z |{ 0<2<2g'pk+1ak+i ; fi2=_4AB mod 4g.pk+i0ik+i }|
j-1 hj hj
t





Z |{ 0<f?<2g*pk+1 ^  ; 2 2=-4AB mod 4g'pk+1^ }|
J=1 ^  hj
t
Z I ( 0<f?<2g' ; )22=-4AB mod 4g' }| x 
J-1 hj hj
|{ 0<C<pk+1^ ; Q2=-4AB mod pk+1^ }
t
< Z I{ OC2<2g' ; C 2=-4AB mod 4g* }|
j-1 hj hj
< 3(o:n +1) . . . (cq^ +1 ) by the inductive hypothesis.
Applying this 0^+, times whenever 0^+, is even; and o:k+1+l 
2 2
times when o^ *., is odd gives
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N(g,A,B) < 3(01^1) . . . (of^ +1) ((%+ 1+l) = 3t (g) 
as required.
STEP 2 : Number of positive integer solutions of
x 2-Dy2“4N (6)
for a<x<(3, vi th D>0, N>0.
Denote the number of positive integer solutions of 
x 2-Dy2=4N with a<x<(3J as MCN.D.o:,^).
If D is a perfect square then, since the number of ways in 
which 4N can be decomposed into two factors is at most ^t (4N), 
in this instance
M(N,D,a,0) < (7)
Assuming that D is not a perfect square, suppose that
x 2-Dy2=4N is solvable and let (u,v) be a solution. If (x,y)
is a solution of the Pellian equation
x 2-Dy2=4 (8)
then (u1,v,) defined by
(Uj+v^D ) = (u + vyD ) (x + yyD )_
so that u, = ux +vyD , v t = xv + uy 
2 2
is also a solution of (6). Certainly u 1 and v ; are integers
as, for u 2-Dv2 even and x 2-Dy2 even, both ux+vyD and xv+uy are
even. Following the notation used by B. Stolt [7] we say that
the solution (u1,v,) is associated with the solution (u,v).
Now, if (u + vyD ) (x + yyD ) = u^+v^D,
2
then (u + vyD ) (x + yyD ) (x - yyD ) = (u1+v1yD ) (x - yyD )
2 2 2
giving (u + vyD ) = ( u ^ v ^ D  ) (x - yyD )
2
So we see that if (u1,v]) is associated with the solution (u,v)
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then .conversely (u,v) is associated with the solution ( u ^ v ^ ,
and we say that (UpV,) and (u,v) are associated with each
other. The set of all solutions associated with each other we
term a class of solutions.
Let C denote a class of solutions of (6), consisting of the 
solutions
(ui.Vi) ; i-0 ,1 ,2 ,...
If (xQ)y 0) denotes the fundamental solution of (8) such that 
x 0>0 , y Q>0 it is well known that all the positive solutions of 
(8) are given by
[*° +2y °"D ]n 2 ; n=l , 2 , . . .
Let (u0 ,vQ) denote the fundamental solution of the class C 
defined as the smallest non-negative u belonging to the class 
C. Then the members of C (if we regard positive and negative 
solutions of equal modulus as being the same), are given by 
un+vn^D = (U o+Vo'/D ) j~x n+yn^D jn ;n=l,2, ... (9)
It is generally the case that (u0,v0) and (u0,-v0) generate 
different classes so we cannot at this point assume anything 
about the sign of v Q.
Our first step towards an upper bound for M(N,DJa,|3) is to 
show that
u a>0 . (10)
From (9), u, = u nx n+vny nD
2
If v Q>0 then it is obvious that u^O, If however v Q<0 then
u = JlnZbrJZoJZa0 
1 2




as u o>0, x Q-y0yD >0 and |l- 1 v q 1 ^  | >0 for N positive.
I u Q J
We are now in a position to prove, by induction, that
iin+1 > un > 0 for all n. (11)
From the definition of u 0, and as u^O, it follows that 
u, > u Q > 0 
and we have our starting case.
Suppose
uk > uk„, > 0
As uk+vkyD = (u0+v0yD ) f x n+ynyp ~>k
<uk-i+vk-i^D )[ x n+yn^D j
2
we see that
and as uk > uk-1 > 0 ,
so that
Now
Uk-,*n + vk-iynD > u.
2 uk-i
uk-i > 02)
% + ,  + vk+, yD “ («k-, + vk_, yD )r x„ + y„yDr j j j L + y ^ ] '
gives
x n + ynD 1 + x n y n_Vk-i Duk+, - uk-,{ ) . -  2
and in order to show uk+1 > uk > 0 we require the inequality 
uk-,{ X " * y "D 1 + X " y " vk~ 1 D > Uk~ ’ x n + Vk-1 yn D
to hold. This occurs whenever
Uk_,{ x n + y|D - 2xa | > vk-i yp^P U-Xq) (13)
(13) holds trivially if vj^X). If vj^^cO, (13) becomes
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(14)
But as, by (12),
(14) is satisfied if
|vk-iiyQP
x n-2
an inequality easily seen to be satisfied whenever x 0>2 , which, 
by our definition of x Q, we may assume to be the case.
So (11) follows as required.
Further relations, similar to (10) and (11) hold for vn .
The proof of (16) follows immediately from the relation
The proof of (17) is similar to that of (11). Suppose 
vk<0 and v^^cO.
It is clear that in this case vjc<vjs_ t<0 for since un increases 
as n increases it follows that |vn | must increase accordingly. 
For (17) it is enough to show that
Namely
(i) If vk>0 for some k, then vn>0 for all n>k.




un+vn yD = (uk+vkyD )r x n+ynyD
vk+i < vk




implying in turn that
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-vk-. > ^ = ^ 2  (18)
0
On the other hand
»  - x o y 0 uk-i + x § + y§D )
vk+i 2 4
so that for 
Vk+1 < vk
to hold it is sufficient to show that
xoy°uk-i + vk~,< x§ + ygp )< vk- 1xn + uk-iyg
2 4 2
or
~vk-ix n ~ uk-1y n < ~x nynuk- 1 _ vk„,( + y 2p )
2 2 4
This is the case whenever
^k- i y p ^ o - 1) < _v.
xg + y|D - 2x0 vk->.
From (18) it follows that we have only to show
(19)
2uk-iyQ<x o ^  < uk-1y o
x o + yoD - 2xo x o - 2
an inequality which is satisfied whenever x Q>2. This completes 
the proof of (17).
Suppose the solutions un belonging to the class C, lying 
within the range a<un<(3 are given by the equations 
un + vn^D = <u o + V 0'/D x n + y n7D jn ; n=r,r+l....r+s.
(Our proof that u ^ u ^ ^ O  for all n ensures that some 
consecutive sequence of integers will give exactly the 
solutions in the range a<un</9.)
Now
ur + vryD - (Uq + v 0yD )j- x n + y njD jr 
implies
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(ur + vryp )(un - v nyD ) _ r * n + y n7D ir 
4N L 2 J
and consequently that
In ( <ur + Vr^D )(u n ~ v n^D )l 
r In { X 0
Similarly
(ur+s + vr+syD )(un - v nyD )
r + s
In f C S ^D »». ~ v <^u q  
I_______________4N______________J_
m  { x ° + > V D }
giving
ur+s + vr+flyDIn [ ^x±&j LJ!x ± q *R ) 
I ur + vryD J
In { x o Y q/D }
Certainly ur+s > ur > 0.
If vr > 0 then by (16), vr+s > 0 and
In [ -Hr±S. j 21n { }
as
S < ------- ---- =T i---  < ------ -— — pr—  --- (20)
m { } ln { I }
If vr < 0 and vr+s < 0 then
In f 4N ur - vr^D
s - 1 ur+s - Vr+s^D ' 4R
1„ { }
In f ur + lvn ^ D 1
_ I ur+s + |vr+sI^ D J
In { ^  }
2 In i f )
< r D -i (21)
ln 1 4 I .
If vr < 0 and vr+s > 0 then by (17), vr+1 > 0. But
In f (ur-f i+ vr+i7D ) (un ~ v ^ D  ) 1 
I 4N Jr + 1 =




ln f - 
I u










M(N,D,a,(3) < [ « » { £ }
MS)
+ 1 x (number of classes).
t-i vr 2a. 2a - 23™ 2b ,+1 2bri+l . „
For. N = p, !p2 • • - Pm • • • -Qn lt f°ffows from
results B. Stolt [7] achieves that the number of classes is at
most
2n (2a,+1)(2a,+l)...(2am+l)(b,+l)...<bn+l)






+ 1 r(N) (23)
STEP 3 : Number of positive integer solutions of x 2 - Dy2 = 4N 
for a<x<|3, with D>0, N<0.
Here, as in Step 3, denoting the number of positive solutions 








The proof goes through almost identically, except that here we 
define a class of solutions as those solutions given by
un + vn</D - (u0 + v 0yD ) j x n + y ^ P  jn ; n„ii2>
where (uQ,v0) is defined as the smallest non-negative value 
of v, rather than of u.
Following from this definition we are able to show
(i) v ,>0
(ii) vn+ 1>vn>0 for all n
(iii) If Uk>0 for some k then ^ > 0  for all n>k
(iv) If u^<0 and uy.+ 1<0 for some k then un<0 for all n>k
and complete the proof mutatis mutandis.
STEP 4 : The completion of the Lemma.
In summary, we have so far that the number of integer 
solutions of z 2-ady2=b2—ac for b 2-ac=0 mod 4 with 0<a<z<|3 is
<
In the cases ad<0 and ad a perfect square the lemma follows 
immediately.




As we require 0<x<A, if a and b are both positive we can only 




r b 2-ac *| 
7 1 4 J
2 In
In
{ £ } + 1
; ad<0






0 < < A
and b < z < Aa+b.
The number of positive integer solutions of 
z2 - ady2 =» b 2-ac 
for z in this range is, hence,
r b 2-ac 1
< T l  5  J
2In {
In { " }
+ 1
Continuing in this way, we find that the number of solutions of 
ax2 + 2bx + c = dy2, for ad>0 and not a perfect square, and for 
0<x<A is




r 2 lb | i 
I lb t —A I a 1J
+ 1
ab<0 
’ A| a|< |b
ab<0 
1 A | a 1 = i b 1
b 2~ac if 2 In (2|b|) 2 In (2(A| a i-ib |))+ l
ab<0 
I b ! <A | a |
These collectively imply that the number of solutions of 
ax2 + 2bx + c = dy2 with 0<x<A is 
j _ f b 2-ac if In (A|a|) ]< Tl 4 Jl ~1— p-d/4))
b 2~ac 1 In A[ j ^ , ]
In (ad)
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[ ^  ]
which completes the lemma.
N . B . We have achieved an upper bound on the number of
solutions of b 2-a(c-dy2)=z2 as required. However, recalling 
the comments following the opening of the proof, we also 
require that either -b+z or b+z be divisible by a. With 
regards to this additional restraint we make the following 
observation.
If the solutions in a class C of u 2-adv2=4N, for ad 
positive and squarefree, are given by (uQ,v 0),(u,,v,),... , 
(un ,vn)... then, if un-b=0moda, it follows that all the 
solutions in the series
■■•»un-2i un» un+2 > un+4 ***‘ 
also satisfy u-b^Omoda.
Following the comments near the start of the proof we may
assume that (a,4)=l. From equation (9) we have
un+vn/ad = (un_ 2+vn_ 2yad) [x Q* ^ yad]2
so that
4un = un-2(x o+yoad)+2advn-2x oy0- 
Hence
4un s un-2x o m°da.




Similarly moda. The rest of the proof follows by
induction.
It follows that, for each class of solutions, we need only 
observe the first two solutions to know whether or not that 
particular class will yield solutions to ax2+2bx+c=dy2,
LEMMA 5.1
Let y and Q be large real numbers. Let a be a positive 
real number satisfying a>10 and exp(Q^A*)>exp(cln2Q) . Let 
ln2aiQ<y<z. Then there are at most 0(Q^/a) distinct primitive 
characters to moduli not exceeding Q for which the estimate
^ ( 1_XiP)) 1 = ^  (l“X^p)) 1 + o(ay-Va) + 0(Q“3/a)}
fails.
The 0-constants are absolute, effectively computable, and 
independent of the value of a.
PROOF
The lemma is a generalisation of Lemmas 22.5, 22.6 and 22.7 
of Elliott [8 ], and of Lemma 1 of Nair and Perelli [1]. The 
proof is broken into three steps, Step 1 corresponding to 
Lemma 22.5 of Elliott, Step 2 to Lemma 22.6 and Step 3 to Lemma 
22,6 and Lemma 1 of Nair and Perelli.
The proofs are essentially very similar to their originals. 
More detail is given where it is considered helpful.
STEP ONE
Let Q and U be large real numbers. Let a be a positive 
real number, a>10. Then, if ln2aQ<U<Q2, there are at most 
0(q8/«+1/160) distinct primitive characters to moduli not 
exceeding Q for which the inequality
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I x (p )
U<p<2U P
< U - V «  (1)
fails. The O-constant is independent of a.
PROOF OF STEP ONE
The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 22.5 and is 
omitted here.
STEP TWO
Let Q and U be large real numbers with U>q 2 . Let a be a 
positive real number, a>10. Then there are at most 0(Q®/a) 





fails. The 0-constant is independent of a.
PROOF OF STEP TWO 
Again omitted.
STEP THREE : COMPLETION OF THE LEMMA.
We observe that
n (l-x^p))"1 _ n (i-x(p))-1 n (l-xfp))-1
p<z p p<y p y<p<z p
_ n (l-x(p))-1 n (l-xCp))-1 n (l-x(p)r1
p<y p y<p<exp(Qb/a) p exp(Qb/a)<p<z p
if exp(Qb/a)<z.
The product y<p<exp(Ql/a) may be dealt with
firstly showing that
n n (i-xCp))"1 _ i + 0f T xCp)
y<p<exp(Ql/°) p y<p<exp(Ql/«) P
and then applying Steps One and Two to the error term to give
y<p<exp(Ql/«)~*r ^  “ 1 + 0(ay“1/a) + °(Q"Va) 
with at most 0(q9A*+V80) exceptions.
On the other hand statement (18) of Nair and Perelli's 
paper [1 ] which reads
" M1,X) " p<w (1~2^ E)) 1 (l+0(exp(-c(ln w)i)))
holds uniformly for w>exp(cln^Q) and for all primitive 
characters to a modulus q<Q with at most one exception, x/'
n n _v(p ))-i 
may be used to estimate the product eXp(Ql/a)<p<z
Assuming that exp(Ql/a )>exp(cln2Q) we have
n (i-x(p))-1 _ n (l-x(p)r1 n (i-x(p))
exp(Ql/0!)<p<z p p<z p p<exp(Ql/a) p
L(l,x){l + 0 (exp(-c(lnz)i))) 
x L(l,x)-^(1 + 0 (exp(-cQ^/2»))
1 +  0 ( e x p ( “ Q 1 / 2 a > )
1 + 0 (Q-3/a).
This completes the lemma.
Using a version of Lemma 5.1 Elliott [8] extended his 
results over non-primitive characters. He proved
"LEMMA 22.8 Let x be a real number, x>9. Then the estimate
l (i ,xd> = (i + o«in X)-2)} a)
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holds for all D, 2<D<xt -D=0,1 mod4, with the possible, 
exception of at most 0 (x7/8) moduli."
It is clear that the number of exceptional moduli, 0(x7/ 8), 
may be decreased if we widen the range of the product on the 
right hand side of (1), or if we accept weaker error terms.
Lemma 5.2 below is an attempt to minimise the number of 
exceptional moduli if the problem is approached via Elliott’s 
methods. The only major divergence from his mode of argument 
is in the use of estimates such as Lemma 5.3 below. (It is of 
course conceivable that other methods of proof than Elliotts may 
generate better results and so Lemma 5.2 makes no claim to be 
a best possible result.)
Lemma 5.2 is not used in any of the theorems of the thesis 
and stands independently of the rest of the work. It is 
included as it follows a natural line of inquiry from Lemma 5.1.
LEMMA 5.2
Let x be a large real number. Lei a be a positive real 
number satisfying o>20 and a^(lnlnx)^. Then the estimate
LO.XD) “ 11 + °(e*P("C<lnlnx)l))) (2)
holds for all D, 2<D<x, -D=0,1 mod4, with the possible
exception of at most
« ( ( ™ ) ! )
moduli. The 0-constant is absolute, effectively computable, 
and independent of the value of a.




L(1,X) “ p^w ^  t1 + 0(exp(-c(lnw)i))} (3)
holds uniformly for Q < exp(clnlnw), and for all primitive 
characters y to a modulus q<Q. The 0-constant is absolute and 
effectively computable.
PROOF OF LEMMA 5,3
The proof of Lemma 5,3 follows classical multiplicative 
number theory arguments and is only briefly outlined. Firstly 
it may be shown that if
where A(n) is the von Mangoldt function, then following the 
arguments of Chapter 20 of Davenport [9],
uniformly, for all primitive characters x niodq, q<Q, if 
Q < exp(c lnlnx) 
and where |31 is the possible exceptional zero of L(s,x)
It is well known (see Davenport) that an upper bound on is 
given by
From (4) it follows, via the argument of Lemma 1 of Nair and 
Perelli [1], that





¥(x,x) “ 0 (exp(-c(lnx)i)) (5)
uniformly, for all primitive characters x niodq, q<Q.
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Further, from (5),






the result follows by partial summation.
We cannot extend the method of proof of Lemma 5.3 to 
include Q much larger without there being a possible 
exceptional modulus. This case was covered by Nair and Perelli 
[1 ] where they proved
characters \ to a modulus q<Q with at most one exception, Xi*" 
We are now in a position to prove Lemma 5.2.
PROOF OF LEMMA 5.2
Each discriminant -D may be written in the unique form 
-D=22d where, if s is defined to be 4d or d as d^lmod4 and 
d=lmod4 respectively, s is the disciminant of the quadratic 
field Q(y-D). Further Xd^P) defined by the Kronecker symbol 
is a real primitive character, mod |d|.
" Ul.X) - p"w (1 1 11 + 0(exp(-c(ln w)i))) (6)
holds uniformly for w>exp(cln^Q) and for all primitive
We have
l (i ,x d ) “





- L C l . X d ) ^  <1' ^ £)) . O)
X XNow | —D| =■ | C 2d.|<x implies that |d|<— . Define Q=- .
G2 G 2
£
Writing exp((lnlnx)i) as F(x), for [ p ^ ]  we have
Q<F(x) and we may apply equation (6) to (7) to give
L(1,Xd) " 11 + 0 (exP(-cOnlnx)i))} (8)
with at most one exception. Let this exceptional modulus, if 
it exists, be denoted Xii having modulus |^|.
If |^|<lnlnx then from Lemma 5.3,
L O.Xd) " P< l J “xX^  (1 + 0 (exp(-c(lnlnx)*))}. (9)
Together (9) and (8) give, for [ p ( ^ y ] ’
 ^
L(l,Xd> “ p<ln2«x_^ p ^ ^  + °(exP(”c (lnlnx)^)) > (10)
with at most one exception, Xi■ say with modulus |^|>lnlnx.
If on the other hand G< [p^™y] ^  then we have F(x)<Q and
applying Lemma 5.1 gives
Ui.xd) - p a X f ”'1 I1 + o[^] + (id
with at most 0 (q 9/<*) exceptions.
For non-exceptional moduli (10) and (11) give




n (i-x,i(p)) n (l-xdCp))-1 _ n ( i-Xd(p)) n (i-xd(p))~x
p | fi p p<ln2^x p plfi p p<ln2<% p
p<ln^O|!x
x n d-xd(p)) 
Pifi p
p>ln2o;:x
n d-xd(p)) n d-xd(p))
p-rfi p pic p
p<ln2o;x p>ln^x
_ n (l-xp(p)) n d-xd(p))
p<ln2^x p p|fi p
p>ln^ax
(13)
So (12) and (13) will complete the proof of the lemma for 






aT ” - « » (  \  >«(> - “ ?>)]
and
I llnfl - *4<P>1 + M E >  I < I ^
PIC 1 1 P J p 1 piC p '
p>ln2°:x p>ln^ax
So
I l„fl - 2U M l  < 2 I X ♦ I I
plfi plfi plfi P
p>ln2<*x p>ln^Q!x p>ln^ax




< 3 o)(fi) 
ln2«x
where co(fi) denotes the number of prime divisors of fi 
Since fi<xi, co(fi)<^ ln x, and
I Infl - M<£>1 < 1 .
i o  ^ P  ^ ln2a -^xplfi 
p>ln2a:x
we have
n didtp)) < expf-,° 1 - 1 + of
plfi p *-xn2o: -^x^  ^ln2a: -^x-*
p>ln2ax
As




^ ^  Xd^P)) x + Qf ^ 1
Plfi P lln2«-lxJ
p>ln2ax
and for non-exceptional characters we have, as required,
 ^
L(1 .XD> - p<^n2i* p2 tl + 0 (exp(-c(lnlnx)l))) . (14)
Turning now to the exceptional moduli, according to (10) 
xi I
for  , <C<X2 there is at most one exceptional modulus for
F(x)i
d, namely |^ [| . This satisfies i5l>lnlnx. Since |-D|=fi2 |d|<x
x i x i
it follows that only those fi within the range ---- 7 <fi<
F(x)i Inilnx 
generate a value of -D. Hence there are at most
i-
° [ y y n
xi 1
exceptional moduli for  r <fi<x5
F(x)i
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If however fi< --- . then, from (12) it follows that for
F(x)t .
f rx 1 9/OS
each value of Q. there are at most 0 —  exceptions,
xi Q2Varying fi over the range fi< --- , we deduce that the number of
F(x)i
additional exceptional moduli is of the order
F ( x ) i ~ 9/ a  ■
So the total number of exceptional moduli is
° [[inTnx] + F 0 0 i-9/ J  “ °[[lnTnx] ]
which completes the lemma.
Recall our earlier comment that we cannot extend Lemma 5.3 
to include Q much larger without having to introduce the 
possibility of there being an exceptional modulus. Since the 
proof of Lemma 5.2 is dependent upon Lemma 5.3 it follows that 
Lemma 5.2 is effectively best possible for this method of 
proof.
LEMMA 6
Let f(m) = am2 + 2/3m + y be a polynomial with integer 
coefficients, with c&O, and write
F(y):= o5S2y lf(m)l-
Let M be a constant defined by
M = max( la+2/3+y i, |-/32-Q7 l ) 
and define
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M 1 =■ /52-Q7+ia|M.
If
■ IPI + ( H , ) i
y > N -
. 0
Chen
(i) F(y) - |a:y2+2j3y+7 i
Assuming in addition that
. r 5i/3i 3171
y > max{ — —  , — L~
J I lai Ia I
gives
(ii) £ < F(y) < 4|aiy2 
PROOF
Assume firstly that a>0.
The polynomial iam2+2j3m+7 i has a local maximum at m=-0/a , 
so over the range 0<m<y, it will be greatest at one of the 
following three points:
(a) m=y ; |f(m)i - |oy2+2|3y+7 l
(b) m=l ; |f(m)i = ia+2/3+y|
(c) m=-0/a J lf(m)i * \~{32/a + 7 1 •
Now lay2+2/3y+7 1 = ay2+2(3y+y .
This is easily seen to be the case, as 
ay2+2|3y+7 = 0 
has roots at
= -g + (g » -o ry ) i
y a
So certainly, as |3 2-oy < M 1 , assuming that y>N ensures that
j, -g + d ^ -o fy ) *
y a
and that





For F(y) to equal |oy2+2(3y+7 l then, it is enough to show both
(1) oy 2+2(3y+7 > |o+2(3+7 l
and
(2) oy2+2/3y+7 > l-(32/a + 71 
Now (1) holds whenever
o y 2+ 2 (8y+ 7 “  | o +2(S+7I > 0 .
By the same reasoning as above we see that this occurs whenever
-g + (g*-a (r ioH-2gn i))t . p,_a(j+la+2l3+yl)>0
0 ; otherwise
Certainly it occurs if y>N. 
Similarly (2) holds whenever





-g-Kg^-tor-1 g?.<ni))i . > o
0 ; otherwise
Again, this occurs if y>N.
This concludes the proof of (i) for o>0. The proof for o<0 is 
very similar.
For (ii) we have
F(y) - lay2+20y+7 i
< ioiy2+2 \{3\y+\y\
and
lo|y2+2|(3iy+i7 i < 4|oiy2
whenever
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M i  + >11 < v
3 ioi 3 loiy
Certainly this is the case if y > max£ ^
On the other hand
F(y) “ loy2+2|3y+7 l > la iy 2-2 113ly- 171
and
iaiy2-21 )3iy- 171 > y 2/2
whenever
V > 4|gl + 2|Tl
y 2 iai-1 (2 ia|-l)y .
This holds if
y > il^i + llli
7 lai laiy 
and it consequently holds if y>max| } '




In Chapter Two we prove our first major theorem. Define 
the function S(x,y,z) to be
where the product II is over all primes up to z .
In Theorem One we give an asymptotic formula for S(x,y,z) 
when an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f have no common factors either 
constant, linear or quadratic. We assume that a and d are not 
both zero. The proof hinges on the observation, first 
exploited by Nair and Perelli [1] when estimating the simpler 
function
S(x,y,z) - J{(n,m): n<x, m<y, (n2+m,pnzp)=l)| 
that S(x,y,z) may be written as two different sums. Namely
{n: a<n<a+x, n^ ^ m o d k ^  ((an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f) , FI p)=l) 
0<m^y P<Z 1
m=C2modk2
Since, whenever z<y/k2, the function within the first sum
{m: 0<m<y, m=C2modk2, ((an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f), rjzp)=l)j
is relatively easy to estimate this gives us a starting point 
from which to estimate the second sum whenever y/k2<z<x/k1.
The proof draws on various areas of, what is now considered 
to be, classical Number Theory, such as Sieve Theory, Dirichlet
S(x,y,z) => |{(n,m); a<n<a+x, n^^modk,, 0<m<y, m=fi2modk2,
( (an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f) , IT p)=l)





L-functions and Ideal Theory, as well as on more recent work. 
One of the most recent papers to be referred to in the proof of 
Theorem One is that by Gross and Zagier [11] in which it is 
proved that, for any 5>0, there is an effectively computable 
constant ce>0 such that for any imaginary quadratic field F, 
hp>c5 (lnidpl)l~e, where hp and dp are the class-number and 
discriminant of F respectively.
As noted in the proof, were this paper not available we 
would be forced to make use of Siegal's Theorem. Although in 
this circumstance the error terms in the estimate of S(x,y,z) 
would be sharper it would unfortunately mean that the 
associated O-constants were, with current knowledge, 
non-computable.
It will be noted that, although in S(x,y,z) we have taken 
n to lie in the range a<n<a+x for any a, we have not taken m 
to lie in an arbitrary range of length y. Furthermore the 
estimate of S(x,y,z) for x/k1>y/k2 in Theorem One is 
independent of a. The reasoning behind this will be explained 
at the end of the proof of Theorem One.
Before we state Theorem One we give some definitions.
Firstly we define a function Hz as
w
w=l or -y(w)>z
where y (w ) denotes the smallest prime factor of w, and where 
Tz(w) is defined to be
I rz(w)
rz(w) - I n (l + p (p ) )
p<z p(p-l)a-jmodFkj
a^ =J2 jinodCk, ,Fk2)
The notation of rz(w) is as follows:
(i) F “ (cd-fa)2-(bd-ea)(ce-fb)
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(ii) a, , . . . ,0!^ denote the integers, n, in the interval 
l<n<Fk2 for which both
(iii) the unique solution, mod[k 1^ 'k2] , of the two 
congruences n^f^modk, and n=a£ modFk2 is denoted, if it exists,
If D denotes the discriminant of the polynomial an2+bn+c then 
define G(x,a) as
Define A max(lnlnG(x,a)ln^G(x,ct) , ln2z) .
Finally define f=b2-4ac, 7j=be-2cd-2fa, and 0=e2-4fd.
With these definitions we have:
THEOREM ONE
Let an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f be polynomials with integer 
coefficients and with a and d not both zero. Assume that these 






by 1 ,a±) . Letting h=(a,b,c) ; 3=3 ^, b ^ ^ ,  0=0 ^, then
{tmodp; a 1 ([k, ,Fk2] t+/3^ ) 2+b, ([k, ,Fk2 ] t+(3^)+c1=0modp}









I 0 : D=0
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eN with
exp((lny/k2)i) > max(iai,|b|Jjci,|di,|e|,ififk 1Jk 2}.
If z satisfies 2<z<max{x/k1,y/k2}, then if y/k2>x/k2J
s(x>y-z) “ w ;ik^,Fk;; P<z (1_5 H* t1 +
+ 0 ( exp (-u (lnu-lnln3u-2))) + o[ai [ki'Fk2]-3-]
+ 0 (al[klFk2]2 lnlnG(^ f f ° (X'a)]
and if x/kt>y/k2, for any e>0,
- k.ff.rt,] p<z ** i1 + OCexpC-atfVk,)*))
+ 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2)))
+ 0€ f I f | i . Inin2 t af | . t -yb' 1
€ L I 4 J ^>(k1)2 (lny)1-e J
where u = — v = ^  and where t (n) denotes the
lnz Inz
number of divisors of n. The 0-constants are absolute, 
effectively computable, and independent of a,b,c,d,e,fJ2 1,i22t 
k 1 and k 2. In the case of ^k^y/k-j the 0-constants may 
however depend on e.
PROOF OF THEOREM ONE
Owing to the length of the proof of Theorem One we split 
it into thirteen steps.
STEP ONE An asymptotic formula for
S(x,y,z) * I
o:<n<a:+x
{ m: 0<m<y, m=C2 mod k 2 ,
nsjt^mod k1 ((an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f) » |J2P )= 1
whenever z < y/k.
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Define M(y,z,n) as
M(y,z,n)« |{ra : 0<m<y, msfi2 mod k 2,
((an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f), IT p )=1 }
OKn<a+x 
ns^mod k 1
Define rn to be the highest common factor of the two
polynomials an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f. It is apparent that if
(rn , IT p) > 1 
' p<z
then M(y,z,n) = 0 .
Assuming, however, that (rn ,pnzp)=l we have 




((an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f) j^n^p )=1 }
which, on applying Lemma 1.1, gives
M(y,z,n)
y |]( l-p(p) ){ l+0 (exp(-u(ln u-lnln 3u-2))
P<z ~P~ .







. v |. , ran2+bn+ci , rdn2+en+fT n , .p(p) = I ni mod p:   m +   s 0 mod p )1 L rn J I rn J
provided, of course, that




1 ; p *  [■





We note that, under the condition (rn ,p52P)“l » whenever p<z
p (p )
1 ; p -f an2+bn+c 
0 ; p | an2+bn+c . 





n ( i- i  )
p<z p {1 + 
p-r(an2+bn+c)k_
. ran2+bn+ci n rdn2+en+f'i n p N ,
<[— — Je»n— — J • )=1
+ 0(exp(-u(ln u-ln ln 3u-2))) 
+ 0 (exp(“ (In y/k2)^ )) j (2)
Taking the product IT (1-1 ) out to the front of the sum gives
p<z p




n ( i- i  r 1; ..
p<Z p I
pi(an2+bn+c)k2
, fan2+bn+cl rdn2+en+f'i IT p N n
t" ] C j+ [  J ■ FTS2 ) “ 1
+ 0(exp(-u(ln u-ln ln 3u-2))) 









y y n ( i- i  >-i
w p<z p
- a<n<a+x , , , N1w=l or n p I (an2+bn+c)k.
, . n^i^modk, r
^  W (a n 2+bn+c, dn2+ e n + f )“ W
, ran2+bn+C| * , rdn2+en+f'| IT p . -
(l— — Je» n — »— j - )_1
where -y(w) denotes the smallest prime factor of w.
By Lemma 2.9 this sum is equal to
* I rz(w) ( 1 +
[k,,Fk2] « I
W“1 or y(\f)>z
,n f a, [k, , Fk,) 2 In ln G(x,o;) lnxG(x,o:)i 
I G(x,a) J
+0^  iii- -^1- .^z.L3....^ — j J (4)
where
(i) F = |(cd-fa)2-(bd-ea)(ce-fb)|
(ii)rz(w) - I  " <1+ -e&> >
a i modFk2 p<z P ^ - 15
ai=C1 mod(k1,Fk2)




{ $ £  }-i
hold.
(iii) the unique solution, mod[k1,Fk2]J of the congruences 
n^I^modk, and n=a-L modFk2 
is denoted, if it exists, by 1 .a^) . Letting
h=(a, b, c) ; a^a^, bH^h, 0=0 ^, 
then,
P(P)
|{ tmod p ; a 1 ([k^ ,Fk2]t+|3i) 2+bt ( [k1 ,Fk2] t+(5i)




If D denotes the discriminant of the polynomial an2+bn+c then 
(iv) a<n?a+Aa in 2+bin+ci1 ; D*°
max Ia,n2+b,n+c1ti ; D=0 
a<n<a+x 1 1 1 ’
G(x,a)*
"Vx-I [ PSrrM1"*
1 0  ; D-0.
and finally
(vi) A = max(lnlnG(x,a)ln^G(x,a), ln2z).
Let
hz - £ rz(w)
W
w=l or y (w)>z
By Lemma 2.1 we have that, if (an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f)=w for some 
integer n, then F=0 mod w. So the number of possible w is at 
most r(F) where v(F) denotes the number of divisors of F. We 
may however ascertain exactly the number of possible w, for 
(an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f)=w if and only if
(a(n+F)2+b(n+F)+c,d(n+F)2+e(n+F)+f)=w, and consequently, the
smallest integer n, if it exists, for which
(an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f)=w will be less than or equal to F.
Let these possible w be denoted 1,w 1 ,w 2,...,wr . Then
hz - rz(i)+rz(w1)+...+rz(wr).
We note here that if z>F then Hz=rz(l).
Substituting (4) into (3) gives
S(x,y,z)= i, w ~i H (1 1 ) h z ( 1 +
J k 2[k1,Fk2] p<z p z I
Q ra1 [ki ,Fk?] 2 lnlnG(x,q) lnxG(x,o!)l + Q ra 1 [k, ,Fk2] 3 A 1 
L G(x,a) J L x J
+ 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-2))) + 0(exp(-(ln y/k2)i )) j (5)
Equation (5) completes the theorem for the case y/k2>x/k1, 
so we may assume henceforth that
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STEP TWO
An asymptotic formula for
S(x,y,z) = I |{ n: a<n<a+x, n=filmodk1 
0<m<y
m=C2modk2 (n2(am+d)+n(bm+e)+(cm+f), p3 zP)=l ^
whenever z<x/k1.
Define N(x,zfra) as
N(x,z,m) = { n: a<n<a+x, n^fijmodk,,
(n2(am+d)+n(bm+e)+(cm+f) > HZP )
so that
S(x,y,z) - J N(x,z,m)
0<m<y 
m=fi 2modk2
To find an asymptotic formula for N(x,z,m) we follow the 
argument of Step One, and firstly remove from (6 ) any N(x,y,m) 
obviously zero.
Define sm to be the highest common factor of (am+d),
(bm+e), and (cm+f). Then if
<sm .p!Jzp )>i
it follows that N(x,z,m)=0.
Further if
(am+d+bm+e,cm+f) = 0 mod 2
then






(am+d+bm+e,cm+f) s 1 mod 2 (8)
Lemma 1.1 gives 
N(x,z,m) *=
j | n: a<n<a+x, mod kj),
(n»rs2Jil + + fS2i£l , n p)=l } I
L sm J I sm J L sm J P<z J •
X  n< ^~Pm(P) ){ l+0(exp(-v(ln v-lnln 3v-ln 2-2)) 
k, p<z p ,
p-Tk, +0 (exp(-(ln x/k1) ))}
. ram+d'i . rbm+ei . rcm+f i n . ,





v = , ' ]in z
and
Pm(P) " |{" ">°d P= " 0 mod p}|
provided that
pm (p) < P for all primes p. (10)
«
To verify (10), as it is certainly the case that pm (p)<p we
have only to show that pm (p)*p, for any prime p. If p>2,
, am+d bm+e cm+f . ~ , , . ,
Pm(p)=p if and only if (■ > s^ moc* P wkich,
by the definition of sm , cannot occur.
If p=2 then pm (2)=2 if and only if -C— - = 0 mod 2 and
sm
am+d+bm+e g ^ ^ this would imply cm+f=0 mod 2 and
sm
am+d+bm+e=0 mod 2 contradicting (8).
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Hence (10) is satisfied, as required.
Summing (9) over m gives
s(x,y,z) - £ I n (l- p^)) r x +
k i 0<m<y P<* P 1
m=C 2modk2 ^  1
(am+d+bm+e,cm+f)=lmod2 
/.,ram+d'| _ rbm+en . fcm+fl n P N n
<CU — J+C- M  + M ' ? t 6 .  )"1
+ 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2)))
+ 0 (exp(-(lnx/k1)i ))}
(11)
for z < x/k1.
To simplify the expression under the summation sign we write 
"(m,z) appropriate" or "(m,z) app" for those m satisfying the 
conditions
<*■) (sm.p5zP )=1
(ii) (am+d+bm+e,cm+f)=1 mod 2 
/ • • • s / * o fam+di * fbm+ei fcm+f’i n p N ,
<i u > <c u ^ r J +c. M +M '  ?ts , p >= l .
Any m satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) will be 
said to be "z appropriate".
(11) becomes
S(x,y,z) = * 1 11 (1 BmQ)) ( 1 +
k i 0<m<y P<* P 1
m=C2modk2 P^ 1 
(m,z) app
+ 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v~ln2-2)))
+ 0 (exp(-(lnx/k1)£ ))]
(12)
Recalling from (5), that for z < ^/k2,
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and with A=max(lnlnG(x,a)ln^G(x,0!) , ln2z) 
s(x-y'z)- k ;t^,Fk ;1 P<z(1~ £ } Hz { 1 +
qfa, [k, tFk?] 2 lnlnG(x,g) lnxG(x,oQ-j + Q ra 1 [k, ,Fk7] 3 A 1
I G(x,a) J I x J
+ 0(exp(-u(lnu~lnln3u-2))) + 0(exp(~~(lny/k2) £ )) } (5)
If we further restrain z to z < exp(27(lny/k2)i ) the error 
term 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-2))) is absorbed into the final error 
term to give,
S(x'y ’z)- k 2 [k^, Fk2] p<2(1l  } Hz ( 1 +
.0 rai[k1(Fk,]2 lnlnG(x,a) lnxG(x,q)-| + Q ra 1 [k, ,Fk7 j 3 A i
I G(x,a) J L x J
+ 0(exp(-(lny/k2)i )) } <13)
A comparison of (12) and (13) for z < exp(27(lny/k2)£ ) taking 
A=ln2z, gives (by Lemma 3),
I n ( i. p ^ ) )  _ k,y n (1-i ) r, +





+ o pi tk i,»pk2j 31n2.2j + 0 (exp(-(lny/k2)i )))
+ 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2)))
+ 0(exp(-(ln!!A,)i ))) } (14)
As the left hand side of (14) is independent of x, we may let
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x-*», thus ensuring that x/kn> z is satisfied and that v-*». 
Hence
I n < Pm<£» - , k ,y n U-I ) H fit
0<ra<y p<z p k 2[k, ,Fk2] p<z p z I
ms2 2modk2
(“ ,Z) aPP + 0 (exp(-(lny/k2)i )) }
(15)
for
2 < z < exp(27(InY/kj)£ )) . (16)
To complete the theorem we need to find a result similar to 
(15) for z>exp(27(lny/k2)i)).
STEP THREE Determination of pm (-p) in terms of the Legendre 
symbol.
It is clear that pm (p) is closely related to the Kronecker
symbol, x(p) > anc* that the product II (1- pm (p)) is related
P<2 p
to the product IT (l~x(P))‘ The translation into this latter 
p<z ~p~
product will in later steps enable us to make use of results 
on Dirichlet's L-function.
However, to begin with, we relate pm (p) to the less 
general Legendre symbol.
Recall that
pm (p) - |{n mod p: „ 2 [22^ ] +n[-^£] + [ ^ - ] s0 mod p }|
For p<z, and assuming (sm ,^nzp)=l,
pra(p) = j(n mod p: n 2(am+b)+n(bm+e)+(cm+f)=0 mod p }|
If p-f2(am+d) then
n 2(am+d)+n(bm+e)+(cm+f)=0 mod p 
if and only if
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4n2(am+d)2+4n(bm+e)(am+d)+4(cm+f)(am+d)sO mod p 
i.e. if and only if
(2n(am+d)+(bm+e))2-(bm+e)2+4(cm+f)(am+d)=0 mod p.
But the integers
( 2n(am+d)+(bm+e); l<n<p } 
form an incongruent set of residues (mod p) and it follows 
that
pm (p) == |{s mod p: s2=(bm+e) 2-4(cm+f) (am+d) mod p }|
= {s mod p: s 2s(b2“4ac)m2+2(be-2cd-2fa)m+(e2-4fd) mod p }|
(17)
If however p|(am+d), p<z and assuming that m is "z appropriate" 
we have
Pm(P) 




1 ; 2-f (am+d+bm+e)





(17), (18), and (19) give for m "z appropriate", and p<z, 
(6m/p) + 1 ; p<2 (am+d)
pm (p) * 1 ; p|2 (am+d) & p-r(am+d+bm+e) (20)
0 ; p]2 (am+d) & p|(am+d+bm+e)
where (-/p) denotes the Legendre symbol
Elaborating on the comments at the start of Step Three, 
and writing gm = r 2s, where s is square-free and s£l, the 
Legendre symbol, (Sm/p), may be reduced to the Kronecker symbol
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■ (s/p) or (^s/p), and consequently the product n_(1— pm (p)) may
P S ,  P
be related to the Dirichlet L-function, L(l,x), as will be 
demonstrated in Steps Five onwards.
However, we firstly deal with the case of gm a square, ie 
where s— 1 .
STEF FOUR gm a square.
We firstly show that gm cannot be a complete square given 
our assumption that an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f have no common linear 
factor with integer coefficients.
If it were the case then, as
Sm “ (b2-4ac)m2+2(be-2cd-2fa)m+(e2-4fd) 
it would follow that both b 2-4ac and e 2-4fd were squares and 
that
(be~2cd-2fa) 2 = (b2-4ac)(e2-4fd). (21)
Now, for b 2-4ac a square, an2+bn+c may be written as the 
product of two linear polynomials with integer coefficients
an2+bn+c » (An+B)(Cn+D) (22)
say.
[ It is not immediately apparent that A,B,C,D are all integers 
but it is clear that if an2+bn+c=h(a1n 2+b1n+c1) with 
(a1.b.,,c,)=1 , and a 1n 2+b1n+c1 the product of two linear 
polynomials, then we may write
a n 2+b1n+c1 - (cm+jS) f^1n + 4 1]
l/y 2 6 j J
say, with a,0 ,7 ,,7 2 ,5 , ,«2 integers, (a,0 )=l, (7 ,,7 2)=1 and 
(5,,52)“1. Assuming that y 2 and S2 are not both 1, we have
a i = = a “ L » b i ” “ + 0 IT1 » C i = /3 |-L
72 0 2 12 0 2
and certainly 7 2 to: and S2 I0 .
For b, an integer either 52 |o: and y 2 l|3 or (y2,5 2)>l. However
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if 52IG! and y 2I/S then contradicting our assumption
above. This leaves the possibility that (y 2,62)>1, for which we 
have the same objection.
So y 2 and 52 are both 1 as required, ]
For e 2-4fd a square, dn2+en+f may also be written as the 
product of two linear factors with integer coefficients,
dn2+en+f = (En+F)(Gn+H) (23)
say.
(22) and (23) substituted into (21) give
(AD+BC)(EH+FG)-2(BDEG+FHAC) = (AD-BC)(EH-FG) 
i.e. AF(DG-HC) = BE(DG-HC).
For this to occur, either we must have DG=HC implying 
or AF==BE implying =■ Either case would contradict our
assumption that an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f have no common linear 
factor with integer coefficients.
For gm a square, from (20),
2 ; p-r2 (am+d)gm
Pm<P) = 1 I
0 : otherwise
p<2 (am+d) & p|gm or 
p|2 (am+d) & p<( am+d+bm+e)
(24)
and
n (i-  Pm(p)> = n (i-2> n (i-  i> n a - p
p<z p p<z p p<z p p<z p
p-rk, prk1 p+'k1 p-rk,
P'f2(am+d)gm p't2(am+d) p|2(am+d)
pigm p-f( am+d+bm+e)
, n ( l- i)  n ( i- i)  n (i-p
p<z p p<z p p<z p
P'fk1 p-rk, p+'k1
p<(am+d)gm p-r(am+d) pi(am+d)
p I gm V'f ( am+d+bm+ e)
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n (i-i)  n ( l - i ) -1
p<z p p<z p 
P * f k 1 p-rk,
p|(am+d) 
p|(bm+e)
n (1-1) n (1-1)
p<z p p<z p 
p-fk, p| (am+d)
It follows that
y n d-Pm(P)) j n C1"1) y ln ln (Iam+d|)/ A 'L_   “ ^ [_g
0<m<y P<2 ? P ^  P 0<m<y
m=fi2modk2 ^  1 P^ i m=fi2modk2
(m,z) app (m,z) app
gm a square gm a square
Now ^ma^iam+di < |a|y+|d| and |a|y+|d| < 2|aiy if
|d|/,a, < y.
So assuming 1^ */|a| ^ y> we kave
I 11 In In (,a,y) I 1
0<m<y P<2 P P<2 P 0<m<y
m=£2modk2 ^  1 P^ i m=J22modk2
(m,z) app (m,z) app
gm a square gm a square
(The assumption will be clarified in Step 13 as will
any subsequent assumption on the size of y.)
From Lemma 4 we have
I 1 < T[2iz£i]l n [^]
0<m<y L m
gra a square
where f=b2-4act r;=be-2cd-2fa, and 0=e2-4fd, assuming that 
y>IfI.
(It is clear that rj2~t$^0 mod 4 as is required for the 
application of the lemma.)
So
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I 11 < n ^ " P  T lnln(|aiy)lnU-
0<m<y p<f p p<f p 1 4 J lTrTJ
m=G2modk2 P<k' ^ k i
(m,z) app
gm a square (25)
Note that we have nowhere made any assumption about the size of 
z, so (25) holds for all z.
Substitution of (25) into (15) gives
y n (i-pm(p)) _ klY n (i-i)  r
0<m<y P<Z P k 2[lc‘ ,Flt2] p<z p z l
msj22modk2 P^1 
(m,z) app 
gm not a square
+ 0 (exp(-(ln y/k2)i ))
fea[ki^Fk21 Inln(iaiy) ln(y/,^-,)j j
for 2 < z < exp(27(lny/k2)i ) . 
This completes Step Four.
<p(k,)
(26)
STEF FIVE Reduction of n (1- pm (p))
E S ,  P
Let (-/p) denote the Legendre symbol. Recalling (20), we 
have for m "z appropriate",
■ (Sm/p) + 1 ; p<2 (am+d)
Pm^P) “ ' ^ > Pl2 (am+d) & p<(am+d+bm+e)
. 0 ; p|2 (am+d) & p|(am+d+bm+e)
giving
n (1~ Pm(P)) _ n (1- (5m/p)+l ) n (1-1) 2y)
p<z p p<z p p<z p
p-rk, p-r2 (am+d)k1 p-fk1
p|2 (am+d)
p<(am+d+bm+e) .
The aim of this step is to rewrite this product to involve the
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products IT (I- 1) and II (1- x(p)) where x (p ) denotes the
P P<Z ~
Kronecker symbol as described below.
Firstly we note that
n (1- (gm/p)+l )
pcz p
p'f2 (am+d)k1
_ n ( p-1 ) n ( p-(gm/?) ) n r p 2-((gm/p)+l)p) i
p<z p p<z p p<zl p 2-((Sm/p)+1 )p+(Sm/p)J
p-f2 (am+d)k1 p-f2 (am+d)k1 p-f2 (am+d)k1
n (i- i) n (i- l)"1 n (i- (sm/p) ) x
p<z p p<z p p<z p
p<k, p-T^ p-r2 (am+d)k1
p|2 (am+d)
n r p;-((gm/n)+i)p 1
p<z I p 2-((£m/p)+l)p+(£m/p)J .
p-f2 ( am+d) k ,
(28)
Let x(n ) = Xd(r) denote the Kronecker symbol (*Vn), where if 
gm * r 2s, for s square-free and not equal to 1, D=4s or s as 
s^l mod 4 and s=l mod 4 respectively.
For gm = r2s the Legendre symbol (Sm/p)=(s/p)if p-rr. If in 
addition p-r2s then the Legendre symbol (s/p) is the Kronecker 
symbol (s/p) and further (s/p)“ (^s/p) .
So for p'f'2gm
'the Legendre symbol (Sm/p)=(^/p) the Kronecker symbol*. 
Applying this to (28) gives
n (i-(gm/p)+i) _ n (1- 1) n <1- i ) _1 n ( i-  y(P) )
p<z p p<z p p<z p p<z p
p<2 (am+d)k1 p-fk1 p<k1 p^2 (am+d)gmk 1
p | 2 (am+d)
x n f 1-_______ * (p)________ 1
p<z I P 2 - ( X ( P ) + 1 ) P + X ( P )  J 
p<2 (am+d)gmk 1
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p-f 2 ( am+d) gmk 1
This on substitution into (27) gives
n ( i-  Pm(P))
p<z p
P't'k,






c(gm»z) n (1 - 1 )p<z p
P'Tk,
p|2 (am+d) 
p-T ( am+d+bm+e )




n ( i-  xCp))-1
p<z p
p|2 (am+d)gmk 1










gm not a square
0<m<y 
m=J2 2modk2








gm not a square
c(gm >z)
(29)
Equation (26) together with (29) gives
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n (i-i)  y n -C1- _ Kv n (i-i)
p<z p 0<m<y P<Z P k 2[k1tFk2] p<z p
p^k i m=C2modk2
(m,z) app 
gm not a square
x Hz jl + 0 (exp(-lny/k2) £ )
+ 0[t J-nln(iaiy) ln(y/,f,)j j
for z < exp(27(lny/k2)i )
or
y n (1- x(p)) = k,y n (1-1)
0<m<y P<Z P k 2[klfFk2] p<z p
msfi2modk2 p,kl
(m,z) app 
gm not a square
x Hz [l + 0(exp(-lny/k2)t ) +
+ q[t p 2~^g] kzikijly2  ^ lnln(iaiy) ln(y/,r,)j j
(30)
for z < exp(27(lny/k2)i ) .
In particular, writing z Q = exp(27(lny/k2)£ ), we have
y n (i-  x(p)) kiy n ( i-i)




gm not a square
x ^z0 |l + 0(exp(-lny/k2)i ) +
+ 0[t p 2^ g] k?[ki >Fk^  lnln(iaiy) ln(y/,r,)j j
*>(kt)
(31)
To obtain an asymptotic formula for
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£ n (1- pm(p»
0<m<y >^<f ^
msfi2modk2^  1 
(m,z) app 
gm not a square
for all z, it is clearly sufficient for us to show that, 
whenever z>z Q,
y n ( l-  x(p)) c(.  z)








gm not a square
(32)
for some function T(y)>l.
Our first step in this direction is to remove the 
dependence on z of the conditions under the summation sign of 
(31), We recall that the condition, (m,z) app, applies to 
those m for which 
(i)
(ii) (am+d+bm+e,cm+f)si mod 2 
/ • • • n / a n ram+di . . rbm+e'i . rcm+f] IT p .
where sm = (am+d,bm+e,cm+f).
For z>exp(27(lny/k2)i ), we may assume that y is large 
enough to ensure z>k1.(See Step 13.) So condition (iii) is 
satisfied if and only if
< >=!
For condition (i) to be satisfied either sm must be 1 or sm 
must have smallest prime factor greater than or equal to z.
If we assume that y is large, with z consequently large, and
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satisfying
z > max { |d|,|e|,|f|,| bd-ea | , | dc-fa I , I ec-fb | } 
then it is a simple matter to show that the latter case cannot 
arise.
For if either a, b or c equal zero then sm must divide 
either |d|, |e|, or |f| respectively. If neither a, b, or c
equal zero then
(am+d)b-(bm+e)asO mod sm 
i.e. db-ea^O mod sm ,
If db-ea=0 we have instead
(am+d)c-(cm+f)a^O mod sm 
i.e. dc-fa^O mod sm
and if both db-ea and dc-fa are equal to zero then we have
(bm+e)c-(cm+f)b=0 mod sm 
i.e. ec-fb=0 mod sm .
The situation db-ea *= dc-fa = ec-fb = 0 cannot arise for 
otherwise a/^ - d/e , a/c - *Vf and c/^ - f/e a situation 
implying that am+d, bm+e, and cm+f are constant multiples of 
each other, a position contradictory to our assumptions about 
S(x,y,z).
Hence assuming that
z > max{ |d|,|e|,|f|,|bd-ea|,|dc-fa|,1ec-fb | } 
ensures that condition (i) is satisfied whenever 
(am+d,bm+e,cm+f)*=1 , and that the only possible sm is sm=l.
Consistent with our previous notation we term the integers 
m satisfying the conditions
(i) (am+d,bm+e,cm+f)=1
(ii) (am+d+bm+e,cm+f)si mod 2
(iii) (C^(am+d)+C1(bm+e)+(cm+f), k ,)=1 
as "m appropriate".
We may now write
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y n (i-x(p)) c( z) „ I n (i~xCp)) c( z)L <Hgra,z; l <Hgra,z;
0<m<y F F 0<m<y F F
m=C 2raodk 2 m=C2modk 2
(m,z) app m app
gm not a square gm not a square
(33)
for
z > exp(27(lny/k2)i ) . (34)
Having dealt with ra "z appropriate" we now turn to the 
product c(gm ,z).
Define c(gm) as
, . n (i-i)  n ( i- i)" 1 n (l-  xCp))"1
“ d t> op-fk, F P'fk1 F p|2 (am+d)gmk 1F




P 2-(X(P)+1 )P+X(P>3 
p'r2 (am+d)gmk 1
Then, for z>exp(27(lny/k2)i ), we have
c(gm ,z) - c(gm){ 1 + 0(exp(-(lny/k2)i )) } . (35)
Owing to the length of the proof of (35), we write it as a 
seperate step.
STEP SIX Proof of statement (35).
Clearly, for z>k,,
c(gm,z)_ n (1-1 r 1 n (i-i)  n q -x(p))
c (Sm) P>z P P>z P P>z P 
p i(am+d) p|(am+d) p|(am+d)gm
p-f (bm+e)
n h -  x(p) V 
p>z L p 2-(x(p)+i)p+x(p)J
pt(am+d)gm
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n (i-i) n (1-x(p)) n ri- x(p)
p>z I P 2~(x(p)+l)P+X(P) 
pi(am+d)gm
p>z p p>z p 
pi(am+d) pi(am+d)gm 
p|(bm+e)
T 1T 2T 3 say-
We deal with each product T-^  (i=l,2,3) in turn and show in each 
case that
If either a or b are zero then it is apparent that T^l, for 
z > max{ |d|,|e|,|f|,|bd-ea|,|dc-fa|,|ec-fb | }, a condition 
stipulated in Step Five.
If neither a or b are zero then (ara+d)=0 mod p and 
(bm+e)=0 mod p together imply
If db-ea^O it again follows that T,=l.
This leaves only the possibility that db-ea=0. If, however,
T± - 1 + 0 (exp(-(lny/k2)i )) 
whenever z > exp(27(lny/k2)£ ), and y is large.
(36)
(I) n (1-1)




i.e. db-ea=0 mod p ,
db=ea then b/a = e/(j = y say and T,, becomes
n (1-1)
p>z p 










I < InT, < - I I
P > Z  y P > z
p|(am+d) p|(am+d)
g i v i n g
- < In T, < 0z - 1  1
where o>(A) denotes the number of prime divisors of A, 
Now, for any integer A, o)(A)<21n|A| . So
21nlT dl < In T, < 0z — 1  1
and
f  2 1 n ( a m + d |  T  ,  r p  ■ .
exp l----- E=I—  j < T i < 1
But
r 21n|am+dt i ^ r 21n|am+d| 1
exp I z=I J < SXp I exp(27(lny/k2)i )-l J
< exp { exp((lny/k2)i ) I
whenever In |am+d| < exp (26(lny/k2)£ ), which we take to be 
the case.
exp { exp((lnV/k2)i ‘ 1 + 0 (^PC-lnVk,)* )
we have
T1 =* 1 + 0(exp(-lny/k2)i ) (37)
as required.
( ii)  T _ n (i-x(p))2  p > 2  p
p i ( a m + d ) g m
Clearly
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n ( i- i)  n (i+i)
p>z p 2 p>z p
PI (am+d)gm p| (am+d)gm
Following the argument for T-, we have
— Z j* ^ ln T_ < Z *—
p>z p>z ^
p 1 ( am+d) gm p I ( am+d) gm
Again, assuming that y is large enough for 
ln ( |am+dI Igm I ) < exp(26(lny/k2)£ ) 
to hold, gives
T, - 1 + 0(exp(-(lny/k2)i )).
( I l l )  n r - _ X(p)
3 p>z I P2-(X(P)+1)P+X(P)
pi(am+d)gm
-1
It is a simple matter to show that
or
n 1 > £ t * 11 (1 + 1 >
P>Z p 2 3 P>z p(p-2)
p j(am+d)gm pI(am+d)gm
n ( i - i )  n ( i + 1 )
p>z p z 3 p>z p(p~2 )
Following the argument for T 1 again we get
- Z < ln T, < Z
1
p 2— 1 3 p(p—2)
p>z p x p>z '
and
i Z i, < ln T, < 2 Z
1







T, - 1 + 0(l/z>
- 1 + 0(exp(-27(In y/k2)* )
- 1 + 0(exp(~(ln y/k2) i ) (39)
A combination of (37), (38) and (39) give, as required, 
c (Sm»z) " c(Sm)t 1 + 0 (exp(-(ln y/k2)i )) } 
whenever
z > exp(27(ln y/k2) i ) 
for y large.
In passing we note that, as
n T i - X(P) I
p-f 2 (am+d) gmk 1 I p 2-(x (p )+1)p+x (p ) J
is absolutely convergent, there exist constants c 1 and c 2 such 
that
n ( 1  -  1  r 1 n ( i  -  jdE> >-1
1 P-fk, P p]2(am+d)gmk 1 p
p|2 (am+d) 
p|(am+d+bm+e)
c n ( l  -  l  )-1 n ( l  - x(p) r 1




This completes Step Six.
STEP SEVEN Continuation of Step Five.
Recalling (33) and having now proved (35) , we have
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gm not a square
" E " (1 4 s”  c(Sm) fl+0(®xp(-(ln y/k2)i ))}
0<m<y p z p 1 J
m=jg2modk2 
m app
gm not a square
(41)
for z > exp(27(lny/k2)i ).
We have now reduced the problem such that to complete the 
theorem, we have only to derive an asymptotic equation of the
form
I n <i-x(p» o( .




gm not a square
o l ,  •<*>( * * » f e ) }
m=C 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square (42)
for z>z0, and for some function T(y)>l.
Now Lemma 5.1 allows us to write n (1~x (p )) in terms of
p<z ~
IT (l~x(p)) at least some of the primitive characters if 
P<zo "IT
indeed our x(p) are primitive characters. Recall from Step 
Five that x(p) denotes the Kronecker symbol (*Vn), where if 
gm=r 2s , D=4s or s as s^lmod4 and s=lmod4 respectively. It is 
well known (see for example Davenport [9]) that the quadratic 
field Q(y(gm)) has discriminant D and that x(n) ts a primitive 
character mod|D|.
In line with the results of Lemma 5.1 we split the 
discriminants, D, into two groups; those that are exceptions in
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the sense of Lemma 5.1 w e .denote "bad" D, the rest "good" D. 
Further, an integer gra will be called "bad" if it gives rise to 
a "bad" D as explained above. Otherwise gm will be called 
"good".
Taking a *=• 27 in Lemma 5.1 and writing Q = 4Qma^|gm i , we
Clearly |D| < 40magy |gm i.
have, for s>ln54Q, and z>s
n O-xCp) ) -1 _ n (i-x(p))-i  ^ + 0(s- , /27)
p<z p p<s p I
+ 0((0?Si$ylg»l)_ ,/9> }
with at most 0 ( (^ma^igra|) 1/ 3) exceptions.
From Lemma 6 , assuming that y is large enough to satisfy 
the condition
y > U l i . f A l  ; M,>0
0 ; Mn<0
where gm-fm2+2r^m +8 with f=b2-4ac, tj=be-2cd-2fa and 0=e2-4fd; 
where f|M; and where M=max( | £+2tj+6 I , | ~rj 2-$Q \) ;
and the condition
v } maxf 5|1»i 3|<M 1y > m a x [ — J-f, • -fi- ]
we have
V  * 0<m«£y1 gm 1 < 4 ,f|y 2
So
i-l n n  _WtOn (i x(p)) = n (i x(p)) ( i + o(s— 1 / 2^) + o(y-2/ 9) )
p<z p p<s n I v w  J
with at most 0 (|f|1/ 3y 2/ 3) exceptions. 
Taking s=z0=exp(27(ln y/k2)i), and assuming
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exp(27(ln y/k2)i) > In54(0raa5^ |gm l )
we have
p<z<1"2pE))-1“ p<z0(1"2pE))”1{1 + 0<exP<-O" y/k2)i>)+ 0<y_2/9)} 
- p<z { 1 + 0 (exp(-(In y/k2)i» J
with at most 0( | 11/ 3y 2/ 3) exceptions, and, (by Lemma 3),
„ . l  a  ■ . 4  (* *
msfi2modk2 m=fi2modk2
m app m app
gm not a square gm not a square
gm Sood Sm Sood
0 (exp(-(ln y/k2)i)) }
(43)
This is some way towards the asymptotic formula required.
Further
I n <1-2dE>>
0<m<y P<Z 0 P 
msfi2modk2 
m app
gm not a square
. « * > -  i X  (1- « f  >
0<m<y P Z ° P 
m=fi 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square 
gm Sood
c(Sm)
I n <i-x(p»c( v
P < z n  P 0<m<y ^ o ^
m=fi 2modk2
m app
gm not a square 
Sm bad
To find V IT (l~x(p)) , v in terms of




gm not a square 
gm g°od
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V IT (l~x(p)) /  ^ which we have previously gained




gm not a square 
information on, we require an upper bound on the sum
i p V ' - T ’ - w0<m<y 0
m=fi 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square 
Sm bad
In Step Five we had
n ( i  pm Cp))= n (i i )  n ( i  *(p)> c( ){i+o(exp(-(in y /k 2) * ) ) j
p<z p p<z p p<z p V6m/ r 2
P'fk, p-fk,
for z>zQ.
By Lemma 3 this implies
n ( i  i )  n ( i  x (p ))  ( ) = n d  Pm(p)){1+o (e x p (- ( in  y /k 2) i ) ) j
p<z p p<z p V6in' p<z p r 2
p<k, p*k,
and
n U-x(p)) . _ n ( l - i r 1 n a - p m (y)) , , +
c^Sm^ v<z p p<z - 1
pl'k, p-rk1
p<z p '° ' p p p<z p




y n o - x ( p ) )  , . . n ( l - i r 1 y n ( i - Pm(P))
L p<z_ “tT * p<zn p ^ p<zn p .0<m<y F o F P o t '  0<m<y ^
m=C2modk2 ^  1 m=C2modk2^  1
m app m app
gm not a square gm not a square
Sm bad Sm bad
(45)
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The next four steps are devoted to finding an upper bound for 
the sum
I  n q - Pm(p))
0<m<y ^
msfi 2modk2^  1 
m app
gm not a square 
gm bad
for any z>z0.
STEP EIGHT The sum J IT (l-pm (p)) for
0<m<y P
mafijinodkj ^  ’
m app
gm not a square 
gm bad
exp (27(lny/k2)i ) < z < exp( y 1/ 7 ).
As Pm^P) always greater than or equal to zero we have 
the rather crude upper bound
I  n ( i - Pm(p))
0<m<y v<? p
m=C2modk2 ^  1 
m app











m=j22modk2 gm not a square |s|<^  (11 11/ 3y 2/ 3) gm=r2s
m app gm bad
gm not a square
gm bad







p W T ]
In
|fsi<A, fs>0 and 
’ fs not a perfect square
; otherwise
where T—b 2-4ac, rj*bd-2cd-2fa, and 0-e2-4fd, 
We certainly have




I 1 < 7 (2 -5 ^] I In [-ylr)
m<y | s | <^ 11 1 1 / 3y 2/ 30<
m=j2 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square 
Sm bad
80 J p<z (1"£?*E)> < 4 ^ ]  ln (7T 7 ] lfl’/3y2/3
0<m<y „_k
ni=C2modkj p ' 
m app
gm not a square 
gm bad
and
I  n  ( 1 - 2 C k » c ( g m )  <  n  ( i - i ) - 1  T f 2 i z £ £ l  m f  y. l , r , i / 8 y J / 3
0<m<v P<Z P P<Z P ^y p<k,m=i2 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square 
gm bad
< £ ^-)(ln z)T[2ll£](ln y)in 1 / 3y 2/ 3 ,
For exp(27(lny/k2)i ) < z < exp ( y 1/ 7 ) we note that this gives
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0<m<y P<z P K, I 4 J
msj22modk2 (46)
m app
gm not a square 
Sm bad
This gives us, for exp(27(lny/k2)£ ) < z < exp(y1/ 7),
y n (i-x^p))
0<m<y P<Z p 
m=£ 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square
c(Sm)









+ 0{ ^ l ) r p 24rg] I r i i/sys/e)
y n (i-x(p))
0<m<y p<z p 
m=J2 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square
c (Sm>
y n d-x(p))(
0<m<y P<Z° P 
m=fi 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square 
Sm Sood
( Sm) {
+ 0 (exp(-(lny/k2)i))} + 0{ r p l J l ]  ifl i/ays/s}
(48)
for zQ < z < exp(y1/ 7). 














gm not a square




gm not a square 
Sm bad
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i ■=<*> *  • {  )
<mCv c 0 r  10 <y
m=G 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square
Comparing this with (31) which reads, in the light of (33) and 
(35),
0<L y  ’ + 0 (exp(^ny A 2)i»
m=fi2modk2 
m app
gm not a square
+ of k?tki ,Fk?] rflidll Inln(iaiy) lny l 1 
I >^(k.,) I 4 J y J i
we have
\  P « 0(1"2£? >)c(a*> = ^  +0<m<y 
m=£> 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square 
Sm Sood
, k 7[k1lFk7] P72“f0'| lnln(iaiy) lny i
+ Ul *,(k,) 7L 4 J y J
+ o[ k2tk^*Fk2i T p 2~fg] | r I 1 / 3 y - 1  /e| j
k  2
HZo{l + 0(exp(-lny/k2)i))
+  o| I f 1 1 / 3 y _1 /6 j j
(49)
as the second error term is absorbed into the third.
Substitution back into (48) gives
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0<Ly P"z <1"2r ))°(g“) ‘ w j g f e  M 1 + 0<exp(-lny/k2)i»
m=)2 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square
k 2
+ o[ --2 ..LL T|2Zfzi^ .j I r I 1 / 3 y — l/sj, J x
(l + 0 (exp(-(In y/k2) i )) ]
+ o{ t [^ ]^ in1/^5/6 }
HZo { 1 + 0(exp(“ (ln y/k2) i) )
+ o| —-2——ti.—^2.1 r pLJZj i f l ’ /Sy-l/sj j
(50)
Given (44) we conclude
I n (i-fimlE)) . . n <1-i) hz | l +
p<z p k 2[k1>Fk2] p<z p zo I
m=C2modk2 P ^ i  ^
m app
gm not a square
0 (exp (-(In y/k2)*)) + o( T | r | i/3y-i/e j j
(51)
for
exp(27(lny/k2)i) < z < exp(y1/ 7) . (52)
We now, in Step Nine, turn to the case z > expty1/ 7)
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STEP NINE The sum £ II (l-pm (p)) for z > exp(y’/ 7)
0<™<y Zfl p
m=C 2modk2 1 
m app
gm not a square 
gm bad
We have already seen that
y n ( i-Pm(p)) 4 n ( i-i)  y n ( i - x ( p ) )  ( .
0<m<y P<Z P v<t v 0<m<y P<Z P
2raodk2P'r^ i msj22modk2
m app m app
gm not a square gm not a square
Sm bad Sm bad
(53)
(54)
and that for exp(27(In y/k2)£) < z < exp(y1/ 7),
J A  c(gm) < ^ > r p ^ ]  ,r,i/.y ./.
0<m<y p F 1
m=f>2modk2 
m app
gra not a square 
Sm bad
Now statement (18) of Nair & Perelli [1] reads
 ^
" L(l,x) - " (1_2£AE>> { 1 + 0(exp(-c(ln w)i>) }
holds uniformly for w>exp(cln2Q) and for all primitive 
characters ^ to a modulus q<Q with at most one exception x-\ ■ "
Writing z l=exp(y1/ 7) and Q=4nmax Igm I> and recalling that
0maiSy!gm | < 4|f|y2 for y large, it is apparent that 
z 1>exp(cln2Q) and hence that
L(1,x) “ p<z (1" ^ £)) {l + 0(exp(-c(ln z,)i))} (55)





n (1-X<P)) n U - x Cp ))"1
p<z p p<z1 p
L(l,x) 1 {l+0 (exp(-c(ln z,)i))}
x L(l,x) {l+0 (exp(-c(ln z^i))} 
1 + 0 (exp(-c(ln z.,)£))
with at most one exception. 
More generally
n (i-x(p)) , -i
z,<p<z p ^
with at most one exception. 
Consequently
I n d-x(p)) , _ y
0< m < y P <z P (Sm) L
m=J2 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square 
gm bad
n (l-x(p)) n (l-x(p))




gm not a square 
gm bad
< I H (1-X(P))
0<m<y P<Zi P 
m^ fi 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square 
gra bad
c (gm)
with at most one exception, whenever z>exp(y1/ 7).
c (gm>
(56)
Steps Ten and Eleven are devoted to the possible exceptional 
modulus of (56).
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STEP TEN Translation of IT (l-pm (p)) into a product
p<z p 
p-fk,
involving the norms of prime ideals in Q(ygm).
By, for example, Theorem 90 and Theorem 81 of Hecke [10], 
for (p) the principal ideal in Q(ygm) generated by the prime 




N ^ - N ^ - p
N0=p
N/5=p2
if ( % ) - !  
if ( % ) - 0
if ( % ) = - !
where (3, (3^  are prime ideals and N/3 is the norm of (3, It 
follows that
n (i -  l )
Nj3<z N/3






n ( i- i  )



















p<z p c (Sm)
n (i-i)  n (i-x (p ))
<p(k1) p<z p p<z c (Sm)
But
n ( i- i)  n (i-x (p ))
p<z p p<z p
n (i- i)  n ( i-i)  n ( i- i)  n ( i- i)  n (i+i)
p<z p p<z p p<z p p<z p p<z p 
PID <D/n)=l (D/n)=~l (D/n)=l (D/n)=-l
Ill
n (i-i)  n ( i - i ) 2 n ( i- i  >
p < Z  p p<z p p < Z  p 2  
PID (D/„)-l (D/d)— 1
n (i-i)  n ( i - i ) 2 n ( i- i  )
p<z p p<z p p 2<z p 2 




n (i-pm(p)) ^ k i n (i-i ) , .
p<z p < N/3<z Nj3 (Sm) (57)
p-rkt
and we Immediately deduce
I n (!-£&)) < _kx_ I  n c(l, )
0<m<y P ?  P < 0<*<y Np<Z ^
m=£2modk2 ^  1 m=fi2modk2
m app m app
gm not a square gm not a square
Sm bad Sm bad
(58)
Nair and Ferelli [1] have shown that
11 4 1
Nj0<z NjS ^ L(l,xo)ln z
whenever z }> D 6, and gm is negative. The proof is also 
applicable in the case gm positive.
Consequently we have
£ FI (1 ffny(p)) ^ ki Y y) — 1 c(g )
m<y P<z P %(k,)lnz 0<£,y ( (8»>0<m<y ,
m=C2modk2 
m app
gm not a square 
gm bad




gm not a square 
gm bad
(59)
and as (0magy |gm | ) 6 > z 0, so that
n (1-1 ) _ k, 





gm not a square 
Sm bad




gm not a square
Sm bad
(60)
for z > (0magy lgm i )<* .
Certainly if z>exp(y1/ 7) then z X ^ m a ^ |  gm | ) 6, and we may use
(60) to estimate the sum
m=£ 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square 
Sm had
over the possible exceptional modulus of (56).
STEP ELEVEN The possible exceptional modulus of (56).




gm not a square 
Sm bad
where the sum which give rise to the possible
exceptional modulus of (56).
We firstly find an upper bound on L(l,x)- -^ 
Dirichlets class number formula states
d* L(l.x) for d>0In e
h(d) = (61)




where h(d) is the class number of the quadratic field with 
discriminant d, and where
(N.B. The range of d for which o) is defined is complete for it 
is not possible for d to be either -1 or -2. If it was then we 
would have either s=-l or s=~2 respectively, with s=l mod 4, 
clearly a contradiction.)
and where e - £(t0+u0yd) with (tQ,u0) , u o>® denoting the
fundamental solution of the Pellian equation t 2-du2=4.
Certainly e>£di when d>0.
(61) gives
If d<0, however, from the recent paper of Gross-Zagier [11] we 
have that, for every e>0 , there exists an effectively computable 
constant cf>0 such that
r 2 if d<-4
4 if d=*-4
6 if d=-3
di for d>0In e. h(d)
o) i d i i 
. 2t. h(d)
for d<0
Clearly h(d)>l always, and In e ) In d,
So
for d>0 . (62)
h(d) > c e(ln |d|)l e .
Hence
for d<0 . (63)
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(62) and (63) give
I L(l,x)-1 C(gm) — ILL* I C(gm)
0<m<y ( Is I) 0<m<y
m=C2raodk2 msfi2modk2
m app m app
gm not a square gm not a square
gm bad Sm bad
(64)
where, as before, the sum is over gm which give rise to the 
possible exceptional modulus D of (58); and where s=D or s=D/4 
according to either D ^ 0 mod 4 or D = 0 mod 4.
We note in passing that were the Gross-Zagier theorem not 
available then to estimate ^  effectively we would be forced to 
make use of Siegel's theorem which states that "for any e>0 
there exists a positive number c(e) such that h(d)>c(e)|di 
for d<0.” Although the use of this theorem would improve any 
bound we may reach the constant c(e) is unfortunately 
non-computable with current knowledge.
Now from (40) back in Step Six we have
c(gm) <
n ( l - i r 1 n (i-x (p )r1




n ( l- i ) - i  n ( i - i ) -1
c (gm) ^ p<k1 p pi(am+d)gmk 1 p
p|(am+d) 
p|(bm+e)
n ( i - i ) -1 n ( i - i ) -1 n ( l - i ) ”1
pI(am+d) p pi(am+d)gm p plk, p .
p|(bm+e)
As am+d=0 mod p and bm+e=0 mod p together imply that 
am+d=0 mod p and gra=0 mod p we have
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c (Sm) < TT7T71
k, , n (1-1)“2
<p(k,) pi (am+d)gm p
* ^ 7) ln lnJ (05g5yl(am+d)Sm' >
Assuming, as we have done previously in Steps Four and Seven, 
that y is large enough to ensure
(i) 0ma3jy |am+d| < 2 |a|y
and
(il) 05> m V gl“' < 4lfly2
where l=b2-4ac, gives
c(gni) < ln ln2 dal Ifiy3)
4 In In2 ( I a | | f | ) ln In2 y,
Substitution into (64) gives




gm not a square 
gm bad
i-r- In ln2 |af| ln In2 y L 1 ■
(lnisi)1 f ^(k i) 0<m<y
m=J2 2modk2 
m app








gm not a square 
gm bad
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if isfKy, sT>0 and 










Assuming firstly that |s|<y, (66) together with (65), gives




gm not a square 
gm bad
(ln y)b 6 )
j^-. ln ln2 |af| ln In2 y r 4“ ] bn Y
< y2/3 ^ 7 )  ln  ln 2 |a n  T P ! 2 ri ) . (67)
If, on the contrary, |s|>y then




gm not a square 
gm bad
 1S'- fn ln2|af[ ln In2 y r
(lnisi)1-^ ^(ki> L 4 J
However, we certainly have |s|< Qma^|gm | , and we have
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previously assumed that y is large enough to ensure 
^ y ' S m l  < 4 l H y 2-
So for |s]>y,




gm not a square 
gm bad
|fli iKk;) ln ln2|afl
172— r y  ln In2 y
(ln y)b e
(6 8)
Incorporating the results for nsr|<y and |S"|>y gives




gm not a square 
gm bad
y A ^1 i i 9 y y In In2 yifl? — r\— \ ln ln2|ai| r M — ?  J^(k,) I 4 J n n y\l~e
(69)
for any s.
(69) together with (60) and (56) gives the general result for 
all gm bad,
I n U-x<p>> c(r ) j
0<m<y P <Sm) <£
m=£ 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square 
gm bad
j- A k n n t o v fr72—i " y  ln In2 y
I f 1 * — n5— N In In2 1 aT 1 r M — .— --------- =j— J
<p(kt) L 4 J (in y)l-e
(70)
for z>exp(y1/ 7).
This completes Step Eleven.
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STEP TWELVE The completion of the Theorem.
The reasoning of Step Twelve largely follows that of Step 
Eight. Equation (43) gave us
J n d-x(p>) c( ) _ I n (1-x(p))c( 5 r 1 + 
oi<y p<z p (8m) o<m<y p<*. p (Sm) [ 
m=fi2modk2 m=fi2modk2
m app m app
gm not a square gm not a square
gm g°od gm g°od
0(exp(-(In y/k2)i)) ]
for all z>exp(27(ln y/k2)i).
But equation (49) gave us further that the right hand side 
of this equation is
k 2 HZo { 1 + 0(exp(-(lny/k2)i))
+ o{ T —J .k 2 k^ n Fk2  ^ I r | 1 / 3y“ 1 / e ] ]
so that




gm not a square 
gm g°od
+  0 j T k ^ k^ ’Fk^  | f | 1 /  3y— 1 / 6 j j
(71)
Now, if z>exp(y1/7)j from (70) we have
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I n (1-X(P)) c(fs ) _ y n d-x(p)) . .
0<m<y P<Z P 8” 0<m<y P<Z * Sl“
msj(32modk2 m=fi2modk2
m app m app
gm not a square gm not a square
gm g°od
0f{ ini In In21 af I r ZJ-n- ln! * )
^(k,) I 4 J (ln y)l-e J
and this combined with (71) gives
0< Ly  p" z (1" 2^ r ))c<Sra) "  + ° < -P ( -< ln  y7k,> i»
m=J2 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square
+ T [lL£ij |f|l/3y-l/6 j
+ O J  ifiiln In2 | af | r >pk2] ln ln2 ^ ] )
el I 4 J v?(kn) 2 (ln y)l-e J J
- tT T ^ W - i H z ( 1 + k 2[k1,Fk2] zo I
+ 0 { ifiiln In2 1 af | T k ik2-^.i>-^2 J lri .fo.L y  ] ]
€l I 4 J ^(k,)2 (ln y) 1 c J i
(72)
for z>exp(y1/ 7), the first and second error terms being absorbed 
into the third.
Further, given (44),
y n ( i-Pm(p)) _ ^ > 7  n ( i- i)  r +
0<m<y P<Z p k 2[k,,Fk2] p<z p zol
ra=j2 „modk. P^ 1 p^ 12 2 
m app
gm not a square
+ 0 e[ |f|hn In2 | af | t r^1 k ik ztk T>pk2] ln- *n2 ) )
el I 4 J ^(k i> (ln y)1“£ J J
(72)
for z>exp(y1/ 7).
Combining (72) with (51), a similar result but for
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exp(27(lny/k2) i)<z<exp(y1/ 1 7), gives
I  n (l-p^Cp)) _ y(k,)y n (1-1 ) r +
0<m<y p<z p k 3[k, ,Fk2] p<z p z ol
L hv P<k i P*k .ms£ 2modk2 
m app
gm not a square
♦ 0ef Ifliln In2 laf I r W V f a l ) }t 4 J ^(k,)2 (ln y)l-e J J
(73)
for z>exp(27(lny/k2)i).






0<  P<^ P
m=fi P'r 1
for z>exp(27(ln y/k2)i) which we may then substitute into (12)
To re-introduce the condition "(m,z) app" simply recall from
Step 5, (33), that
y n ( i - p m(p)) _ y n ( i - Pm(P))
0<m<y p<z p 0<m<y £ z p
m=C2modk2 1 m=C2modk2 1
m app (m,z) app
gra not a square gm not a square
for z>exp(27(ln y/k2)i), and (73) becomes
I  n (l-fl^E)) ,  y ( k , ) y n o - i )  rx +
0<m<v P<Z P k 2[k i.Fkj] P<z P °l
m-fi!n,odk2P'rk’ P^'
(m,z) app 
gm not a square





To extend the sum of (74) to include gm a square we return to 
(25) which reads
I n  u - p j u C p ) )  <  n  ( i - i )  r r a ! z £ £ i  l n l n ( | a | y )  i n m
0<m<y p<? p P<2 p I 4 J ITFTJ
m s C j m o d k j  P <  1 * * k >
(m,z) app 
gm a square
for any z .
This together with (74) gives
y n ( i-Pm(p)) _ ^(kjy n (i-i> r
0<^ y P<z P k 2 [k 1 , Fk2 ] p<z p ^ o l 1
m=5 2mo dk 1 1
(m,z) app
+ 0 £{ ,f|iln m > , a h  r[2 ^ i ]  } }
(75)
for z>exp(27(lny/k2) i) .
Before we conclude the theorem we remove the dependence on 
z Q of the right hand side of (75). This dependence occurs only 
in the term H, and we will show that
Hz - Hz (1 + 0 (exp(-(In y/k2) i) )  } (76)
for z>z0.
We recall from Step One that
hz - I  r z ( w )
W
w=l or •y(w)>z
where ^(w) denotes the smallest prime factor of w, and




The notation of rz(w) is defined as follows:
(i) a 1, . . . denote the integers, n, in the interval 
l<n<Fk2 for which both
(an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f) =* w 
and ( [SH!±bEi£]e2 + ( 3 2 ! ^ £ j  , f a *  ) - 1
hold.
(ii) the unique solution mod[k1,Fk2] of the two congruences 
n=fi1modk1 and n=aimodFk2 is denoted, if it exists, by
|3i=/3i(fi, .ai) . Letting h=(a,b,c); 0=3 ^, b^jh, c=c^h we have
P(P) "
|{t: tmodp; a, ([k, , Fk2 ] t+(3i) 2 + b, ([ k , , Fk2 ] t+@i)
+ c 1 = 0 mod p }
; p-fk2h
- p ! Plk2h
Now, firstly, from Lemma 2.1 it follows that if w with y(\i)>z 
exists such that (an2+bn+c, dn2+en+f )=w then w must divide F, 
So assuming that zQ>F rules out this possibility and Hz  ^
becomes Tg^Cl). ie w=l only.
Secondly, assuming that z Q>k2, and that z>zQ,
( (an2+bn+c) Q. 2 + (dn2+en+f) , H p )=1
{Tr6°
( (an2-fbn+c)J2 2 + (dn2+en+f), IT p )=1 .




j{t: tmodp; a t [kn ,Fk2] 2t 2 + [k1 ,Fk2] (2/S^a^b, )t
+ (a^^ + b^-L + c,) = 0 mod p }
; p<k 2h
- p ; PIk2h
and so for p>zQ, as [k, ,Fk2] , and assuming
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zQ>max{ a ,[k ,,Fk2]2, [k,,Fk2](2[k1 ,Fk2]a1+b1),
a,[k,,Fk2]2+bn[k,,Fk2]+c1 }
we have p(p)<2 if P'fk2h.
Consequently
n (i + p(P) ) n (i +_p(p) ) n (i + P(P) )
p<z p(p-l) P<Z0 p(p-l) Z 0<p<z p(p-l)
and
n (i+ i  ) n <1+ P(p) ) n g+ i ) n (i +_2_ )
Z0<p<z p-1 Z 0<p<z p(p-l) z 0<P<z p-1 z0<p<z p(p-l) 
p|k2h p|k2h p-rk2h
Assuming further that zQ>h gives
i < n <1 + p(p) ) < n (1 + 2 )
z 0<p<z p(p-l) z 0<P<z p(p“l)
P'fkjjh
Arguing as in Step Six we get
I < n <1 + P<P) > < i + 0 (exp(-(In y/k2)i)) 
z 0<p<z p(p-l) 2
giving
z 0<p<z(1 +5TFT) * “ 1 + °<exP<-<ln yA,)*)>.
Hence, (by Lemma 3),
n = 11 ^  +_ ^ £ |  \ l  + 0 (exp(-(ln y/k2)b)}
P < Z  g P ( P - 1 )  P < Z  P ( P - 1 )  F V  2/
and HZo = HZ{1 + 0 (exp(-(In y/k2)i))} as required.
Equation (75) becomes
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y n ( i-Pm(P)) = y(K)y n ( i- i)  r-
0 < m <  P < z  p k 2[k1(Fk2] p<z P  z I
(ra,z) app
0 J  Ifjiln In2 j al | r ln ln2 ^ ) )
cl I 4 J ^(k,)2 (in y)l-« i J
= kiy n (1_I> u /i +
k^k,,Fk2] p<z p z I
+ 0 €{ |f|iln In2 | af | r klk;[ ^ ; kz] -ln ~n2 J, ] )
U  I 4 J ^(k,)2 (in y )l-e i J
(76)
for z>exp(27(ln y/k2)i).
Equation (15) covers the case for 2<z<exp(27(ln y/k2)i); a 
combination of (76) and (15) gives
y n (i-pm (p)) _ k,y n (1-1) f
0<m<y P<Z P k 2[k1,Fk2] p<z p 1
msfi 2modk2P^k’1 
(m,z) app
+ 0ef | r | iln In2 1 af | r p .* ! ? ] k lk 2[k i ’ ln ln2 y ] ]
1 I 4 J ys(k1)2 (ln y)l-e J J
(77)
for z>2, and (77) substituted into (12) gives
s(x-y'z) - 1 g & j  P<z (1T  H* t 1 +
♦ 0£{ iriiln in*,an r p ^ i ]  }
+ 0(exp(-v(ln v-ln ln 3v-ln 2-2))) + 0(exp(-(ln x/k^i)) j
(78)
for 2 < z < ^Vk, thus effectively completing the theorem for 
y/kj^/k, . Recalling that (5) completed the theorem for 
x/k1<y/k2 the theorem is essentially complete.
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STEP THIRTEEN Some mopping up.
Scattered throughout the proof of Theorem One (from Step 
Four onwards) are various assumptions about the size of y. In 
Step Thirteen we aim to show that making the single assumption
exp((ln y/k2)£) > max( I a. | , |b| , |c| , |d| , |e| , | f I ,k1 ,k2}
(79)
for y/k2 large is enough to cover them all.
We deal firstly with the recurring assumptions, namely 
<D |d7,ai < y-
Assuming this allowed us to make use of the inequality 
Iam+d|<2|a|y. It is clear that it is satisfied if (79)is 
satisfied.
z m + J L .4 ■ M >0
y > . ’
. 0 ; M ,<0
with f=b2-4ac, ^=be-2cd-2fa, 0=e2-4fd, 8+ [ f |M, and
M=max( 11+217+0 } t j— rj2-t0 I). Assuming this allowed us to make 
use of the double inequality y 2 < Qma^|gm i < 4 I T Iy2 - 
Certainly M < max( |fl+2 ir7i + |0 if|i72| + irM0l). But, 
assuming (79),
if 1+21171 + |0| < b 2+4 1 a t|c|+2|b||e|+2|c| |d|+2[fIja|+e2+4|f| |d|
< 16max{ 1 a|,|b|,|c|,Id|,|e|,IfI)2
< 16exp(2(ln y/k2)$).
Similarly
172+1 f I I 0 I < 35exp(4(ln y/k2) i) .
So M < 35exp(4(ln y/k2)i) and
M, < tj2+| T | | 0 | + l f 135exp(4(ln y/k2)i)
< 71exp(4(ln y/k2)£) 
and finally
1 ^ TT? 3 ^  ^ < 72exp(4(ln y/k2)£) < y
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as required. So assuming (79) we have
y 2
j < lgm l < 4|o;|y2
as required.
For the rest of the assumptions in the proof we deal with each 
in the order they appear. We take each step seperately for 
ease of reference. In brackets below each stated assumption 
we briefly show that assuming (79) is sufficient. The first 
of the assumptions, as stated previously, occurs in Step Four 
and so we may assume in all the following that 
z>exp(27(lny/k2)*)).
STEP FOUR
(i) y>lf| where f=b2“4ac
( |b2-4aci < b 2+4|a||c| < 5exp2((ln y/k2)i) < y )
STEP FIVE
(ii) z>k1
( k, < exp((ln y/k2)i) < exp(27(ln y/k2)£) < z )
(iii) z > max{|d|,|e|,|f|,|bd-eal,|dc-fa|,|ec-fb|}
( max{|d|,|e|,|f|,|bd-ea|,|dc-fa|,|ec-fb|}





(iv) ln(|am+d|Igral) < exp(26(ln y/k2)i)
( ln( |am+d| Igm I ) < ln(8 |a| I i" |y3) from (I) and (II), and 
ln(8 |a||?|y3) < ln(8yS) < ln(8 (y/k2)1°) < exp(26(ln y/k2)i) ) 
STEP SEVEN
(v) ln5«(0mcgy|gm |) < exp(27(ln y/k2)i)
( From (II), ln54(0m a ^ | g m i) < ln54(4|f|y2)
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< In5«(4y3) < ln54(4(y/k2)6) < exp(27(ln y/k2)i) )
STEP NINE
(vi) exp(y1/ 7) > exp(cln2(Qma^y |gra| ))
( ln2(0ma^y |gm |) < ln2(4iriy2) < ln2(4y3) < y 1/ 7 )
STEP TEN
(vii) (0<m§yISml^6 > exP(27(ln y/k 2)*>
( From (I), > ( £ ] > [  7  [^] T  >
exp(27(ln y/k2)*) )
(viii) exp(yi/7) > (0™ g y lgm l)6
( ^o<m^y,Sml^6 < ly2)6 < (4y 3)8 < expCy1/ 7) )
STEP TWELVE
(ix) exp(27(ln y/k2)i) > F where 
I ce-fb| if a=0, d=0 
I(cd-fa)2-(bd-ea)(ce-fb)| otherwise-[





< 4exp(2(ln y/k2)i) < exp(27(ln y/k2)i) )
(x) exp(27(ln y/k2)£) > k 2 
( Obvious )
(xi) exp(27(ln y/k2) i) > raax{ a ^ k ^ F k j ] 2,
[kt ,Fka] 2(2[k1 ,Fk2]a1+b1) , a, [k, ,Fk2] 2+b, [k, ,Fk2]+Cl 
where a ^ / h *  b i=b/h> ci=C/h with h=(a,b,c).
( Firstly,
a 1[k,,Fk2]2 < |a|k,2F2k,2 < 16exp(9(ln y/k2)i)
< exp(27(ln y/k2)i).
Secondly,




a 1 [k1,Fk2]2+b1[k1,Fk2]+c1 < 48exp(9(ln y/k2)i)
< exp(27(ln y/k2)i) ).
(xii) exp(27(ln y/k2) i)  > h.
( Obvious )
This completes the proof of Theorem One.
AFTERWORD
It will be noticed from the statement of Theorem One that 
if y/k2>x/k 1 then the error terms in the estimate of S(x,y,z) 
are not independent of a, whereas when x/k 1>y/k2 the error 
terms are independent of a.
On the other hand an examination of Step One of the proof 
of Theorem One will reveal that, for y/k2>x/k1 and z<y/k2, had 
we taken S(x,y,z) to be
S1 (x,y,z) = {(n,m) ;a<n<a+x, n^^modk^ |0<m<j3+y, m=£!2modk2,
((an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f) ^ n ^ p ^l) |
then we could have found an asymptotic formula for S^x.y.z) 
independent of j9. The obvious course of enquiry is to examine 
whether or not an estimate of S^x.y.z) can be found with all 
terms independent of 0 when x/k 1>y/k2. Our method of proof 
does not allow us to answer this conclusively.
The main stumbling block occurs when we try to extend the 
function
A o (1"2pE>) for z°<y/k2
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to n (1~X(V)) ton z>z0.
p<z p
Whereas for m in the range 0<m<y with Q-gma^ |gm i we were 
able to apply Lemma 5.1 this lemma becomes inapplicable for 0 
arbitrarily large, since in this instance we would be forced to 
take | gm l and we could not ensure that ln^C^z is
satisfied, a condition of the lemma.
So in summary we have, writing S^x.y.z) to be
S^x.y.z) = |{(n,m);a<n<a+x, n^^modkj, (3<m<(3+y, m=J22modk2,
((an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f), nzp)=l}|
that an estimate of S ^ x ^ . z )  may be found independently of a 
if ^Vk^y/kj and independently of 0 if y/k2>x/k1 .
With reference to our assumption in Theorem One that a and 
d are not both zero, were the contrary true then we would 
require an estimate of the function
S(x,y,z) “ J  {(n,m) ;a<n<a+x, n^^modk,, 0<m<y, m=J22modk2,
((bn+c)m+(en+f),pnzp)=l)|
Essentially the method of argument of Step One of the proof 
repeated twice would suffice to give such an estimate. We omit 
the details.
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We conclude Chapter Two with an examination of the other 
case concerning the function
S(x,y,z) = |{ (n,m): a<n<a+x, n^^modk,, 0<m<y, 2modk2,
((an2+bn+c)m+(dn2+en+f) >p!JzP)=l )
excluded by Theorem One, namely where an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f 
have a common factor.
The case when an2+bn+c and dn2+bn+c have a constant 
integer in common is essentially trivial and is not examined.
We assume in what follows that (a,b,c ,d,e,f)=1.
We assume firstly that an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f are constant 
multiples of each other so that S(x,y,z) may be written
S(x,y,z) = |{ (n,m) : QKn<a+x, n=j21modk1 , 0<m<y, m=J22modk2,
((An2+Bn+C)(Dm+E)»p5zP)=l )|
for some integers A,B,C,D and E.
We prove the following:
THEOREM TWO
For x,y,zeZ let M=min(x/k1 ,y/k2) and assume that z 
satisfies 2<z<M. Let (*/p) denote the Legendre symbol and let 
6=B2-4AC. Then
s(x,y,z) - n v - v  n <x- > n a  +
 ^ k 1k 2 p<z p p<z p p<z p I
p-Tk2D p<2Ak1 p-rk,
p I 2A 
p-fA+B
0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2))) + 0 (exp(-(lnx/k1)2))
+ 0(exp(-(lny/k2)i))J
for u = If the conditions
In z
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(1) (Dfi2+E n p)-i 
PI&2
(ii) (A+B,C)sl mod 2




Further, if x/k,<z<y/k2, then under conditions (i), (ii) 
and (iii),
The 0-constants are absolute, effectively computable, and 
independent of A,B,C,D,E,k1 and k2
PROOF OF THEOREM TWO
Assuming firstly that z<y/k2, define the function M(y,z) to
be
M(y,z) = I {m: 0<m<y, msj22modk2, (Dm+E, IT p)=l) 1
p<z p p<xA ,  P 
P'i'k2D p-f 2 Ak n






where v = —=— —  
In z
so that
S(x,y,z) - I M(y,z)
n<n<cH-x 
nsfi ^ odk, 
(An2+Bn+C, IT p)-l
An application of Lemma 1.1 gives
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H(y,z)




; (Dfi2+E, n p)-l 
Pi 2
; otherwise
, In y/k,where u = —=— -— 2 .
In z
So if (Dj22 + E, IT p)>l then S(x,y,z)=0 whenever z<y/k.
?Tfi2
Otherwise









Z 1 = I tn: oi<n<a+x, ns^modk.,, (An2+Bn+C, n p)=l}
, I P<za<n<Q:+x 
n=i2 } modk, 
(An2+Bn+C, n^p)^!
as N(x,z). Then N(x,z) may be estimated if we assume in 
addition that z<x/k1.
If (A+B,C)=0 mod 2 then N(x,z)=0.





p<z (1 ^ p ^  i1 + °(exP(-v (lnv“lnln3v-ln2-2))) 
p-fk,
+ 0(exp(-(ln x/k^i))]
(AC? + Bfi- + C, n p)=l
; otherwise
In ^/k
where v *= —= — 1 and where
In z
p(p) * {n modp: An2 + Bn + C = 0 modp}
Consequently, if (AC2 + BC, + C, n p )>1, S(x,y,z)=0.
PlS,
Otherwise
s(.x,y,z) - p"z ^  <l-£k»{l + 0(exp(-(ln */k,)l))
p-rk2D P'fk1
+ 0(exp(-(ln y/k2)i)) + 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2)))|
where u - . ^ i n ^ A ,  . V y )
In z
Now if p-f2A,
p(p) = {n modp: n 2=B2-4AC modp}
. [B-4AC]
+ 1
where denotes the Legendre symbol.
On the other hand if p|2A then 
f 1 ; p*(A+B)
P(P)
0 ; p|(A+B) .
So
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n  g - p ( p ) )  _  n  ( i -  ( V p ) + i  ) n  ( i - p
p<z p p<z p p<z p
p<k, p-r2Ak, p<k1
p | 2A 
P<(A+B)
where 5=B2-4AC which completes the theorem for
z ^ i nCVk, ,y/k2) .
If x/k1<z<y/k2 then from (1)
S(x,y, z) - | ^ ^  I 1 [l + 0(exp(-(lny/k2) £)))




Writing x/k1 as x 1 for convenience it follows that 







xy n  (1-1) n  (1- (5/p)+i ) n (i-i) l +




0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2))) + 0(exp(-(lnx/k1)£))j 
which completes the theorem.
N.B. A quick examination of the proof will reveal that Theorem 
Two holds for z<min(x/k1,y/k2) or x/k1<z<y/k2 even if we take
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S(x,y,z) - | {(n,m) : a<n<a+x, n^fijinodk,, /3<m</3+y, m=fi2modk2,
((An2+Bn+C)(Dra+E), 5ZP)“1)|
However, consistent with Theorem One, we leave S(x,y,z) in its 
original form.
We may also extend the proof to cover z in the range 
y/k2<z<x/k1, to give
s(x,y,z) < " ( i- i)  n (i-  (V pH i  ) n <i-i> r, +
7 k)k2 p<y/k2 p p<z p p<z p I
p-fk 2 D p-f 2 Ak1 pd-k,




for u = —~ — 2 .In z
We now turn to the case where an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f have a 
linear factor only in common. In this instance S(x,y,z) may be 
written
S(x,y,z) = |{ (n,m): a<n<a+x, n^ ^ m o d k ^  OcmCy, msf>2modk2,
((An+B)((Gn+D)m+(En+F)),pnzp)=l}|
for some integers A,B,C,D,E and F.
Firstly we give some definitions:
(i) R=DE—FC
(ii) r7(w) = I A ^ (1-1) 1 [k1 , Rk2] i ^
 ^ ; z W  £ *><A) P<z P <p( [k, ,Rk2 ]) £
w*=l or -y(w)>z P^ 2
1 Plh
n (i+ _pi )




where h=(C,D) and D ^ 0/^;
and where ^(w) denotes the number of integers n in the 
interval l<n<Rk2 for which both 
(Cn+D,En+F)=w
With these definitions we have the following:
THEOREM THREE
For x,yeZ let M=max(y/k2 ^ /k, ) .Define z^minCz ,x/k1) and 
assume that z satisfies 2<z<M.
Then, whenever exp((InM)£)>max{|a|,|b|,|cl,|d| ,le|,lf| ,kn ,
computable, and independent of A,BIG ID lE,k1 and k 2.
PROOF OF THEOREM THREE
Assume to begin with that y/k2<x/k1,
We follow the procedure of Theorem One.
Define






0(exp(-ln y/k2)i)) + 0(exp(-(ln ^ k ^ ^ ) )
■f 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2) ) ) j
lnx/k
for v = 1 . The 0-constants are absolute, effectively
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Define rn to be the highest common factor of the two 
polynomials Cn+D and En+F. It is apparent that if (rn ,^nzp)>l 
then M(y,z(n)=0. Assuming that (rn , ^ zp)=l we have
M(y,z,n) - |{m: 0<m<y, m=C2modk2, ((|^t£]m+ , ^ zp)-l} |
and an application of Lemma 1.1 for z<y/k2 gives
M(y,z,n)
I n




+ 0 (exp(-(In y/k2)i))J 
, rCn+Di f. rEn+F'| IT p . -
; PT8, )_1
; otherwise
, lny/k-where u — —=— -— 2 .
In z
Summing M(y,zfn) over n gives
S(x,y,z) - I I " fl +
k, “ p<z p I
2 a<n<«+x
n ^ m o d k ,  P ^ Cn+D>k >
(rn.pgzp)=i
)-i
(An+B, H p H  p<z
0(exp(-(ln y/k2)i)) + 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2)))J
(2)
Taking the product FT (1-1) out to the left of the sum gives
P
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S(x,y,z) - Z 11 <1- D  I " ( ^ P  V l  +
p<* p a<n<a+x p<* p 1
n=P modk p^  ^
(rn . ^ P):i p '(Cn+D>
< [ ^ ] v ( ^ ] .  A p )“1
(An+Btpqzp)=l




n^.modk. P ,2 
, 1_ 1 pl(Cn+D)
(rn , n p)=l rx n ’p<zr/
?"&2P >■*
(An+B,J p)-lp<z
I  V  n  ( l - i r 1
w ft<n<a+x p p
" OI , M “  " < “ »>
(An+B,pqzp)=l
where 7 (w) denotes the smallest prime factor of w.
Assuming, in addition to z<y/k2, that z<exp(10(lnx)i) we 
may apply Lemma 2.12 to this sum to give
S(x,y,z) < j L Z  "  (1-i> " (1- P  rz(w) fl +
k 1k 2 P<Z P P<Z P 
P<k2
0(exp(-(ln y/k2)i)) + 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u--ln2-2)))
+ 0(exp(-(lnx)i)) + of^dk^Fk,]) j j
( 3 )
where R and Tz(w) are as described in the introduction to the 
Theorem.
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We now estimate S(x,y,z) in a different way, 
Define
N(x,z,m) - (n; a<n<ce+x, n«j21modk1,
( (An+B) ( (Cm+E)n+(Dm+F) ) , IJzp)=l
so that
S(x,yfz) - I N(x,z,m).
0<m<y
2modk2
Define sm to be the highest common factor of (Cm+E) and 
(Dm+F). Then if (smi jjzp)>l, N(x,z,m)=0.
Further if ((A+B)((Cm+E)+(Dm+F)),B(Dm+F))=0mod2 then 
S(x,y,z)=0. Assuming that (s^^n^p)*! and 
((A+B)((Cm+E)+(Dm+F))}B(Dm+F))^lmod2 we may write
N(x,z,m) = (n: a<n<a+x, ns^modk^
/ / a n \ / fCm+Ei rDm+F'i .((An+B)([ _ _ j n + [ _ r j lpnzp )-l)
and applying Lemma 1.1 again (this time for z<x/k1) gives




/ /. « v a rCm+E'i * rDm+Fl N FI p . - ; ((A«1+B)([— ]eI + l— J). ?<6>p )-l
; otherwise
(4)
, In x/k. ,where v = —^ ~  1 and 
In z
pm (p) “ I In modp: (An+B) ( [^5ln+f5^i^l )s0 modp) I 
i m m 1
provided that pm (p)<p for all primes p, a condition which is 
easily seen to be satisfied under the conditions (sm , IJzp)=l
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and ((A+B)((Cm+E)+(Dm+F)),B(Dm+F))*1 mod2. Summing (4) over m 
gives
S(x,y,z) - I I " (l +





0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2))) + 0(exp(-(In x/kt ^
(5)
for z<x/k1.
To simplify this expression we use the notation "(m,z) app" 
to denote those m which satisfy the conditions
<*> ^sm»p5zP^“^
(ii) ((A+B)((Cm+E)+(Dm+F)),B(Dm+F))=lmod2
(iii) ((Ae ,+B ) ( [ ^ ] C , + [ ^ ] ) , ?9 g tP )-l
so that (5) becomes
S(x,y,z) = ~ I " (1 flniE^fl + 0(exp(-(ln V ^ ) * ) )
Ki 0<m<y P f P L




Recalling our assumption that y/k2<x/k1, if z<exp(10(ln y)£),
(6) and (3) give
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I n  a - f i a O p ) )  <  y  n  < i - i )  n  ( i - i )  ( l  +
p<z p k„ p<z p p<z p z I0<m<y p<f p k= p<f p p<z
mSe2modk2 p+k» ***,
(m,z) app
0(exp(-(In x/k,)*)) + 0 (exp(-(In y/k2)*))
+ Q p ( t k i >Rk?3) .lnlnx.ln3/ 2xj
+ 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2)))j
Letting x-»oo we get,
y  n  q - p m ( p ) )  y n  < i - i )  n  u - p  . . q  +
0<m<y p<z p k 2 p<z P P<z P Z 1
p-Tk1 p'fk
(m,z) app




In particular writing zQ=exp(10(ln y)i) we get
I n ( ! - * & »  < y n <i-p2r , +
0<m<y P<Zo p *<k 2> P<zo P Z° 1
2 mo dk 2 1
(m,z0) app
0(exp(-(In y / k 2 ) £ ) ) j  
(8)
We now determine the nature of II (l-pm (p)) .
p<z p 
P-Tk,
For p<z and (sm>^nzp)=l,
pm (p) = {n modp: (An+B)((Cm+E)n+(Dm+F))=0 modp}j
The linear congruence
(i) An+B^O modp




has one solution if p-r(Cm+E) and no solution otherwise. So 
certainly pm (p)<2 for all primes p.
Suppose p'fA(Cm+E) so that both (i) and (ii) have exactly 
one solution. Then pm (p)=2 unless (i) and (ii) have the same 
solution. If this is the case multiplying (i) by Cm+E and (ii) 
by A it follows that
(iii) A(Bm+F)-B(Cm+E)sO modp.
So if A(Dm+F)-B(Cm+E)^0 modp then pm (p)=2. Otherwise pm (p)=l 
or 2 and we leave pm (p) undetermined in this instance.
We have shown that
n (i-pm(p)) _ n (1-2) n ( i-Pm(p))
p<z p p<z p p<z p
p-rk, p'fk1 p<k,
p'TA(Cm+E) p'fA(Cm+E)
P'fA(Dm+F)-B(Cm+E) p | A(Dm+F)-B(Cm+E)
x n (i-i)  n (i-i)  (9)




This may be reduced to read
V--"2
P'fk1 p+'k1
n ^  £jni£^ n ^  P 2 c(m,z) (10)
p<z p p<z P
where
C O . * ) -  " (1- A , 1 " (1 * p <2-M p » -1 >
p<z (p-1)2 P<z (p-1)2
P-rk, p-rk,
p-rA^Cm+E) p-rA(Cm+E)
p-rA (Dm+F)-B(Cm+E) p | A(Dm+F)-B(Cm+E)
x n ( i - i ) - i  n ( i - i)-1 n ( i - i r 2
p<z p p<z p p<z p
pik, p-rk, p-fk1
p IA P-rA plA
p-f(Cm+E) p| (Cm+E) pi (Cm+E)
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Only straightforward arguments are necessary, following Step 
Six of Theorem One, to show that, whenever z>zQ,
c(m,z) - c(m,z0)(l + 0(exp(-(ln y/k2)i))}. (11)
Substituting (10) into (8) gives
y n (i-i)2 , , . y n (i-i)2 f , r, A
L - c(m,zn) < — tj— v - T7 (w ) (1 +
0<m<y P<Zo P P<Z° p 0 1








To complete the Theorem for y/k2<x/k1 we require an upper bound 
on the sum
I n  U-emiE »  f o r  z > z (0 < m < y  p < z  pp - r k ,  ( m , z )  a p pm=22modk2
But from (10) and (11), for z>z0,
I n - n U - i >2 I c(BlB)
0<m<y p<z p P<z P 0<m<y
m=£2modk2 1 ^  1 m=C2modk2
(m,z) app (m,z) app
" (1 i)2 I c ( m , z 0 )  ( 1  +  0 ( e x p ( - ( l n  y/k2)i))
P , P 0<m<y 
p< 1 m=£ 2modk2
(m,z) app
Since, for z>zQ and for y large, those m in the range 0<m<y 
which satisfy "(m,z) app" are exactly those satisfying "(m,z0)
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app" we have
I " " W  I c(».«0)(l +
0<m<y p<* p P<* p 0<m<y
m=£2modk2 p^ 1 P^ i m=C2modk2
(m,z) app (m,z0) app
0(exp(-(ln y/k2)i))}.
From (12) we now have, for z>zQ,
I n ( i -p ^ ) )  y n (1-1)2 , +
0<m<y P Z p ¥5(k2) P<Z p 0 1
msj22modk2 P^ i  
(m,z) app
0(exp(-(ln y/k2)i))j
Further for z>z0, rz0(w ) = rz(w){l + 0 (exp(-In y/k2)i))}.
So for z>z0,
I n (1 -p ^ )) y n (1-1) n d -i)  (w) fl +
0<m<y p<f p k * p<f p p<z p z I




(13) and (7) substituted into (6) give
S(x,y,z) < J-Z n (1"i) 11 (1”P  Tz(w) fl +
J kik2 P<z P P<z P *“
Pd'k2
0(exp(-ln y/k2)i)) + 0(exp(-(ln x/kj)2))
+ 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2)))j
(14)
which completes the theorem for y/k2<x/k1,
We now turn to the second case, namely where z<x/k1<y/k2 
Equation (6) gave us, for z<x/k1,
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{(n,m): a<n<o:+x, nej21raodk1, 0<ra<y, m=£J2modk2,
((An+B)((Cn+D)m+(En+F)), rjzp)=l)
E ^ D<Z (1 Esi$r) t1 + °(exP(-<ln x/k,)i))




An exactly parallel argument gives
|{(n,m): a+x<n<a+2x, n^^modk.,, 0<m<y, m=£2modk2,
((An+B) ((Cn+D) m+ (En+F) ) , IJzp)=1}
1 ^ " (1 (l + 0(exp(-(ln x/k,)i))
K' 0<m<y P Z P 1





{(n,m): a<n<o:+x, n s ^ m o d k ^  0<m<y, m=j22modk2,
((An+B)((Cn+D)m+(En+F)), nzP)"D
= £ |{(n,m): aKn<Qt+2x, ns]21modk1, 0<m<y, m=fi2modk2,
((An+B)((Cn+D)m+(En+F)) , n p)=l}IP^2 |
x {1 + 0(exp(“ (ln ’Vk,)^)) + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2)))}
Writing (X-l)x/k1<y/k2<Xx/k1, X repetitions of the above 
argument gives
|{(n,m): a<n<a+x, n^^modkj, 0<m<y, m=£2modk2,
((An+B)((Cn+D)m+(En+F)), Qzp)-1)|
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= ~ j{(n,m): a<n<a+Xx, ns^modk,,, 0<m<y, m=f>2modk2t
((An+B)((Cn+D)m+(En+F)), n p)=l}I
p<z I
x {1 + 0(exp(-(In x/ki)iO) + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2)))}.
(15)
Since y/k2<Xx/k1 we may apply (14) to the function 
|{(n,m): a<n<a+Xxf n^^modk,, 0<m<y, ms£2modk2,
((An+B)((Cn+D)m+(En+F))Jpnzp)=l}
to give
j{(n,m): a<n<o;+Xxt ns^modkj, 0<m<y, m=C2modk2,
((An+B)((Cn+D)m+(En+F)).pJzP)=l}|
< X n <1-1) n (1-1) rx +
k.,k2 p<z p p<z p z I
Pi'^ 2
0(exp(-ln y/k2)i)) + 0(exp(-(ln ^k,)^))
+ 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2)))j
(16)
(16) together with (15) gives
|{(n,m): a<n<a+x, ns^modkj, 0<m<y, m=£2modk2,
((An+B)((Cn+D)m+(En+F))>pQzP)=l ^ [
< U  " a_i> " (1_i) rz (w) fi +k 1k 2 p<z p p<z P *■
P't'k2
0 (exp(-In y/k2)i)) + 0(exp(-(In ^ k ^ ^ ) )
+ 0(exp(~-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2))) j
(17)
which completes the theorem for the case z<x/k1<y/k2.
Finally we look at the case x/k1<z<y/k2.
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(An+B, IT p)=l 
p<zr
0(exp(-(ln y/k2)^)) + 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2)))j




(rn , IT p)=l n p<x*j
n ( i - i r 1 < x




pcx, p rX](w) {i
(An+B, n p)=l 
p<x ^
















(rn , IT p)=l
v p<x^
n ( l - l)"1
P<X 1 P 
Pl’k 2 
pi(Cn+D)
(An+B, n p)=l 
P<x i
x {1 + 0(exp(-(In x/k.,)£))}
(19)
which follows easily from the observation that
n (1 1) 1 _ n (1 1) 1 ^  + 0(exp(_(ln x/k )i))}. 
p < z  P p < X 1 P / T / / / J
Pd'k2 p-fk2
p i (Cn+D) p | (Cn+D)
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Substitution of (19) and (18) into (2) gives
S(x,y,z) < 17 <1-P  n rx (w) (l +
J k,k2 p<z p p<x/k i P i \
P'fk2
0(exp(-(ln x/k1)^)) + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2)))j
(20)
Since (w) *» rz(w){l + 0(exp(-(ln x/k,)i))) for z>x1




The major theorem of Chapter Three, Theorem Four, is an 
upper bound on the function
P(x,y,z) - |{(q,r); a<q<a+x, qsf^modk,, /3<r<|3+y, r=G2modk2,
((aq2+bq+c)r+(dq2+eq+f), ll^ p)**!}
■where the q*s and r's are primes. We assume as in Theorem One 
that a and d are not both zero and that the polynomials 
aq2+bq+c and dq2+eq+f have no common factors, (A study of the 
case where aq2+bq+c and dq2+eq+f have common factors may be 
undertaken without introducing any new methods of argument and 
is consequently omitted here.)
If y/kj^/k, we find an upper bound on P(x,y,z) with a=0, 
and if x/k1>y/k2 we find an upper bound on P(x,y,z) with (3=0. 
To emphasise the different approaches we define
P^x.y.z) = | I (q, r) ; 0<q<x, qs^modk,, /3<r<(3+y, rsj22modk2,
( (aq2+bq+c)r+(dq2+eq+f) , rj[zp)=l} |
and
P2(x,y,z) - j{(q *r); a<q<n+x, qe^modk,, 0<r<y, rsfi2modk2,
((aq2+bq+c)r+(dq2+eq+f)>pnzp)=l)|
As would be expected an upper bound on P ^ x ^ j Z )  may be found 
independently of |3 if y/k2>x/k1 , and an upper bound on 
P2(x,y,z) may be found independently of a if x/k1>y/k2.
There are at least two possible approaches to the problem 
of finding such upper bounds. Firstly we might, following the 
method of argument of Theorem One, write
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P(x,y,z) - I hr; 0<r<0+y, r=J22modk2, 
a<q<a+x
q C1modk1 ( (aq2+bq+c)r+(dq2+eq+f) , ^ 2p)=l} |
and then apply Lemma 1.4 to the function within the summation 
sign. However, as the remarks after the statement of Lemma 1.4 
indicate, any asymptotic formula or upper bound derived in this 
way would have associated error terms with non-computable 
0-constants. Furthermore we would be forced to take both a and 
/3 to be zero.
An alternative approach, and the one that is adopted here, 
is to firstly study the functions
T^x.yjZ) = |((q,m); 0<q<x, q^^modk,, /3<m</3+y, m=f>2modk2,
(((aq2+bq+c)m+(dq2+eq+f)Jm.^n^pJ^l}|
and
T 2(x,y,z) = | [ (n,q) ; a<n<a+x, ns^ m o d k ^  0<q<y, q=f>2modk2,
(((an2+bn+c)q+(dn2+en+f))n, IT p) ==1} I
p<z I ,
the former when x/k^y/k-j, the latter when y/k2<x/k1 . Upper 
bounds may be found for both of these functions with the 
associated error terms having computable 0-constants. In Step 
Thirteen of the proof of Theorem Four we demonstrate how these 
upper bounds can be used to give upper bounds on the functions 
P,(x,y,z) and P2(x,y,z).
It is worthy of note that were we to take the former route 
i.e. via Lemma 1.4, the main term of the subsequent asymptotic 
formula for P(x,y,z) would be
c x -y n m
1 k t.k2.ln^/k,.lny/k2 p<z p
for some constant c, depending only on the constants a,b,c,d,e,
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f,k1(k 2. In contrast the leading term of the upper bound for 
P 2(x,y,z) when x/k1>3r/k2 for a+b+c^d+e+f mod2 is of the order
x.y n (1-1)2 n (1_ p
2 k, .k2 p<z p V<z2 P
where z2 = min(z, exp((lny/k2)b" €) for some e, 0<e<£.
Assuming, for example, that z is approximately x£, (ii) is 
weaker than (i) by a factor of (In y)e. So it seems we pay 
rather a high penalty for computable O-constants when 
^k^y/kjj. On the other hand when y/k-j^/k, and z is 
approximately y£ then the two approaches give similar leading 
terms,
Before stating Theorem Four we give some definitions. 
Firstly we define the functions Jz and Gz as
T _ [klf2Fk2]i , r1 . n (1 + 4p2/3 ) V „ , .
z [k1 , 2Fk2 ]) ln[k i>2Fk2] p<z (p-1)2 ^ 2
P^2k2h or -y(w )>z
and
_ [k,,Fk,li n (1 + 4pV3 ) y




The notation of Jz and Gz is as follows:
(i) 7 (w) denotes the smallest prime factor of w
(ii) F=(cd-fa)2-(bd-ea)(ce-fb)
(iii) h=(ad,ae+bdJaf+be+cd,bf+ce,cf) and A^^/h, 
B=(ae+bd)/h( C==(af+be+cd)/h> D=(bf+ce>/h , E=cf/h .
(iv) If 2 3 denotes the solution of the congruences m=lmod2 
and m=C2modk2, then Tz(w) denotes the number of 




< F ^ ] « , * P ^ ] ,  p5ik P
hold, 
and finally
(v) T^(w) denotes the number of integers n in the interval
l<n<2Fk2 for which both
(an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f)=w
and
< [ 2 2 ^ ] flj+p s ! ^ £ ] .  ^  >-1
hold.
Let A denote the discriminant of the polynomial 
(an2+bn+c)(dn2+en+f) if neither an2+bn+c nor dn2+en+f have 
repeated factors. If an2+bn+c has a repeated factor, say 
an2-f-bn+c=0 (yn+6)2 and du2+en+f does not have a repeated-Factor ,- - 
then let A denote the discriminant of 6(yn+5)(dn2+en+f). 
Similarly if dn2+en+f has a repeated factor.
With this definition of A define
G(x) := pma^| Aq4+Bq3+Cq2+Dq+E |
for q prime, and 
^
Finally define, as in Theorem One,
r=b 2-4ac, rj=be-2cd-2fa, and 0=e2-4fd.
With these definitions we have:
THEOREM FOUR Let an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f be polynomials with 
integer coefficients, and with a and d not both zero. Assume 
that the polynomials have no common factors. Let x,yeZ and 2 1, 
2 2,k1,k2eN with (2,,^)=!, (J22,k2)=l and
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exp((lny/k2)*) > max[|a|,|b|,tc|,| d |,|e|,if|} k ^ ,k 2} .
1 4
Let e be any constant satisfying 0<e< ^ - •j—-^ny . 
Then we have the following upper bounds on P^x.y.z) and 
P2(x,y,z).
(I) If y/kj^/k, and z satisfies 3<z<y/k2 then for 
a+b+cjNd+e+f mod2,
P (x y ZW  2*y n (X-1)2 n a _ir i r
1 [2 , k 2] lnx p<z p p<z p z 1
p-r2k2 p-f2k2
pih
! r\ ("^ ( [^1 * 2Fk7 ]) lnlnG(x) ln^G(x) Inxi 
I [k,,2Fk2]z x J
^([k,,2Fk2l) J c ^  z l i A  1
+ I [k, ,2Fk2]i *>(k,) y J
+ 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2) ) ) + 0(exp(-(lny/k2) .£)) j
where u = §
lnz
(II) If y/k2>x/k1 and a + b + c = d + e + f  m o d 2  and if the conditions
(i) 2 = C 1m o d k 1
(i i )  c ^ f m o d 2
( i i i )  (r, n  p ) = l
p < z r
.. . , f4a+2b+c"i r4d+2e+f'| n  p  N -
(1V) H  r J  3 I r J  ’ gTlk, >_1
are satisfied where r = ( 4 a + 2 b + c , 4 d + 2 e + f )  then
P  (X  y  z) <  -2- 11 ( 1 “ 2> 11
1 , y ’ [ 2 , k 2 ] p < z  p  p < z  p
P'f2k2 P - r2k2
P ' f ( 4 a + 2 b + c ) ( 4 d + 2 e + f ) p  j ( 4 a + 2 b + c ) ( 4 d + 2 e + f )
x  j l  +  0 ( e x p ( - ( l n y / k 2 ) £)) +  0 ( e x p ( - u ( l n u - l n l n 3 u - l n 2 - 2 ) ))
k ,  x . z . l n 2z") l
+ ° f e >  - y n s r J  I.
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If on the other hand at least one of the conditions (i) to
(iv) is not satisfied then P 1(x,y,z)-0.
(Ill) If x/k1>y/k2 and z satisfies 3<z<x/k1 with 
a+b+c^d+e+f mod2 then
P fv v c 1L1 n U - V 2 n <1"i> n a- _ L  )
2 ,y’ k 2 p<z p p<z2 p z 2<p<z (p-1)2
x n (i-i)"1 n (i-i)-1 f + 0(exp(_(lnx/k )i))
P<Z 2 P p<Z 2 p Z I v r v v  /
p | k 2 p ik2h
Q fy([k1 ,Fk?l) k ? z . ln2z~|
[ k 1,Fk2]2 ^(k,) x J
+ 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln3-2))) j
where v = and z2 = mi-n (z » exp((lny/k2) e)).
(IV) If x/lc1>y/k2 and z satisfies 3<z<x/k1 with a+b+c=d+e+f 
mod2 then
P 2(x,y,z) < ^ ^  P  |l + 0(exp(-(lnx/k1)i))
P-T^ i
+ 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-2))) + o U £ -  ^  }
„here v - .
lnz
The O-constants are absolute, effectively computable, and 
independent of a,b,c ,d,e,f,k1, and k 2.
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PROOF OF THEOREM FOUR
As in Theorem One we split the proof into steps. Since the 
proof of Theorem Four is in many respects similar to that of 
Theorem One wherever possible the steps are kept parallel. The 
proof of Theorem Four is not given in as much detail as that of 
Theorem One, except where wholly new material and arguments are 
employed.
STEP ONE An upper bound for
T t(x,y,z) * {(q,m): 0<q<x, qsf^modk,, |8<m</3+y, m=£2modk2,
(((aq2+bq+c)m+(dq2+eq+f))m, p|32P )=1 }
with x/k^y/kj and z<y/k2.
Define for q fixed the function
M(y,z,q) = tm: |3<m<0+y, ms£ modk2,
( ( (aq2+bq+c)m+(dq2+eq+f) Jm^FJ^p )=1}
so that T^x.y.z) may be written
T., (xfy ,z) = T M(y,z,q) . (1)
0<q<x 
q=C,modk1
It is clear that we may rewrite M(y,z,q) as
M(y,z,q) = J {m: j3<m<j3+y, m=lmod2, m=f?2modk2,
( ( (aq2+bq+c)m+(dq2+eq+f ) )m, ^ p  )=1
The congruences m=lmod2 and m=f?2modk2 have a common solution 
mod[2,k2] if and only if (2,k2)|(22~1). If (2,k2)=2 then, for 
(J22,k2)=l, it follows that C2slmod2 and consequently that 
(2,k2)i(fi2-l). Hence there always exists a constant 2 3 with 
( 3 , [2,k2] )=1 such that
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M(y,z,q) - {m: |3<m<|3+y, m=23mod[2,k2] ,
(((aq2+bq+c)m+(dq2+eq+f)Jm.^n^p )=1}|
(2)
Suppose firstly that (a+b+c)s(d+e+f) mod 2. Then, for q>2 and 
mslmod2, it follows that (aq2+bq+c)m+(dq2+eq+f)=0mod2 and 
consequently that M(y,z,q)=0. Under these circumstances (1) 
becomes
f 0 ; if 2^C1modk1
T 1(x,y,z) = I (3)
I M(y,z,2) ; otherwise
If, in addition to a+b+c=d+e+f mod 2, we have c=f mod 2 then
for q=2 and mslmod2 it again follows that
(aq2+bq+c)m+(dq2+eq+f)=0 mod 2 and that M(y,z,q)=0. So we may
further adapt (1) to read
r 0 ; if 2^21modkl or c=fmod2
T^x.y.z) = (4)
I M(y,z,2) ; otherwise . ...
So in the case a+b+c^d+e+f mod 2 we are left with the problem
of estimating M(y,z,2) when c^f mod 2.
From (2), for q=2, we have
M(y,z,2) = j {m : |S<m</34-y, m=23mod[2 ,k2] ,
(((4a+2b+c)m+(4d+2e+f))m, n p )=1}p^z
Define r2 to be the highest common factor of 4a+2b+c and
, np<z4d+2e+f. It is apparent that if (r2 I^lfip)>l then M(y,z,q)=0.
Assuming that (r2, nzp)=l, M(y,z,2) becomes
M(y,z , 2) = | {m : |3<m<(8+y, m=J23mod[2,k2] ,
t, r4a+2b+c'i , r4d+2e+f] , „ . , ,
l J I J p<z >_1)
An application of Lemma 1,2 gives
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M(y,z,2)
[ & , ]  P<Z {l+0(exp(-(ln y/2k2)i)>
+0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u—ln2-2))) 
f4a+2b+ci A . r4d+2e+f~i II p
-J*?m , ) - 1
otherwise









, , r4a+2b+c'i r4d+2e+f'| ,
{m mod p:   m+   = 0 mod p}
I r ~ J I r, J
provided that
(i) p(p)<p for all primes p; and








so that (i) is easily seen to be satisfied, and (ii) is
4d+2e+f
satisfied for all p>2. If p=2 then for  -------  ^0mod2 we
r  2
require p(2)=0. But under our assumption (r2,p]Izp)=l we may
4d+2e+f
assume that 2-fr2 so that -------  ^0mod2 4=> 4d+2e+f^0mod2 4=»
r  2
f^0mod2, For c^fmod2 this implies c=0mod2 and consequently 
that — =0mod2 giving, as required, p(2)=0.




if 2^£1modk1 or c«sfmod2 or
/ n wi  /f^a+2b+cl/i , f4d+2e+fl IT p. , (r2.pgzp)>l or < [ _ _ . j f l s+[ _ _ ^ J >5<5P)>l





where r2=(4a+2b+c,4d+2e+f); fi3 denotes the solution of the 
congruences m=lmod2 and mHj22modk2 ; u= 5
p'(P) =
0 f4a+2b+ci r4d+2e+fi2 ; p< L—FT—JI—
1 -p| |~Aa+2b+cj ^ 4d+2e+fj
if a+b+c=d+e+f mod 2
We now turn to the second case, namely where a+b+c^d+e+f mod 2, 
Define rq to be the highest common factor of the two 
polynomials aq2+bq+c and dq2+eq+f. It is apparent that if 
^rq ,p<zP^>1 then MCy*2 ^ ) " 0 * Assuming that (rq>p2zP)= 1 ' 
M(y>x,q) becomes
h(y,z,q) = | Cm: /3<m<|3+y, msfi3mod[2 ,k2] ,
« ( ! S ^ £ ) „ p ^ E £ ] , . , t,iP ,-i,|
We have already dealt with M(y,z,2) so we may assume here that 
q>3. A second application of Lemma 1.2 gives















p(p) = I {m mod p: jm+ p q *eq+£] = 0 mod p}
■q - - -q
provided that
(i) p(p)<p for all primes p; and







so that to satisfy (i) and (ii) we have only to show that 
p(2)=0 when — 0 mod 2. But, as (rq, nzp )=1, we have
p(2) = j{m mod2: (aq2+bq+c)m+(dq2+eq+f)=0 mod 2}|
= {m mod2: (a+b+c)m+(d+e+f)=0 mod 2}







, r4a+2b+cl „ r4d+2e+f'i n p . ,
and c^fmod2, (r2.^n^p)”!
p<z
L 0 otherwise (7)
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summing (6) and (7) over q gives, for a+b+c^d+e+f mod2,
T,(x.ylZ) - I n { 1 +
1 [2,k, p<z p I
2 a<t><X p-f2k.
q*C1modk1 2
(ra , n p)“l 4 p<Z
< p ! ^ v p S ! g e ! ] .  * »
0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2))) + 0(exp(-(ln y/2k2)£)) }
(8)
where
• 0 if c^fmod2
a = •
_ 2 if c=fmod2 
Now, for (rq ,pnzp)=l,
n (i-p'(p))_ n (1-2) n ( i- i)
p<z p p<z p p<z p
p<2k2 P-f^kj p-f2k2
p-f (aq2+bq+c) (dq2+eq+f) p 1 (aq2+bq+c) (dq2+eq+f)
n ( i - i)2 n ( i- i)
p<z p p<z p
p-r2k2 pd'2k2
p-f(aq2+bq+c)(dq2+eq+f) pI(aq2+bq+c)(dq2+eq+f)
n (1-1) IT (1-1)
p<z p p<z p
p<2k2 p-r2k2
p-f (aq2+bq+c) (dq2+eq+f)
n ( i - i)2 n ( l - i r 1





T i ( x , y , z )  <  y  n  ( 1- 1)1 I  n  ( 1- 1)-1 r  x
[2,ka] p<z p p<z p I








a<q<x P<Z p^ P^2k2
(rq ,'n°p)-l P 1<a12+bq+f)(dq2+eq+f)
^  >-i
y  y  n  ( i - i ) - 1
, p<z pw a<q<x v
where y(w) denotes the smallest prime factor of w.
By Lemma 2.10 this sura is less than
2x n (l-l)-1 [k1(2Fk,]i ln[k1}2Fk,] n (1+ 4p2/a )
In x p<z p [k1 ,2Fk2]) p<z (p-1)2
p-r2k2 p-f2k2h
plh
X I Tz (w) ( 1 + of . lnlnG(x).ln^(x)lnx1|
w  ^ L [k,,ztk2 J 2 x J J
w=l or -y(w)>z (10)
where
(i) F = |(cd-fa)2-(bd-ea)(ce-fb)|
(ii) h = (ad,ae+bd,af+be+cd,bf+ce,cf)
and A=ad/h ,B=(ae+bd)/h , c=(af+be+cd)/h , D=(bf+ce>/h 
E-cf/ h.
(iii) G(x) “ o<q^x !Aq4+Bq3+Cq2+Dq+E1
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and
where A denotes the discriminant of (aq2+bq+c)(dq2+eq+f) 
if neither aq2+bq+c nor dq2+eq+f have repeated factors. 
If aq2+bq+c has a repeated factor, say aq2+bq+c=0(7q+5)2 
and dq2+eq+f does not have a repeated factor then A is 
the discriminant of 0(yq+6)(dq2+eq+f). Similarly if 
dq2+eq+f has a repeated factor. Clearly with this 
definition A * 0.
and where
(iv) T 2 (w ) denotes the number of integers n in the interval 
l<n<2Fk2 for which both
(an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f)=w 
and , ran2+bn+ci . rdn2+en+f'i U p , .
( I— — J V l — — J ■ .
LeC JZ - t k x ^ U n l k ^ F k , ]  n (1 + ) £ T (w)
2 <p{[ k 1,2Fk2]) p<z (p-1)2
p-f^k-h . , .
2 w=l or *y(w)>z
Substituting (10) into (9) gives
I . d . y . i x , ^  n (1-1)2 n (1_p-i
1 J [2,k2].lnx p<z p p<z p z I
p-r2k2 P'T2k2
p lh
n f <p( [k, ,2Fk?]) lnlnG(x) ,lnxG(x)^ j 
L " [k,,2Fk2]2 • x J
+ 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2))) + 0(exp(-(ln y/2k2)£))j
(11)
This completes Step One.
STEP TWO An upper bound for
T 2(x,y,z) = I {q: 0<q<y, q=C2modk2,
a<n<cH-x
n 2 1modk1 (((an2+bn+c)q+(dn2+en+f))n,^nzp)=l}
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with x/k1>y/k2 and z<exp((ln y/k2)l e), 0<e<£.
The reasoning of Step Two follows very closely that of Step 
One. Define for n fixed
N(y,z,n) - |{q: 0<q<y, qsfi2modk2,
((an2+bn+c)q+(dn2+en+f), ^n^p)*”! }|
so that T 2(x,y,z) may be written
T 2(x,y,z) = I N(y,z,n) (12)
a<n<a+x
nsC ,modk,
(n, n p)=l ' p<z
Certainly within this sum n=lmod2 for otherwise (n,^nzp)>l.
Now if (a+b+c)«(d+e+f)mod2 then for q>2, q prime, 
(an2+bn+c)q+(dn2+en+f)s0mod2. Consequently, if 
(a+b+c)=(d+e+f) mod2, N(y,z,n)<l and
T 2(x,y,z) < I 1
a<n<a+x
nsfi ^ odk,
(n, n p)=l 
P<z
But by Lemma 1.1 we have
^ 1 = F ^  ^  {l+0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-2)))
a<n<c.+x k ' P<z P
n=fi1modk1
(n, n p)=l
p<z +0(exp(“ (ln x/k i)^)) )
(13)
, In x/k.where v= —=-- — 1 ,
In z
Hence if a+b+c=d+e+f mod2 we have 






and this completes our estimate of T 2(x,ytz) in this instance
Assuming instead that a+b+c^d+e+f mod2, define rn to be the 
highest common factor of an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f. Clearly if 
(rn>pIJzp)>l then N(y,z,n)=0. Assuming then that both 
a+b+c^d+e+f mod2 and (rn , n^p)*-!, N(y,z,n) becomes
N(y,z,n) - |{q : 0<q<y, q=G2modk2,
, fan2+bn+cT rdn2+en+fi _ v , I 
<[ ' rn M  — J ’ p9zp)_1 M
which on applying Lemma 1.3 gives
N(y,z,n) <
I P<Z (1 £-5E)) { 1 + °<exp(-(ln y/k2)^))*2 P<z 
V ^ 2




 ^ran2+bn+ci g + rdn2+en+f'j 















/ s Ii j ran^+bn+ci rdn^+en+fi . .|
p(p) = Jim modp:    Jra+[--- x -modp
provided that (i) p(p)<p for all primes p, and










and (i) and (ii) are seen to hold by reasoning similar to that 
used in Step One.
Taking the 0(A) term into the main term gives, for 
. ran2+bn+c'i , rdn2+en+fi U p . .
( I— M — ]. ml)=1 ,
N(y,z,n) < 2 " (l-£li£)) £ 1 + 0(exp(-(ln y/k2)*))
p<k2




n (l-p’(p))-1 . n (i-2 >-i . n (i-ir2,




. ln2z ; z<k.
For z<exp((ln y/k2)l e) this gives
n (i-p '(p ))-1 
p<z p
P'fh 2
' (In y/k2) 2 U - 0  . ; Z>k2
2
(In y/k2)2(1- 0  ; z<k2
Further
A 4 ¥>( k2) 
1
. exp((In y/k2)1 €) ; z>k.
; z<k2





and the third error term of (16) becomes absorbed into the 
second.
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Summing (15) over n gives
T 2(x,y.Z) < y I " <l-£l(P)) h  +
2  ^ k_  ^ p<z p I
2 a<n<a+x ,
n ^ m o d k ,
< % 5 rp)-i
<rt»p3zp)_1
. ran2+bn+ci . rdn2+en+fl IT p N -
( [— — Jc-+L— — J- $lf2 >=1
0 (exp(-(In y/k2)^)) + 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2)))}
(17)
From the definition of p'(p) we have
P' (p)
2 ; pH'(an2+bn+c) (dn2+en+f) 
1 ; pI(an2+bn+c)(dn2+n+f)




n ( W C p ) )  = n (1-2) n (1-1)
p<z p p<z p p<z p
P'i'h 2 P < k 2 p*fk2
p-f (an2+bn+c)(dn2+en+f) p|(an2+bn+c)(dn2+en+f)
n (i-i)2 n (i-i)-1




T 2(x,y .z) < | " < i - P 2 I n (i-i,-i {l +p < *  P  < * < n < a + x  p < *  P  1
2 nsC.modk1 P / 2 2j.k *  w j  2_. . f \, X \ i p|(an2+bn+c)(dn2+en+f)
(n'p3zp)_1
,ran2+bn+cl. rdn2+en+fl U p . .
([— — J4»+l— r— J - ptb; )=1




I 11 (1~ P
a<n<a+x ,






ran2+bn+c'| „ rdn2+en+fi d p , ,
I— 5— J v [ — — ]■ pti; >“1
I  I n  o - p ’ 1
p<z p
w a<n<a+x r , r
w=l or -y(w)>z nsC1modk1 ^ , 2
(n- j , p)=1
pi(an2+bn+c)(dn2+en+f) 
([a ^ ] Cj+[an!^ ] ' ; ?ggp )=1
p<z*
(an2+bn+c, dn2+en+f )=w
where ^(w) denotes the smallest prime factor of w, 
By Lemma 2.11 this sum is less than or equal to
, 11 O-l) n 0-1) J A (w) I 1 +
p<Z p p<Z P z<- {
p|k„ p-fk-h
2 2 w=l or y(w)>z
a/ / / t  \ * w  a [^ 1 »Fk_ ]) lnlnx ln^+ -^x ~n
0(exp(-(lnx) e)) +0[^ VL 1- --------- J)
(19)
where A /ttN _ [k1(Fk7]i n (1 + 4p2/ 3) 
A z W  <p{[ k 1fFka]) p<z (p-1)2
pd-kjjh
and where
(i) F = |(cd-fa)2-(bd-ea)(ce-fb)l
(ii) h = (ad,ae+bd,af+be+cd,bf+ce,cf)
and A=ad/h ,B=(ae+bd)/h , c=(af+be+cd)/h , D=(bf+ce)/h
E"Cf/h-
(iii) G(x,cO “ max |An4+Bn3+Cn2+Dn+E|
a<n<cH-x
and
ln x } ln2
where A denotes the discriminant of (an2+bn+c)(dn2+en+f) 
if neither an2+bn+c nor dn2+en+f have repeated factors.
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If an2+bn+c has a repeated factor, say an2+bn+c=0(yti+S)2 
and dn2+en+f does not have a repeated factor then A is 
the discriminant of $ (-yn+S) (dn2+en+f) . Similarly if 
dn2+en+f has a repeated factor.
and where
(iv) T^w) denotes the number of integers n in the interval 
l<n<Fk2 for which both
(an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f)=w 
and . ran2+bn+c'i. rdn2+en+fi n p x .
( I— — J M — — J ■ btC } ■
LSt Gz - I Az (w)
w
w=l or y(w)>z
(As in Theorem One we have that the number of possible w is at
most t (F) where r(F) denotes the number of divisors of F.)
Substituting (19) into (18) gives
M x . y . * )  < 2  " (1"i)2 " (1"i) 11 (1-i5 GZ ( 1 +2 J k 2 p<z p p<z p p<z p z I
p-fk 2 p|k2 p-fk2h
0(exp(-(lnx)e>) +0fy( Iglnx
i XZ J
+ 0(exp(-(lny/k2)i)) + 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2)))j
(20)
This completes Step Two.
STEP THREE An asymptotic formula for





The initial stages of Step Three are very similar to those 
of Steps One and Two. Define for q fixed
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R(x,z,q) = | {n : a<n<Q!+x,
(((aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f))n,^nzp)=l }j
so that the sum under consideration becomes
T 2(x,y,z) = I R(x,z,q) . (21)
0<q<y 
q=i2 2modk2
To find an asymptotic formula for R(x,z,q) we continue as we 
have done previously and remove from (21) any R(x,z,q) 
obviously zero. Certainly for z>3
R(x,z,q) = |{n: a<n<cH-x, n=lmod2, n^0mod3, nsf^modk.,,
( ( (aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f) )n,pIJzp)=l } |
= j (n: a<n<a+x, n=lmod6 , n^f^modk^
(((aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f))n,pnzp)=l }|
+ | (n: a<n<o:+x, n=5mod6, nsj21modk1 ,
(((aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f))n, n p)=l }|
Now there exists a constant C3 with (£3,6 ,^)=! such that
|{n: a<n<a+x, n=lmod6 , n^f^modk^
(((aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f))n,^nzp)=l }J
(n: a<n<a+x, nsj23mod[6,k1 ] ,
(((aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f))n,^nzp)=l }j
; if (6,k1)i(C1-l) 
; if (6 ,k1 )'f(C1“l)
and there exists a constant with (J24,6,k1)=l such that
| (n : a<n<a+x, ns5mod6, n=j21modk1,
(((aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f))n, IJzp)=l }
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J {n : a<n<o:+x, n=C4mod[6 ,k1 ] ,
( ( (aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f) )n,pnzp)=l } j
; if ( S . k ^ K ^ - S )
. 0 ; if (6,k^*(2,-5)
If (6,k1)=3 or (6,k 1) =»6 with (fi^kj)**! then (6,k1 ) | or
(6,k1) j(fi1—5) but not both in which case there exists a 
constant J25 with (Cg.Gjk^-l such that
R(x,z,q) = J {n: a<n<a:+x, n=fi5mod[6,k1 ] ,
(((aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f))n, ^zp)“l }|
(22)
If on the other hand (6,k ,) =1 or (6,k1)=2 then both 
(6 ,k 1) | (12,-1) and (6 ,k,) | (Cn-5) and
R(x,z,q) = |(n: a<n<a+x, n=53mod[6,k1 ] ,
(((aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f))nJpnzp)=l }|
+ J {n: a<n<0!+x> n=54mod[6,k1 ] ,
( ( (aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f) )nlp|Izp)=l } |
(23)
Define Sq to be the highest common factor of aq+d, bq+e, and 
cq+f. If (sq>pQzP)>l then R(x,z,q)=0 so assume the contrary. 
If aq+d+bq+e+cq+f=0mod2 then (aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f)^0mod2 for 
n=lmod2 so again assume the contrary.
If (aq+d+bq+e+cq+f,4(aq+d)+2(bq+e)+(cq+f))=0mod3 then 
(aq+d)n2+(bq+e)n+(cq+f)s0mod3 for n^0mod3. Again assume the 
contrary.
Assuming then that
< «  <sq>p3zP)”l
(ii) (aq+d+bq+e+cq+f)=lmod2
(iii) (aq+d+bq+e+cq+f,4(aq+d)+2(bq+e)+ (cq+f))^0mod3, 
an application of Lemma 1.2 to (22) gives, for (6,k1)=3 or 6,
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R(x,z,q)
[6,kJ p<z p 
p-r6k1
n (1 PjjCp)) {i+o(exp(-(In x/Sk,)*))
+0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln3-2))) } 
; otherwise









pq(p) - | {n modp: [£31_)„2+ [_211]n+[£3t.] . 0 mod p } |
provided that
(a) pq(p)<p for all primes p 
(b > Pq(p)<P“l if P*
Our conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are enough to ensure that 
(a) and (b) hold.
Summing R(xtz,q) over q gives
T (x y z) - I 11





when (6,k1)=3 or 6, where the term "(q,z) appropriate" or 





Any q satisfying conditions (i) to (iv) is said to be 
"z appropriate".
If we extend the range of definition for "(q,z) app" so 
that when (6,k,)=1 or 2 it becomes the set of conditions
(i) ^ q - p S z ^ " 1
(ii) aq+d+bq+e+cq+fslmod2
(iii) (aq+d+bq+e+cq+f,4(aq+d)+2(bq+e)+(cq+f))^0mod3 
then a similar argument gives
T2(x,y ,z) . * I n d ^ P ) ) (1+
'6 'k >l o<q<y P - k p




for any value of (6,^).
Recalling from (20), that for z < exp((ln y/k2)1_e),
T2(x,y ,z) < E  " ^'i>2 n <1-i> n GZ { 1 +
2 k 2 p<z p p<z p p<z p z I
p-rk2 pik2 p-rk^
0(exp(-(lnx)e)) +or^ .I ^ .LFk2l> 1^lnx lnX+lx l 
L xi J
+ 0(exp(-(ln y/k2)^)) + 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2)))
a comparison with (24) gives
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V n (l-pq'Cp))^ y[6,k,3 n (i-i) 2 n (i-i) n (i-i)
0<q<y P<Z P k2 p<z p p<z p p<z p
q - e . m o d k ^ ^ '  ^  P 'k 2 P^k 2h
(q,z) app
x Gz [ 1 + 0(exp(-(lnx)e)) +0 tk l Inlnx lnx+1x j
+ 0(exp(-(ln y/k2)i)) + 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2)))
+ CKexpC-Cln^/Gk,)£)) + 0(exp(-v(lnv“lnln3v-ln3-2)))j
(25)
As the left hand side of (25) is independent of x we may let 
x-x» and (25) becomes
y n ( i- Pq'(p)) y[6,k,i n a - i ) 2 n ( i- i)  n ( i- i)
0<q<y P<Z P k 2 P<z P P<z P P<z p
qS<!2modk2P'r6k' P^k 2 P |k2 P ^ 11
(q,z) app
x Gz |l + 0(exp(-(ln Y/k2)i)) + 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2)))j
(26)
for 3<z<exp( (In y/k2)^ -~6) . (27)
STEP FOUR Determination of pq’ (p) in terms of the Legendre 
symbol.




1 ; p|2(aq+d), p'f(aq+d+bq+e) (28)
0 ; p|2(aq+d), pi(aq+d+bq+e)
where gq = (b2-4ac)q2+2(be-2cd-2fa)q+(e2-4fd), and where (‘/p) 
denotes the Legendre symbol.
So, for 3<p<z and q "z appropriate", since
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Pq'(P) “ |




(gq/p)+2 ; p-f (aq+d) (cq+f) 




STEP FIVE gq a square
As in Theorem One we may assume that if aq2+bq+c and 
dq2+eq+f have no common factors then gq is not a complete 
square,
For gq a square, from (29), we have
Pq'(P)
p-T(aq+d) (cq+f)gq
p<(aq+d)(cq+f) & pIgq 
or p-f(aq+d)gq & p| (cq+f) 
or p| (aq+d) & p-f (bq+e) (cq+f)
p-f (aq+d) & p| (cq+f) & p | gq 






n ( i-3) n (i-2) n <i-2)
p<z p p<z p p<z p
P'f6k1 P'f6k1 p^k,
p-r(aq+d) (cq+f)gq p*(aq+d) (cq+f) p'f(aq+d)gq
Plgq pi(cq+f)
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n ( i - 2 )  n ( i - i )  n ( i - i )
p<z p p<z p p<z p
p-f 6k, p-f 6k, P-f 6k,
pi (aq+d) p-f (aq+d) p|(aq+d)
p-f(bq+e) (cq+f) p|(cq+f) p | (bq+e) (cq+f)
Plgq
If p|(aq+d) then p|(bq+e) <=* plgq. So
n ( i - pq»(p))  4 n (1 -2 ) n (1 -2 ) n ( i -2 )
p<z p p<z p p<z p p<z p
p-f 6k, P't'Sk, p-f 6k, p-f 6k,
p*f(aq+d) (cq+f)gq p-f (aq+d) (cq+f) p-f(aq+d)gq 
Plgq pi(cq+f)
n (1 -2 ) n ( i - 2 )  n ( i - 2 )  n ( i - i )”1 n ( i - i )-1
p<z p p<z p p<z p p<z p p<z p 
P-f 6k, P't'Sk, p-f6k, p-f 6k, p-f 6k,
p-f (aq+d) p| (aq+d) p|(aq+d) p-f (aq+d) p|(aq+d)
pi(cq+f) p-f (cq+f)gq pI(cq+f)gq p|(cq+f) p|(cq+f)gq
PIgq PIgq
n ( i - 2 )  n d - i )-1 n ( i - i )-1
p<z p p<z p p<z p
p-f 6k, p-f 6k, p-f 6k,
p-f (aq+d) p| (aq+d)
pi(cq+f) p|(cq+f)gq
Plgq
. n (1 -2 ) n ( l - i r 1
p<z p p<z p
p-f6k, pi (cq+f)gq
^ p<z ^  ^  lnlnd ( ccl+f)gql) • 
p-f6k,
Now in Theorem One (Step Thirteen) we saw that assuming 
exp((In y/k2)i) > max{ |a|,|b|,|c|,|d|t|e|,lf|(k,,k2 } 
was enough to ensure that
V < 0?tSylgq' < 4,riy2
with f=b2-4ac.
It is also clear that under the same assumption we have 
Icq+f| < 2 |c|y.
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So
n <1 Pq'(P)> ^ n (12) lnln(8lfc|y3) 
p<z p N p<z p J
p-rek, p'f6k1
and it follows that
I " < " (1t  inlndfcy.) I 1
p<6k, p p-f6k, p < * f *  _
q=£2modk2 1 1 q=C2modk2
Cq.z) app (q,z) app
g q  a square g q  a square
< p.. i»i»<T=iy) I 1 .
gm a square
Following the argument of Step 4, Theorem One, we have
I n d-PallP)) < n ( i-p  rq -m  lnln(lfc|y3)
0<q<y P<z P p.<z p I 4 J
-n Ji- Pf6k, pf6kq=fi2modk2 1 r 1
(q,z) app 
gn a square
where f=b2-4ac, 7]=be-2cd“2fa, 0=e2-4fd.
We note here that (31) holds for all z.
Substitution of (31) into (26) gives
y n ( i-pq‘ (P)) < y [6,kj n < i - p 2 n u - p
0<q<y P<Z P k 2 P<Z P P<Z P
q=fi2modk2 P^6k' P ^  P |k^
(q.z) app 
g q  not a square
x Gz [l + 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2)))
p-rk 2 h
0(exp(-(lny/k2)i))
* 4 ^ 1  1 4 * ]  H  1
(32)
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for 3 < 2 < exp((In y/k2)^~e). 
This completes Step Five.
STEP SIX Reduction of FI (l-pq'(p))
p<z p
p-f 6k,
Let (*/p) denote the Legendre symbol. Recalling (29) we 
have for q "z appropriate",
n q - pq'(p)) _
pcz p
p-f6k,
n (1- (gq/? )+2 ) n (1- (gq/p)+l )
p<z p p<z p
p-f 6k, p-f 6k,












This may be rewritten as
n (1—Pq *(p)) ^ 
p<z p
p-f 6k,





pcz p pcz p
p-f 6k, p-f6k,
p-f (aq+d) (cq+f) p-f(aq+d) 
pi (cq+f)
n (1-2) n (l-  g,(p)) n (i-  e7(p)) n ( i-i)
pcz p pcz p 2 pcz p 2 pcz p
p<6k, p-f 6k, p-f 6k, p-f 6k,
pi (aq+d) p-f (aq+d) (cq+f) p-f (aq+d) p|(aq+d)
p-f (bq+e) (cq+f) p|(cq+f) p | (bq+e) (cq+f)
(33)
where 0, = . ^SygP\ -v-v and $ = -— - ^
1 (p-2)(p-(gq/p)) 2 (p—1)(p—(gq/p ))
Let x(P) = XD^P) denote the Kronecker symbol (*Vp) where if 
gq=r2s for s square-free and not equal to 1, D=4s or s as 
s^l mod4 and s^l mod4 respectively. Then, as in Theorem One,
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the Legendre symbol (Sq/p) is equivalent to the Kronecker symbol 
(D/p) whenever p-r2gq . Applying this to (33) gives
n (i-pq’(p)) _ n (1- x(p) ) n (i-2> n ci-i)
p<z p p<z p p<z p p<z p
P+^k, p-rek, p-r6k1 pi'6k1
p-T(aq+d)gq p*(aq+d) (cq+f) p-r(aq+d)
pi (cq+f)
X n (1-2) n (l- M p ) )  n (i- M p ) )  n (i-i)
p<z p p<z p 2 p<z p 2 p<z p
p-fSk, p-f^ k, P'f6k1 p-f6k1
pi(aq+d) p-f(aq+d) (cq+f)gq p*(aq+d)gq p|(aq+d)
p-f(bq+e) (cq+f) p|(cq+f) p | (bq+e) (cq+f)
where 8 - 2P 2X(P) and e _ P;x(P>
1 (p-2)(p-X (p)) 3nd " = (P-1)(P-X(P)) ‘
This may also be written
n ( i - p ^ ) )  _ n (i-2) n u-*<p)>
p <z p p<z p p<z p &q
p-fSk, p+'6k1
where
f . _ n (l-x(p))-1 n (i- 8,(P>) n (i- 8,(P))
 ^ p<z p p<z p 2 p<z p
p 16k 1 (aq+d)gq P'T6k1 P'f6k1
p-f (aq+d) (cq+f) gq p<(aq+d)gq
p| (cq+f)
x n d - i  ) n < i * i  ) (35)
p<z p-2 p<z p-2 
p^k, p't'Sk.j
p-T ( aq+d) p | ( aq+d)
p|(cq+f) p|(bq+e)(cq+f)
Equation (34) together with (32) gives
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y n (i-xCp))fr . zs ^ y[6,kj n (i-i> n q+ 1 )
0<q<y P<Z P q k 2 P<z P P ^  p 2"2p
2modk2
(q.z) app
gq not a square
p-rSk,
x n ( i - i)-1 n ( i - i)-1 n ( i - i)2
p<z p p<z p p<z p 2
p|k2 p|k2h p|6k,
0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2))) + 0(exp(-(ln y/k2)i))
(36)
for 3<z<exp((lny/k2) ).
In particular writing z0-=exp((ln y/k2)^ -~6), since we may assume 
that z 0>max{k2 ,kt ,h), we have
y n (i-*(p» y t s . k , ] ^  ^2(6k j  n
p<z0 p r^ q ' = V  <> p(kj) X k j h ) -  36k, 2 p<z0 p
(1-1)
Ocq<y o r *
qsf> 2modk2 
(q,zD) app 
gq not a square
n (1+ i )
pcz0 P 2-2p 
p-r6k1
Gzo{ 1 + 0(exp(-(lny/k2)e))
' p ^ l  kkl!££!i> ln[jy ,„] j
(37)
By a proof identical in most respects to that of Theorem One we 
are able to show that the primes q that are "z0 appropriate" 
are exactly those primes q that are "appropriate", i.e. those 
primes q satisfying the conditions
(i) (aq+dtbq+efcq+f)=l
(ii) aq+d+bq+e+cq+fsi mod 2
(iii) (aq+d+bq+e+cq+f,4(aq+d)+2(bq+e)+(cq+f))^0 mod 3
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(iv) ((aq+d)C52+(bq+e)fi5+(cq+e), 6k1)=l 
if (6fk 1)='3 or 6.
Similarly for (S.k^^l or 6.
Further we may show for z>zQ that
f(ga ,z) - f(ga){l + 0(exp(-(ln (38)
where
 ^ _ n d-x(p))-1 n ( i-  «,(P)) n ( i-  «,(p)> 
q ~  p 2 p
p 16k 1 (aq+d)gq p-r6k1 p<6k1
p<(aq+d)(cq+f)gq p-r(aq+d)gq
p| (cq+f)
x n (1+-1 } n (1-^r l  (39)p-2 p
p-rek, p-rSk,
p-f (aq+d) p| (aq+d)
p|(cq+f) p|(bq+e)(cq+f)
The proof of (38) follows the arguments used in Step Six of
Theorem One and it is not repeated here.
We finally note that as both II (1-fl, (p)) and
p-rSk,, p 2 
p-f (aq+d) (cq+f)gq
P'TGk ^  "p 2^  ^^ are absolutely convergent there exist constants
P-f ( aq+d) gq 
pi (cq+f)
c^ and c2 such that
n d -xCp))-1 n (i+ _i_ ) n d  + 1 )
1 p|6k1 (aq+d)gq p p^k, p-2 p-rSk, p-2
p-T(aq+d) pi (aq+d)
p|(cq+f) p|(bq+e)(cq+f)
c n (i-x (p )r1 n (1+ j _  ) n (1 +_i_>




In line with Theorem One we end Step Six here.
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STEP SEVEN Continuation of Step Six.
We split g q ,  as we split gm , into "good" and "bad" 
corresponding to whether or not the related D is exceptional 
in the sense of Lemma 5.1.
Clearly |D| < ^0™|^y lgql < 16iriy2.
Taking a=27 in Lemma 5.1, and writing Q = ^ma^igqi, we 
derive, for z>zQ,
I " 0-x(p)) f( , _ I n d-x(p))f( ) { x +
0<q<y P<z ? ’ 0<q<y P<Z° p q
q=i22modk2 q=fi2modk2
q app q app
g q  not a square g q  not a square
gq go°d gq good
0(exp(-(ln y/k2)i)) }.
(41)






g q  not a square 
g q  bad
for z>z0.
STEP EIGHT The sum £ IT (l-pq f (p)) for
0<q<y P<i p
q=C2modk2^  1 
q app
g q  not a square
g q  bad
exp((In y/kj)1 e) < z < e x p ( y 1 / 7 ) i
As pq1(p) is always greater than or equal to one we have
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y n ( i-pq((p)) n (i-i)  y 1
0<q<y P<£t, P P<£V P ^<ci<y
qsfi 2modk ^  1 p'r6k 1 qsfi 2modk 2
q app q app
g q  not a square g q  not a square
g q  bad g q  bad






< p<z (1f  4 ^ ]  H r h ]
p<6k,
from Step Eight of Theorem One. 
So
I n (i-pjl_(p)) < k Traf=£»] inf y l i £ | . T V 7 3
  p<z p N (^k-|) L 4  J  l | f | J  l n z
q app
g q  not a square 
gq bad
and
Y n (l-x(p)) w  k, tv*-™-! r y I 111 i/3y2/a04 <y p<z ~  f(s‘J) 7H H  ItttJ t f t t-
q=C 2modk2 
q app
g q  not a square
gq bad n (1-2)-1
x —
p<z p
p - r 6 k 1
' P t t 1] K t t t ]  lf|,/3y2/3 lnz .
For exp((ln y/k2)l e)<z<exp(y1/ 7) this gives
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£ ' p<z (1 4 £))f(gq) TpV^] If',/3y5/e ■ («)
0<q<y p F 1
q=j2 2modk2 
q app
g q  not a square
g q  bad
So, for exp((ln y/k2)l-€)<z<exp(y1/ 7),
y n d-x(P))f(e .
0<q<y P<* P <Sq)
q=J2 2modk2 
q app
g q  not a square
I n d-xi£))f(
0<q<y p<z p q
q=C2modk2 
q app
g q  not a square 
gq good
+ o [ ^ i ) r [— 4 — ] 1 i" I i/3ys/ej
which, by (41), gives
y n ( i-X(p)) _ y n a -x(P)) ,
o4 <y p<* ~  <Sq)" oi<y ~  q { ...
q=i22modk2 qs£?2modk2
q app q app
gq not a square gq not a square
gq good
0(exp(ln y/k2)i)) } 
+ o[5^L) T [2L?^ ££] lr, l/3ys/ej
But from (37),
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Y n (l-x(p)) w  y[6 k^1] k7h ^ ( 6kt) n (1-1)
0<q<y p < z 0 p Sq *><k 2> * ^(k2h)- 36k,2 ■ p<Zo p
q=fi 2modk2 
q app
gq not a square 
gq good
pV 1+ f W  } G*o { 1 + y/k2)f))
P'f6k1
- i 3^ ]  h
(43)
Hence
y n (l-x(p)) N y[6-.k,] k,h ss2(6k,) n (1-1)
0<q<y P<z P q P<k2) ' V’Ckzh)' 36k, = • p<z0 p
q=fi 2modk2 
q app
gq not a square
pV 1+ } G^o ( 1 + °(exP(-(l" y/k 2>f)>
P'f6k1
and
V n ( i—Pq1 (P) ) y[6,kt ] k?h ^ ( 6k,) n (i-i)
0<q<y p<z P * y>(k2h ) ’ 36k,2 1 p<zQ p
q=£ 2modk2P ^ ^ 1 
q app
gq not a square
n <1+ 1 ) n c1-2)
P<zo P 2_2P P<z P
P-r6k, p-rGk,
GZo { 1 + 0(exp(-(ln y/k2)*)>
+ ini/3y~1/s H  }
(44)
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for exp((In y/k2)l f)<z<exp(y1/ 7).
In Step Nine we turn to the case y>exp(y1/ 7).
STEP NINE The sum Y TI (1-pg' (p)) for z>exp(y1/ 7) .
0<q<y P<£. P
q=J2 2modk2p 1 
q app
gq not a square
gq bad
Writing z1=exp(y1/ 7) we saw in Step Nine of Theorem One 
that for z>z1,
n u -xCp)) . x
z,<p<z p
with at most one exception.
So, for z>exp(y1/ 7), by (42) we have
I n d-x(p))f( . < I n (i~xCp)) f( .
o 4 <y p <z P f(8^  < 04 <y P<z , p
qsj22modk2 q=fi2modk2
q app q app
g q  not a square g q  not a square
g q  bad gq bad
« 0  t [ ^ ^ ]  11 1 1 / 3y 5/'
with at most one exception.
STEP TEN Translation of IT (l-pq'(p)) into a product
p<z p
p<6k1
involving the norms of prime ideals in Q(ygq).
As in Theorem One we have
n (l-  i ) = n ( i - i  ) n (i-i)  n ( i- i  )
Nj3<z N/3 p<z p 2 p<z p P 2<z P 2
< % ) - !  PID (b/p)-l
(45)
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where (5 is a prime ideal in Q ( 7 g q ) ,  and N(S is the norm of /3. 
We were consequently able to show that
n ( i- i)  n (i-y(p)> , n (i- 1 >
p<z p p<z p N(3<z N/3
So, for z>exp((ln y/k2)l e),
n (i—pq* (p) ) t n (1-2) n (i-*(p)) f( ,
p<z p ^ p<z p p<z p
P-rSk, p-rek,
k,2 n (i-i)2 n <i-x(p))
^ 2(h1) p<z p p<z p
n (i-i)  n (i-_i_ )
* ^ 2(k1) p<z p Nj3<z N(3
Further, as [I (1- 1 ) j 1 for z)>D6, and
N/3<z "Nj * L(llX)lnz
exP(y1/ 7) > ^0<q^y1®q* ^  * exp((ln y/k2)1_e), 
we have
y n ( i-pq'(p))
0<q<y P
q=£ 2modk2 1 
q app
g q  not a square
g q  bad
for z>exp(y1/ 7), and
k 2 
k_l £ L(l,x)-1 f(gq)
p 2(k,) ‘ ln2z „ “^ 1 0<q<y
q=C 2modk2
q app
g q  not a square
g q  bad
(46)
I  n C1-^p)) f  < I L ( i.x>-i £(gq)
0<q<y P P 0<q<y
q=]22modk2 q=fi2modk2
q app q app
g q  not a square g q  not a square
g q  bad g q  bad
(47)
In Step Eleven we estimate (47) over the possible 
exceptional modulus of (45) .
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STEP ELEVEN The possible exceptional modulus of (45) .
From (62) and (63) of Theorem One we have that for every 
e>0 there exists an effectively computable constant c>0 such 
that
t (i \—1 ^ isli
< (lnisi)1-^/2
where D is the possible exceptional modulus of (45) and where
s=D or s=D/4 according to either D^0mod4 or D=0mod4. We will
take the e above and the e appearing in z0=exp( (lny/k2)^ -“ e) to 
be identical.
Now, from (40) in Step Six, we have
?(„ w  n (i-xCp))-"1 n q+ l  ) n <i + j_)
Scl ^ p 16k, (aq+d)gq p p-rSk, p-2 p-f6k1 p-2
pH" (aq+d) p | (aq+d)
pI(cq+f) pl(bq+e)(cq+f)
Less strongly,
ft, i * n (1"I )_1 n a  + jl_) n (i +j^_ )
S(1 ^ P Ik, (aq+d)gq p p|(cq+f) p~2 p|(aq+d) p-2
^ ^(k-) 1 ^ a<l+(^ ) gq I • Inin | cq+f | . Inin | aq+d f
V
4. ^L~^.nln3 | afc | . lnln3y .
Consequently
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t  L(1'*r l  f<*«> <e — ^  Inln-Lfc,.
0<q<y ( l n i s l ) W 2 p(k ,>
q=f? 2modk2 
q app
g q  not a square 
gq bad




g q  not a square
g q  bad
where the sum ^  is over gq which give rise to the possible 
exceptional modulus of (45).
Clearly
t  L ( 1 ’ * r l  f < * I >  < ,  _ i * l *  i m n . i a f c .
0<q<y (lmsl)1-*/2 P<k .>
q=52modk2 
q app
g q  not a square




gm not a square
gm bad
so that following Theorem One we have
t  L(llX)"1 f(gq} lnln3 , ale | . r
0<q<y P<k,)
q^ fi 2modk2 
q app
g q  not a square
g q  bad
x „  (48)
(In y)d e/^
(48) together with (47) and (45) gives
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0<q<yP"Z (1_^ E>> f<8q> ^  lnln3|afc|- [ 2!r 1 ]
q=fi 2modk2 
q app
gq not a square
g q  bad
ylnln3y
(In y)l~e/2 (49)
for z>exp(y1/ 7) .
This completes Step Eleven.
STEP TWELVE Completion of the estimate of T 2(x,y,z) for
* A, > V k 2.
Recall that equation (41) gave
l “ f  - l ” P  '
0<q<y P Z P 0<q<y P Z° P
q=fi2modk2 q=C2modk2
q app q app
gq not a square gq not a square
gq g°od gq good
0 (exp(-(In y/k2)i)) }
for all z>exp((ln y/k2)l~e)=z0.
But equation (43) gave us that the right hand side of this 
equation is less than or equal to
y[6,kj k ?h ^ ( S k , ) n (i-i) n (i+ i ) G r-
<£>(k2) > ( k 2h) 36k,2 ‘ p<z0 p P < z 0 p 2-2p z o I
p-i6k,
0 (exp(-(In y/k2)0)
+ °[y [ k ; ■if 1 ,/3y~’/e H
so that
Y n (l-x(p))ffr, , f y[6,k,] kjh y>2(6k,) n (1-1) 
0<q<y p<z p q > (k*h) 36V  ' p<zo P
q=£ 2modk2 
q app
gq not a square 
gq good
* p<z0(1W  G*o t1 + 0(exp(-(l„y/k2)O) 
p-r6k,
+ °P[k-;ffjji-'Fffi-ffiffS10■in 1/3y",/e H  }
(50)
for z>z0.
But (50) together with (49) and (44) gives
y n (i-x<p))^ s . y[t,K] ^  ^(ek,) n (i-i)
0<q<y P<Z P q V,(k2) > < k 2h) 36k, ^  • p<z0 p
q=f?2modk2 
q app
g q  not a square
X " 1 ) Q fl




In a similar fashion to Theorem One we are able to show 
that (51) can be extended over q "z appropriate” and gq a 
square, and that we may write




V n ( l-pq'(p)) y[6,kt] k ?h y2(6kl) n (1-1)
0<q<y P<Z P ^Ck 2> X k 2h > 36k12 ' P<z0 P
2modk2^ ^ ^ 1 
(q,z) app
X " <1+ 1 ) n <!-l> Gz fl +
p<zQ p 2~2p p<z p z L
P'f6k1 p-rk,
°«[* [ £ ; : £ $  •r •1 f 1 * ■lnln31 afc 1 w / = i )
(52)
for z>zQ.
Equation (26) covers the case for z<zQ> and a combination of 
the two gives
Y n (1-Pf|'(p)) < y[6,k,] n (i-2) n ( i-i)
0< «. P<z P k2 p<z p p<z2 p
q j . m o d k ^ ’ P^6k-
(q,z) app
n (1-1)2 n ( l- i)" 1 n ( l - i r 1 n ( i+ _ i_ )  G ^
p<z2 p p<z2 p p<z2 p p<z2 p 2-2p z I
p|6k1 p 11c 2 plk2h p-^k,
+ [f $ ] i •T l n l n 3 1 afc 1 • i i ^ / »] }
(53)
for z>3 with z2 = min(exp( (lny/k2)^ -~e), z) , 
and (53) substituted into (24) gives
T (x y z) < ™ n <1"i) n C~l) n (1-1)2 n (l-l)-l
2 k 2 P<Z p P<Z2 P V<z2 P P<z2 P
p-t^ k, p 16k, p 1 k.
n ( l - i r 1 n (i+ l )
P<z2 p p<z2 p 2-2p
plk2h P'f6k1
°« ' ' P X ]  ^ <k2) ■ 1 f 1 ^ •lnln3 1 af C 1
+ 0(exp(-(ln x/k^i)) + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln3-2))) j
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This may be restated as
T  , u  2  n  ( 1 - 1 ) 2  n  ( 1 - 1 )  n  ( 1  -  1  )
2 k 2 p<z p p<z p z 2<p<z (p-1) 2
n  ( i - i ) - 1  n  ( i - i )*- 1
pcz2 p p<z2 pX -  i' •• '* i' Gz {l t
p|k2 pik2h
° c H g -; g t I }  ^ inin3 ■ ■^
+ 0(exp(-(ln ^Vk^i)) + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln3-2))) j
(54)
which concludes Step Twelve.
STEP THIRTEEN The completion of the Theorem.
To complete the theorem we require an upper bound on the 
function
P 2(x,y,z) = |{(q,r); a<q<cH-x, qsfi^odk,, 0<r<y, r=fi2modk2,
((aq2+bq+c)r+(dq2+eq+f),^nzp)=l}j
whenever x/k1>y/k2; and an upper bound on the function
P, (x,y,z) = |{(q,r); 0<q<xf qsfi^odk,, /3<r</3+y, r=fi2modk2,
((aq2+bq+c)r+(dq2+eq+f),prjzp)=l}|
whenever 7/k2>x/k1. The variables q and r denote primes 
throughout.
Dealing firstly with the case x/k1>y/k2 we observe that 
the function
j {q : a<q<a+x, qsj21modkl, ((aq2+bq+c)r+(dq2+eq+f) f^ nzp)=l} j
counts the integers n satisfying a<n<a+x, nsfi^odk,, for which 
n is a prime and ((an2+bn+c)r+(dn2+en+f), |Izp)=l. If in 
addition n>z then n is counted in
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j {n: a<n<a+x, n^C^odk^ (((an2+bn+c)r+(dn2+en+f))n,pnzp)=l}
Otherwise n<z. Since there are )lnz/k j+^ ~ ^  primes
less than or equal to z that are congruent to C1modk1 it 
follows that
| {q : a<q<0!+x, q^^modkj, ((aq2+bq+c)r+(dq2+eq+f) >p5zP)=D  j
< {n: a<n<a+x, n^C^odk^ (((an2+bn+c)r+(dn2+en+f) )n, n p)=l)I p^z
+ ° U , w J + 0(1)-
Consequently
P 2(x,y,z) < I
0<r<y
(n: o:<n<cH~x, n^f^modk, ,
n 2+en+f))n. ..
p<z
r=C 2modk2 (((an2+bn+c)r+(d ,^n^p)=l)
+ °[^(k2)lny/k2 y?(k,)ln^/k,] + ° [p(k Jlny/k2]
T2(x,y,2) + *“* (y?(k2)lny 5^ (k 1 Jl^/k^] + ^ [y?(k2)lny] .
(55)
Assuming that, in addition to x/kT>y/k2, we have 
a+b+c^d+e+f mod2 then from (54) of Step Twelve we have
t cx v c H  n 0-1)2 n (i-i) n <1 - jl_ > n (l-ir1
2 ’y ’ k 2 p<z p p<z2 p z2<p<z (p-1)2 p<z2 p
Plk2
x ^   ^1 Gz |l + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln3-2)))
p |k2h
* “. ( I f e S t * ’ ’ Pt 2) ** .>
+ 0(exp(-(lnx/k1) £))]
Substituting this into (55) gives
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, , „ , U E  n O-P2 n O-P n (i - j_ ) n (i-i)"1
2 k 2 p<z p p<z2 p z2<p<z (p-1)2 p<z2 p
pik2
x ^  ^  ^  Gz |l + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln3-2))) 
p|k2h
+ 'r<4 71^ / 2]
♦ 0(«p(-(ln*A,)i)) + ]).
(56)
If x/k1>3r/k2 but a+b+c^d+e+f mod2 from equation (14) of 
Step Two we have
P 2(x,y,z) < ^ ^  ^  P  £l + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-2)))
pi'k1
+ 0(exp(-Clnx/k,) ^ )) + 0 ^ ^  5 - ^  _2_]}
(57)
We may similarly show that whenever Y/k2>x/k1,
P^x.y.z) < T, (x,y,z) + 0 [y,(ki ) lnx/ki [v,(k2)lnzA 2 + ^  ■
(58)
Part (I) of the Theorem follows on applying equation (11) 
of Step One to (58) , Part (II) follows on applying equation 
(5) of Step One when the conditions
(i) 2=21modk1
(ii) cj^ f mod2
(iii) (r2tpnzp)=l
(iv) ?5?kP ,_x
are satisfied. If at least one of these conditions is not 
satisfied then a repetition of the argument leading to equation
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(5) but applied to the function P^x.y.z) rather than T 2(x-,y,z) 
gives
P,(x,y,z)=0.




In this chapter we attempt to extend the method of argument 
of Theorem One to the evaluation of the more general function
F(x,y,z) = |((n,m): 0<n<x, n^^modk, , 0<m<y, m=fi2modk2,
( ( a n 2 + b n + c ) m 2 + ( d n 2 + e n + f ) m + ( g n 2 + h n + i )  . p Q ^ p  ) = 1 }  J
We will assume in what follows that x/k1>y/k2. The argument 
when y/k2>x/k1 is very similar. Beginning as we did in Theorem 
One we write F(x,y,z) in two differant ways for z<y.
Firstly for z<y,
F(x,y,z) - y I " (1 {1 + 0(exp(-(ln y/k2)i))
0<n<x P t  p




, In y/k,where u = —= — 2:
In z
where, if rn=(an2+bn+c,dn2+en+f,gn2+hn+i), then for p<z and
( r n ' p 9 z P ) _ 1 '
pn (p) “ | (m modp: (an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f )m+(gn2+hn+i)=0 modp}J;
and where "(n,z) app" denotes those integers n satisfying the 
conditions
(i) u n .pnzP)=i
(ii) (an2+bn+c+dn2+en+f,gn2+hn+i)=l mod2
/...v , fan2+bn+c'i , rbn2+en+f'i, fgn2+hn+i~| FI pN ,
(lli, ([- rn  rn Jta+ P  rn J, 5T6/)-1.
Similarly for z<x,
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F(x,y,z) - £ I  "  ( 1  f i m i E 5 5  ( 1  + 0(exp(-(ln xA,)i))





where, if sm‘=(am2+dm+gIbm2+em+h>cm2+fm+i), then for p<z and
< s m ’ p 5 z p ) “ 1 '
p m ( p )  =  |  ( n  m o d p :  ( a m 2 + d m + g ) n 2 + ( b m 2 + e m + h ) n + ( c m 2 + f m + i ) s 0  m o d p )  I  ;
and where "(m,z) app" denotes those integers m satisfying the 
conditions
Recalling the method of argument of Theorem One we were 
firstly (Step 1) able to find a relatively simple expression for 
the function S(x,y,z) for z<y, and then compare this with the 
more complicated expression we derived for S(x,y,z) with z<x. 
This gave us a starting point from which to develop the 
argument.
In order to follow the same method here we would compare 
expressions (1) and (2) for z<y. However before this can be 




Assuming that an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f have no common factors, 








( The assumption that an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f have no common 
factors and that a and d are not both zero is only an artificial 
restriction. Similar results to what follows may still be 
derived. To include all possible cases leads only to 
unnecessary complication.)
If z>max(F,k2) then, by Lemma 2.1,
y n g-p^p)) y n ( i -Pn(P))
0<n<x P<Z P 0<n<x P<Z P
n=J2 ^ o d k ^  2 n=C1modk1P'r 2
(n,z) app n app




(iii) ((an2+bn+c)£22+(dn2+en+f)£2+(gn2+hn+i), k 2)=l 
If however z<max(F,k2) then
I n <1-£nV>'> < I 1 < £ + i
0<n<x V<? p 0<n<x k '
n^fi^odk^^ 2 n=fi1modk1
(n,z) app
which is possibly very weak but will suffice. 








Firstly we give some definitions.





gn ' if gn ' has no squared linear factor
2 if gn ’ has a squared linear factor (i-n+i?)2;
(£ ,7))=1
(II) Define T(y,s) to be the number of integer solutions, (n,r), 





(IV) X = maximum coefficient of gn in modulus,
r - max{|aj,|b|,Ic|,|d|,|e|,I f I , IgI , |h| , IiI).
Before stating Lemma One which will give an upper bound on 
the sum




as required, we will attempt to give upper bounds on T(y,s) and 
S(y).
In the case where gn= -^~ D _^  ^ ie where gn is a quadratic, 
writing gn=An2+2Bn+C it follows from Lemma 4 that
T(y,s) < T [®!^2]lny (7)
and consequently that
S(y) < r [B ^AC]lny . (8)
For the case gn=gn f ie where gn ' has no squared linear 
factor, a bound on T(y,s) follows from Theorem One of Evertse 
and Silverman1s paper "Uniform Bounds for the number of 
solutions to Yn=f(x)." [12] which states, for n=2,
"THEOREM 1: Set the following notation:
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K an algebraic number field of degree m
S a finite set of places of K, containing the infinite
places
s “ #S
Rs the ring of S-integers of K
f(X) fRs [X], a polynomial of degree d with discriminant
disc(f)eRg
L/K an extension of degree M
k 2(L) the 2~rank of the ideal class group of L.
Let V(Rs ,f) = {xeRs:f(x)eK*2}.
Let d>3 and assume that L contains at least three zeros of f. 
Then
# V(Rs ,f) < 7d 3(4m+9s)4k 2(L)^
I am indebted to J.H.Evertse for outlining the application
of this theorem to the integral case. In detail, we take K to
be the set of rationals and p t,...,pr to be the prime divisors
of disc(f), Let S be the set of p-adic valuations for p 1...pr
together with the valuation corresponding to the unique
infinite prime divisor.
ie S={v ,v ,...,v , v }.
Pi P 2 Pr «
Then
s=#S=o)(disc(f ))+l.
By definition Rs , the ring of S-integers of Q is the set 
{aeQ| V p ( a ) > 0  Vvp/S).
Since, for a an integer, vp (a)>0 it follows that f(x)eRs [x]. 
Rg, the unit ring of S-integers is defined as 
R*={aeQ!l vp (a)=0 Vvp/S).
If a divides disc(f) then clearly vp (a)=0 for all vp not in S. 
It follows that disc(f)eRg.
Let L be an algebraic number field of degree less than or
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equal to d 3 containing at least three zeros of f. Define k 2(L) 
to be the 2-rank of the ideal class group of L. Then by Theorem 





where t=o)(disc(f)) and d is the degree of f (x) .
To extend this result to find an upper bound on the number 
of integer solutions of
Gy2=f(x) (9)
we write F(x)H2f(x) so that (Gy)2=F(x).
Since disc(f)=fi(2d-2)(j^sc^f) we ^ave 
o)(disc(F)) < o;(G)+6j(disc(f)).




T(y,s) < (13+9 (ti) (s)+ci)( disc (gn)) )4k 2 (L)
where L is an algebraic number field of degree less than or
equal to 43, containing at least three zeros of gn> and where





Since 20,(s)<r(s), where r(s) denotes the number of prime 
divisors of s, we have
T(y,s) < G.(2W (S))1618 < G.(r(s))1618 < G.s1/ 3™  (10)
say,
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We further have, recalling the definition of S(y),
S(y) < G.y'/eo.
With the above definitions of G, gn , X and f we may prove the 
following:
LEMMA ONE
Suppose z<y<x. Then there exists an absolute and 
effectively computable constant c,, independent of a,b,c,d,e,f, 
g.h.i.k,, and k 2, for which it follows that
PROOF OF LEMMA ONE
The second part of the lemma ie where z<max(F,k2) has been 
dealt with previously, (see (4)).
We assume for the time being that gn=gn ' ie gn ! bas no 
squared linear factor, and that gn is of degree 3 or 4 so that 
we may apply the bounds on T(y,s) and S(y) derived above.
Many of the methods of argument of Lemma One will be by now 
familiar and are not given in detail. We will assume throughout 
the proof that z>ln100(y5). If z is smaller than this then a 
shortened version of the proof will suffice.




+ k 1.G .lnlnrj
if z>max(F,k2).





We have, for "n app" and p<z,
pn (p) ** |{m modp: (an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+(gn2+hn+i)=0 modp} 
For p-f2 (an2+bn+c) this becomes
pn (p) = |{m modp: m 2s(dn2+en+f)2-4(an2+bn+c)(gn2+hn+i) modp}j 
Writing




' (Sn/p)+l ; p'f2(an2+bn+c)
Pn^P^ = 1  ; p 12(an2+bn+c) & p'f(an2+bn+c+dn2+en+f )
0 ; p|2(an2+bn+c) & p I (an2+bn+c+dn2+en+f)
gn * if gn * has no squared linear factor
where
§n
(£n+Tj)2 ^  ^n ' ^aS a sciuared linear factor (^n+7j)2;
For gn not a square, define x(n)==XD^n  ^ to Kronecker
symbol (*Vp), where if gn=r2s, for s squarefree and not equal to 










for all z , where
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c(e ,s .  n (1-1)-! n (i-xCp))"1




x n (1“ x (p ) >
p<z P 2“(X(P)+1)P+X(P) ■
P'f 2 (an 2+bn+c) gnk 2 
It will be of advantage to us later to note that, for any z>z0,
c(gn ,z> - c(gn ,Z„){l + o[— (-- ^ -  ^ :ln n]} (13)
where i*=max( | a | , |b | , | c | , | d| , | e | , l f | , | g | , ih | , i i i } and 
X=maximum coefficient of gn in modulus.
To find an upper bound on the sum
v n q-Pn(p))
0<n<x ^
n=5 jmodk^ 2 
n app
it seems clear that we will need an upper bound on the product
p<z ^  when often D is relatively large in comparison to
z, a seemingly difficult problem. However we are able to avoid 
the problem by reducing the sum to a form wherin D becomes 
"small" in comparison to z using the following observation:
1 If max(F,k2) < z < ^(y)/k1 < y/k2> then for any AeN,
I n (i-pn (p)> l n (l-PnCp))^ +
Af(y)<iK(A+l)f(y) ^  p 0<tKf(y) T f  P
n=e,niodkt p-r 2 n=Q ,modk, p< *
n app n app
0(E(v)) + 0(exp(-(ln f ^ A , ) * ) ) }
(14)
where v = ^ , E(v) = exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2))). "
The proof of (14) follows from an examination of the two
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functions
M(x,y,z) = j{(n,m): 0<n<f(y), nsfi^odk^, 0<m<y, m=fi2modk2,
((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+(gn2+hn+i), rjzp)=l
and
N(x,y,z) = J {(n,m) :Af (y)<n<(A+l)f (y) ,n=fi 1modk1 , 0<m<y ,m=J22modk2 
((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+(gn2+hn+i),p3zp)=l
If max(F,k2)<z<f(y)/k1<y/k2, following the by now well-used 
arguments we have
M(x,y,z) - I I " (1 £nk>) {1 + 0(E(u))




where u = ~ j ~ ~ 2 » or alternatively






where v = — = — 1
In z
Comparing these two gives
y n (i-Pm(P )) _ yjci y n (i-Pn(P ))
0<m<y P<I P f(y)'k2 0<n<f(y) P<* P
m=2 2modk2P 1 nsfi^odk, P^ 2
(m,z) app n app
+ 0(E(v)) + 0(exp(-(ln f(y)/k1)i))}.
(15)
Similarly a calculation of N(x,y,z) in two different ways gives
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£ n U -PnCp)) = f (y) -k? £ n ( i-Pm(p))
Af(y)<n<(A+l)f(y) P^£ P y 'kl 0<m<y P
n ^ m o d k ,  ^ 2  msfi2modkp'rKi
n app (m,z) app
x {1 + 0(E(v)) + 0(exp(-(In f(y)/k,)i))}.
(16)
(16) together with (15) gives (14) as required.
Consequently, for z<y,
£ n (1 pft(p)) _ +Q(i>) £ n (1 Pji(p))
0<n<x ? V  0<n<y P ?  p
nseimodk,P'r 3 nsC,modk, P**3
n app n app
+ 0(E(v)) + 0(k1i exp(-(In y)i))}
(17)
with v-1^ k 2) and we need only find an upper bound on the sum
I n ( i-Pn(p»
0<n<y p<* P
n ^ ^ m o d k j ^  2 
n app
(18)
We firstly deal with the sum over gn square ie
y n (i-pn(p))
0<n<y P ^  P
n ^ ^ m o d k j ^  2 
n app
gn a square
For gn a square we have
n (i-pn(p)) = n (i-2) n (i-i)  n ( i- i)
p<z p p<z p p<z p p<z p
P'ik2 p<k2 P'ik2 p'fk2
p-r2(an2+bn+c)gn p ^  (an2+bn+c) p | 2 (an2+bn+c) 
p | gn p-r ( an 2 +bn+c+
dn2+en+f)
Following the argument of Theorem One this gives
n ( i-Pn(P)) . n ( i- i)  n ( l - i r 1
p<z p ^ p<z p p<z p
pd'k2 V^ 2  pi(an2+bn+c)
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so that
I " U-fiaiE» < " <1-D lnlnf. lnlny I  1
0<n<y P<!t P P<^ P 0<n<y
n^i^modk, P* 2 2 gn a square
n app
gn a square
Since by definition, and (10),




£ n (1 PaCp)) ^ n (1 1) .lnlnf.lnlny.G. (19)
^ P<z P P<z p0<n<y £ , p £ ,




y n (i-pn(p)) = y n ( i-Pn(p))
°<n<y p 0<n<y P^  P
n=2 1 modk, P< 2 n ^ m o d k ^  2
n app n app
gn not a square
+ o[p<2 ^  ^ .lnlnf.lnlny.gJ (20)
P<k 2
and our task is reduced to finding an upper bound on the sum
I n d -p ^ ))  (21)
0<n<y p
n=C1modk1 p 2 
n app
gn not a square
From (12) this sum is equal to
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n ( i- i)  y
P<I P 0<n<y
^  2 n^f^modk,
(22)
n app
gn not a square 
where x(P>=(D/p)•
Our intention is to change the dependence of (22) on z to one 
of dependence on z1 for z^z.
Clearly IDI <4Qm a ^  | gn | .
Writing gn=a4n4+agn3+a2n 2+a1n+a0 it is also clear that if 
t>20max{I a4 |,|a3f,I a 2|,|a11,I a 0|} then
‘oSSfe'fa' < t5- (23)
So we certainly have
|Dt * 40<n5y,Snl < y5<
Writing Q=y5 and putting cr=50 in Lemma 5.1 gives
n (1 xlE^ = 17 ^  x£E)> (1 + 0 (z.""1/50) + 0 (y~ 3/ 1 °) )
p<z p p<z, p 1 '
for any real number z, satisfying z>z1>ln1°°(y5)=51°°ln^°°y, 
with at most 0(y9/ 10) exceptions.






gn not a square
n (i-Pn(p))_ n (1-1) £ n (i -x (p ))o( >
p<z
p-rk
p<z p 0<n<y p<z'
^  2 n^^modk,
n app
gn not a square
gn 6°od
x {1 + 0(ln 2y)}
I
0<n<y 
n^ fi ,modk,r 1
n app







I ± (1_£4 E)) < I 1 < I I ,
Sn
0<n<y p . p 0<n<y s 0<n<y
nsj^modk, 2 gn bad |s|<^y9/ 10 r 2s
n app
gn not a square 
gn bad
< s(y)y9/10 < G.y11/ 12
where S(y) is as defined in the introduction. 
Secondly, from (13), for n<y,
So
y n (i—Pn(p))_ n (1-1) y n <1- 1 )
0<n<y HI P Z.<P^Z P 0<n<y p<f> P
n=C,modk, P* 2 p'rk2 nsCtmodk, ? 2
n app n app
gn not a square gn not a square
gn Sood
X " + o[ln<r-k 2-^l + o r _ L l ]
P<z1 p "6n> I-'I L l n 99y J k n 2yJJ
+ 0(G.y11/ 12)
z t <p<z
n (i-i) y n (i-Pn(P)) rx + ? rin(i.k,.x)-i
p<z P n<r™r„ P<z. P *■ 1 ln»»Y J
n app
gn not a square 
gn good
+ 0 f—i— 1 ] + 0 ( G . y W 12).
*-ln2yJ J




0<n<y P<? 1 P
nsfi1modk1P'r 2 
n app
gn not a square 
gn &ood
+ of 11 (1" P  .lnlnf.lnlny.g1 Lp<z1 p J J
P-rkj
so that




y n o-pn(p)) _ n <i-i) y n q -Pn(p))r +
0<n<y P z’<p"z P 0<n<y p<z> p 1
n^j^modk^ 2 P"! 2 n^^modk^^ 2
n app n app
gn not a square
0 rl^ j-r-;-k 2 • Xl] + of— — 1] + OtG.y11/ 12) 
I ln39y -* *-ln2y-'-’




Substitution of (24) back into (20) gives
I n (l-Pn(p)) _ n (1-1) V n (1-j^Cp))^
0<n<y P<Z P Zi<prZ P 0<n<y P<Z> P 1
nsfi 1 modk, 2 P ^ 2 ^ o d k ^ 2
n app n app
0fl!^.Ljc2-^ 2.] + of— — }} + 0(G.y11/i 2) 
L ln" y  J Lln2yJJ
+ of n ^  D  t lnlnf. lnlny. g]
Lp<z p J J
p-rk
(25)
and substitution of (25) into (17) gives
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y  n  ( i - P r , ( P ) )  _  x  n  ( i - i )  y  n  ( l - ^ c p m
0<n<x p<f p y z ><p,<z p 0<n<y p<f' p 1n = C , m o d k ) P ' r  2 p ' f k 2  n ® e t m o d k , p ' r  1
n app n app
+ 0 fln(r-k 2-X)1 + Of— 1—1 + 0(E(v)) + 0(k,texp<-(lny)i)))
L l n " y  J Lln2yJ
+ 0 0 }
+ 0(x.G.y-i/i2) + 0[ ^-p<z (1 ^ •Inlnf.lnlny.g]
p-rk2
(26)
thus returning us to our original sum.
We have however now reduced the problem to one of finding an 
upper bound on the sum
y n q - Pn(p))
0<n<y P<zi P 
n ^ ^ m o d k ^ ^  2 
n app
Ue repeat the process now writing this sum in terms of a sum 
dependent on z 2 with z2<z1 rather than on z1 and so reducing 
the problem further.
Firstly from (14) we have
y n d-pn(p))_ r y + oa)1 y n ( i-Pn(P))
°<n<y 1 2 '  P eXpJy 0<n<exp(lniy) £ z > p
n=J2, modk, 2 n=fi,modk1 2
n app n app
































0<n<exp(lniy) P < Z 1 p 
n=51modk1 
n app
gn not a square
with |D| < 4 max Ign | < exp(5(lniy)) from (23).
0<n<exp(ln£y)
Writing Q=exp(5(ln^y)) we have from Lemma 5.1 again, with a=50,
n (1-2£<P»_ n (1-X(P)> + 0(ln-i
p<z, p p<z2 p v
where z 2=5 (In y) , with at most 0(exp(9/ 1Qlniy)) 
exceptions,
We also have, from (13), for n<exp(ln£y),
So
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£ n (i—Pn(p))_ n (1-1) £ n (i-pn (p))
° T ex d k l n i y )  P Z2p ^ ' p 0<f ex^ l n i y )  £ k |  pn=i21modk1  ^ 2 r  2 n s ^ m o d k , r  2
n app n app
gn n o t a square gn n o t  a square
gn Sood




gn not a square 
gn bad
.  n ( i-i)  y n (i-pn(P)>  ^ + Qrin(r.k?.x)-|
z 2<P<z, p 0<n<exp(ln^y) P<? 2 P l n " / 2y
n-C.modk, V * *
n app
gn not a square 
gn Sood
+ °[iiTy]} + °(G -exp(1 Vi 2ln^y)> *
Thus we have, arguing backwards again,
£ n o-pn(p»_ n ( i- i)  £ n ( i-Pn(P))
0<n<exp(ln^y) p<^i p z2^P^zi P 0<n<exp(ln£y) p < ^2 P 
n-^modk, ^  ^  n-fl^odk, ^
n app n app
gn not a square
- (‘ *
+ 0(G. exp(1 V,  2ln* y))
+ o[p^z ^  ^  lnlnf.ln(lny)i.gJ 
p-rk2
Substituting (29) into (28) gives
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I n (i-pn(p)), n (1-1) I n ( i-Pn(P»
0<n<exp(lniy) P*^1 P Z2SrkZl ? 0<n<exP(ln^y) {Jtv2 P 
n ^ m o d k ,  ^ 2  P^ k 2 n=fi 1modk1 ^ 2
n app n app
x (1 + o[-l n<f -y x>i + of 1 n
L L ^n 9 9/2y J Lin yJJ
+ 0(G.exp(11/ t 2lniy>)
+ °[p<Zl(1f  lnlnMT.(lny)i.G] 
^  (30)
and (30) substituted into (27) gives
£ n (i-pn(P))_ y n (1-1)
0<n< P<z, P exp(ln*y) Z2<P<Z 1 P
n ^ m o d k ,  P^ 2  pjfk2
n app
I n (1“M »  h + o f in iL i^ l + of * 1]
- -__________ P<z-> P L L 1n9 9/2v J Lin YJJ0<n<exp(lniy) P^ 2 P In"/-
n=C 1 mt 
n app
C odk1 P^k 2
+ 0(k,i.exp(-ln^y))| + 0(G.y.exp(-1/ 12lniy))
+ of ^ 1) lnlnf . ln(lny) i . g ]
Lexp(ln*y> P<z, P J .
P'rk2 (31)
Finally substituting (31) into (26), and writing z=zQ, gives
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I 11 Q - P n W )  _ X n (1-1)
0<n<x P<f p e x p ( ( l n y ) ^ 2<p<z p
n s ^ m o d k , ^  2 p^ 2
n app
x I " + ofln(f.k2,X).I —
0<n<exp((lny) £) P ^ 2 P *■  ^ 0<t<lln /2 y^
n=J21modk1 P^
n app
°[ n l ^  , 2/TX;] + °[k,i n exp(-(lny),/2t+')] + 0(E(v))
o<t<i in / y o<t<i
* »0}
+ °[X,G;^., zt<p<z(1_F • « * < - ’/, 2<iny)V s t >]
0<c<1 P<k2
+ o r x . i ^ . - 7b.G. X i n d ^ ^ l
I lnz y?(k2) ®xp((lny)1/2 )-* •
(32)
Although this estimate has such unpleasant looking error terms 
we will shortly see that these can be greatly simplified if we 
accept some loss of strength. We have also now reduced the 
problem to one of finding an upper bound on the sum




It is clear that we may approach this in the same way, 
splitting into the smaller sums
£ n d -Pn(p))
0<n<exp(ln^y) P^ 2 p 
n=J21modk1 p 2
n app
We may continue the process until we reach the sum
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V n (l-pn (p))
0<n<exp(ln1//2 y) ^ A + l  P 
n ^ m o d k ,  p<f 2
n app
where z^+^’=‘ 5100(ln y ) 100//2 > an(j where
In /2Ay > 7max{|a4|,|a3|,|a2|,|a,|,|aQ|} > In /2A+1y
where a4,...a0 are the coefficients of gn .
Recalling that \=max{Ia4l,|a3|,|a2[,| | ,|aQ|} we will then
have
y n (i-pn (p>) _ x n (i-i)
0<n<x P<Z P exp((lny)1/2t) zA+1<p<z p
n=l21modk1P^ 2 
n app
X I " <1-£niE»Ji + ofin(f.k3.x).Z ■ ah , T-]
0<n<exp ((lny) 1/2A) A+l 0<t<A^-n y
nsfi1modk1 p-fk2
n app
+ Of I ■■ 2^ -T  1 + 0 fk1 £ I exp (-(lny) 1^ 2 )] + 0(E(v))
0<t<A ln / y 0<t<A
* 0 0 }
+ ofx.G. I 11 (1"-) . e x p ( - V 12(lny)1/2t)l
L 0<t<AZt<p^  p 12 J
p-fk2
+ ofx . i ^ . - i , G .  I  inqioo'AS
I lnz v?(k2) exp ((lny)1/2 ) *
(33)
As stated previously we may tidy this sum up somewhat by noting 
that the first error term satisfies
0[ln(f.k2.X) I 1- ^ 77C ] - o[ln(f.ka.l) * A-] ;
o<t<A ln / y in /2 yJ
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the second error term satisfies
°[ I T- 377c-] - ° [7-175*-] ;
o<t<A ln / y ln * y
and the third error term satisfies
0 [k, i. I exp(-(lny)V 2t+’)] - 0(k,i).
0<t<A
Furthermore the sum from the leading term satisfies
T n (l-pn(p)) exp((lny) //jA) ....




£ n ( i-Pn(P)) x n ( i- i)  n ( i- i )" 1 n + 
0<n<x p<f P k> p<f P P<ZA+1 P 1
n=G,modk.P^ 2 P'P 2 P-Tk,
n app
+ °<ln VjAy) + °ck,4>}
+ zt<p<z(1~? •-p(-’/,2(iny)v =t)]
0<t<A ,
P-rk2
ofx.l^il. *zc. I —
I lnz ^(k2) 0<t<A exp((lny)1/ 2 )
(34)
From the definition of A straightforward arguments give
y n (l-Pti(p)) . x  n (1-1) n ( l - i r 1 r.
0<n<x P<Z p k i p<z p P<(35x>100 P >■
ns^modk^"^2 P'1^ 2
n app
0[---(r,k2,X)l + 0( (7X)-2) + 0(k1 £)] 
I (7X)99 j j
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° [x -gJ L  =t<P<z(1T  • « p < - v1,a n y )v *t )]0<t<A -
p'fk2
+ ofx _ i G T ln<lny) 1/2t~j
I lnz yj(k2) 0<t<A exp((lny) 1/ 2t)
(35)
Finally we may give upper bounds on the remaining error terms
0[x 'GoJ < a  z t < P - (1T  • - P < - V 12U n y ) ’/ ’t)]
p<k2
and
0lx.i2iH£. G. I  I n d n y / ^ S
lnz p(k2) 0<t<A exp((lny)1/ 2 ) J
Firstly
n (i-i) = n (i-i) n (i-i)"1 , n (i-i) 
zt^p<z p p <z p p<zt p p<z p ' nZt*
p<k2 p<k2 p*k2 p-fk2
Since zt=5100(lny) ^ 2 it follows that lnzt^ln(lny)1/^ 2 and
that
X-G- ^ " (1 ?  ■exp(-V,J(lny)'/2t)
0<t<A 2t^P<z P 
p^rk2
<x.G. n (1-i> I   i B i i s i Z i ! ,
P<f p 0<t<A exp(1/i2(!ny)1/ 2 )
p-fk
For any t satisfying 0<t<A,
1/ t 1/ t- 1
In(lny) 72 > 2 ln(lny) /2










0 [x, G . n ^  P  1
I p<z P J .
Similarly
ofx.i5M . - i o .  I ----
lnz v?(k2) 0<t<A exP((lnY)1/ 2 )
= ofx.lnlnf.G. U P i
I p<z p J .
P'T'^ 2
It follows that there exists an absolute and effectively 
computable constant c, independent of a,b,c ,d,e„f ,g,h,i,k1 and 
k 2 for which
y n (i-pn(p)) . x n ( i- i)  n a - i r 1 r, .
0<n<x P<z p r k, P<z P p<(35X) 1 00 p 1
n= J2, mo dk,P^  2 p^ 1
n app
ln(r.k2.X) + _1_ + k G>lnxnf]
f 7\ ^ 9 9 / 7 \ ’W  1 J(7X)**> (7X)
This completes the lemma in the case gn=gn ’ ie where gn * has no 
squared linear factor and is of degree 3 or 4.
In the alternative case ie where g n ^ ^+Tf)2 or &n=Sn' 
degree 2 a very similar proof may be constructed using the 
observation that here, writing gn=An2+2Bn+C,
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T(y,s) « t [B2^AC-] lny
and
S(y) < T lny
from Lemma 4, and further that
r [— 4— ] lny < G.y'/eo.
This completes the lemma.
Lemma One may now be applied to equation (1), our initial 
estimate of F(x,y,z) and, following the arguments of Theorem 
One, an upper bound on F(x,y,z) may be constructed.
Write, for convenience, the function
Before stating Theorem Five we make some definitions and 
observations.
Let gm ' : = (b2-4ac)m4+2(be-2af-2cd)m3+(2bh+e2-4ai“4df-4gi)m2
+2(eh-2di-2gf)m+(h2-4gi)
and write
Define U(y,s) to be the number of integer solutions, (m,r), for 
m in the range 0<m<y of the equation gm=r2s; and V(y) to be
n (l-l)-l 
p<<35\)10 0 p ,+ k 1 .G. lnlnrj
as r.




Whenever gmragm ' define H as
H 743(9o)(disc(gm))+13)4k 2(L*)
where L* is an algebraic number field of degree less than or 
equal to 4 3 containing at least three zeros of gm , and where 
k 2(L') is the 2-rank of the ideal class of L. With this 
definition we conclude, as previously, that 
V(y) - 0(H. |/x| i/so.yi/eo) .
From here we derive 
THEOREM FIVE.
Let an2+bn+c, dn2+en+f, and gn2+hn+i be polynomials with 
integer coefficients, an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f having no common 
factors. Let x,yeZ and 0.1 ,k1 , Q. 2 ,k2€N with
exp((lny/k2)i)>max{|a|,lb I,|c|,|d|,|e|,|f|,|g|,|h|,|ii,k,,k2). 
Then, for 2<z<x, and x/kJ>y/k2,
F(x,y,z> < c , . | 4  p"z (1 ^  r {l + 0(exp(-(lny/k2)i))
Pl-kj
+ 0(^(k2) . ip\ 1/5.y“ 1/ 7.H) + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln2-2)))j
where c, is the constant appearing in Lemma One, and where 
lnx/k,
v inz
The 0-constants are absolute, and independent of a,b,c,d,e, 
f , g,h, i , Q, , J2 2 ,k, , and k 2 . (They are however non-computable
with current knowledge.)
The proof of Theorem Five is not given as it is essentially 
the same as that of Theorem One. It really differs in only one
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respect. Recall Step Eleven of Theorem One where we found an 





gm not a square 
gm bad
where the sum was over gm giving rise to a possible 
exceptional modulus. An equivalent sum occurs in the proof of 
Theorem Five. Since gm may be of degree 4 in this instance (see 
the definition before the statement of the theorem) our previous 
estimate
L a . x r 1 < -Jiii
In | s |
merely gives
i-a.xri < ^
which is too large for our purposes. To avoid this difficulty 
we use Siegel's Theorem. Unfortunately this leads to non- 
computable error terms being introduced into the upper bound.
In line with the results of Theorem One we would expect 
that an upper bound for the function
F ^ x ^ . z )  = {(n,m); a<n<o:+xf nsf^modk, , 0<m<y, m=22modk2,
((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+(gn2+hn+i),^nzp)=l)j
could be found independently of a whenever z<x, and similarly an 
upper bound on the function
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F 2(x,y,z) - |((n,m); 0<n<xt ns^modkj, /3<m</3+y, m=G2modk2,
((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+(gn2+hn+i), IJzp)-l}|
independently of j3 whenever z<y. This is indeed the case.
Looking firstly at F t(x,y,z) for z<x we may rewrite the 
function as
F^x.yjZ) = |{(s,m): 0<s<x, s=(Q 1-a)modkl , 0<m<y} msfi2modk2,
((a(s+oi) 2+b(s+a)+c)m2+(d(s+oi) 2+e(s+a)+f)m+(g(s+o:) 2+h(s+a)+
Following previous arguments we get
F,(x,y,z)-5 I " (1 £m<£>>{i + 0(exp(-(lnx/k,)i))
K ' 0<m<y P f P 1
m=C2modk2
(m,z) app + o(eXp (-v(!nv-lnln3v-ln2-2)))|
where if sm is the highest common factor of am2+dm+g, 
2aam2+bm2+2dcan+em+2ga+h, and ao:2m 2+bQra2+cm2+da:2m+eara+fm+ga:2+ho! 





(iii) ( ram2+^m+c3Jg2+ r^aam2+^m2+^<kan+em+2ga+h'jg +
I sm J 1 I sm J 1
+ faa2m 2+bam2+cm2+da2m+etMn+fm+gD:2+hQ;+i'| n p
I sm J
Under these conditions pm (p) is defined by
pm (p) = |{n(modp): (am2+dm+g)n2+(2aam2+bm2+2do!m+em+2ga+h)n
+ (aa2m 2+bcan2+cm2+dQ!m2+ec«n+fm+gQ:2+hQ:+i) = 0 modp}|
Clearly sm may be rewritten as the highest common factor of 
am2+dm+g, bm2+em+h, and cm2+fm+i so that the condition
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(sm ,pnzp)=l is satisfied if and only if the condition 
(am2+dm+g,bm2+em+hfcin2+fm+i,pnzp)=l is satisfied. Further, 
condition (ii) is satisfied if and only if 
(am2+dm+g+bm2+em+h,cm2+fm+i)®l raod2, 
and condition (iii) is satisfied if and only if
. fam2+dm+g'| . N _ rbm2+ e m + h ' i . fcm2+fm+i'| tl p > .( [ -  - Sm BJ («,*»> Sm J — j ,p<|P )-l.
Finally
■(Sm/p)+l ; p-f2 (am2+dm+g)
Pm(P) “ ' i .p I 2 (am2+dm+g) & p-f (am2+dm+g+2aom2+bin2+em+
: 2ga+h)
. 0 ; otherwise
where
gm = (2acnn2+bm2+2ckm+eni+2gO!+h) 2-4(am2+dm+g) (aa2m 2+bQ,m 2+cm2
+da2m+eam+fm+go,2+ha+i) .
gm may be simplified to read
Sm ^ (bm2+em+h)2”4(am2+dm+g)(cm2+fm+i)
and
(Sm/p)+l ; p-f2 (am2+dm+g)
Pm^P) = 1  ; p I 2(am2+dm+g) & p-f (am2+dm+g+bm2+em+h)
. 0 ; otherwise
or
pm (p) “ | In(modp) : (am2+dm+g)n2-f(bm2+em+h)n+(cm2+fm+i)=0 modp}| 
So F^x.yjZ) may be rewritten
F,(x,y,z) “ £ I " (i-PmlP)) A  + 0 (exp(-(lnx/k,)i))




where if sra is the highest common factor of am2+dm+g, bra2+em+h 
and cm2+fm+i then "(m,z) app" denotes those integers m
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satisfying the conditions 
W  (sm.pJgP)”1
(ii) (a3n2+dm+g+bm2+em+h,cm2+fm+i)sl mod2




m=C 2modk2^  1 
(m,z) app
for these definitions occurs in the estimate of the function
j{(n,m): 0<n<x,n=(21-n)modk1 , 0<m<y, m=22modk2,
((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+(gn2+hn+i), II p)-l}
P<z '
the function covered in Theorem Five. Since the upper bound 
on F(x,y,z) in Theorem Five is independent of the value of 2, 
it follows that an upper bound on




may be found independently of the value of a when z<x as 
required. The proof when z<y is very similar.
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CHAPTER FIVE
To apply the reasoning of Chapter Four to the general prime 
function
P(x,y,z) = {Cq,r) : q<x, q^modk,, r<y, r=fi2modk2,
( (aq2+bq+c)r2+(dq2+eq+f)r+(gq2+hq+i) , IJ2p)=*l}
for q and r primes, we would, following the argument of Theorem 
Four, firstly find an upper bound on the function
R(x,y,z) *° |{(n,q): n<x, n^modk,, q<y, q=j22modk2,
(((an2+bn+c)q2+(dn2+en+f )q+(gn2+hn+i) )n,^nzp)=l) j
for z<x and x/k1>y/k2.
Progressing as in Steps 2 and 3 of Theorem Four we see that 
for z<exp((lny/k2)£), R(x,y,z) may be written
R(x.y,z> < | Z " {i + 0(exp(-(lny/k2)i))
0<n<x
n=2, modkt





where "(n,z) app" represents a series of conditions on n, the 
exact evaluation of which need not concern us here: and where 
Pn (p)+1 I p-r(gn2+hn+i)
Pn'(P>
Pn (P) I P 1(gn2+hn+i) 
for
Pn^P) ” j (ffl(niodp): (an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f )m+(gn2+hn+i)=0 modp} | 
whenever p<z.
On the other hand, for z<x, defining s^ to be the highest 
common factor of aq2+dq+e, bq2+eq+h, and cq2+fq+i, R(x,y,z) may 
be written
Ill
R(x,y,z) - . i .  I " +
[6'k >! 0<q<y p < p  l 
q ^ 2modk2IH'6ki
(q,z) app
0(exp(-(lnx/6k1)i)) + 0(exp(-*v(lnv-lnln3v-ln3-2) ) )}
(2)
where for some integers J23, fi4 and Cg all satisfying
6 .k,)=1; i=l,2,3, "(q,z) app" denotes the primes satisfying




(lv) < [ s a ! i ^ 4i+[ & ! ^ ) e,+ [ £ a ! ^ ] , ?5gkP w
if (6fk 1)=3 or 6; and





otherwise. In what follows we will assume that (6,k1)=3 or 6. 
When (6,k ,)—1 or 2 a similar argument may be applied.
Further
Pa’CP) =
pq(p)+l ; p-1'(cq2+fq+i) 
■Pq(p) ; p I (cq2+fq+i)
q
where
Pq(p) = J{n(modp):(aq2+dq+g)n2+(bq2+eq+h)n+(cq2+fq+i)=0 modp}| 
whenever p<z.






which is a problem similar to that tackled in Lemma One, where 
the sum we required an upper bound on was
(n,z) app
(NB 1 (n,z) app" may be defined differantly in the two cases.) 
In that instance we wrote the product (l~Pn(P)) terms
PS 2 P
of the product IT (l-pn (p)) for z^z, thus reducing the sum
p
to one effectively dependent only on
Although as in Lemma One the product of (3), n (l-pn *(p))
may be written in terms of the product n (l-‘pn ' (p)) for some
P S ^  p
z,<z it is not clear how the condition (n,^nzp)=l appearing 
under the summation sign may be reduced to (n >pIJzP)=l •
To avoid this difficulty we take a different approach. 
Rather than work with the function
R(x,y,z) = ((n,q): n<x, n^^modk.,, q<y, q=C2modk2,
where (ot,|5) is not necessarily equal to 1.
For z<exp(54(lny/k2)$)), an upper bound may be found on 








we look instead at
T(x,y,z) = j { (n, q) : n<x, n=J2 5mod[ 6 ,k, ] , q<y,
((an2+bn+c)q2+(dn2+en+f)q+(gn2+hn+i), fT p)=l}
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T(x,y,z)<|g I " ( £nj£>)[i + 0(exp(-(lny/p)i»
0<n<x p p




for some set of conditions "(n,z) app" and where
fPn(P)+1 5 p-tgn2+hn+i 
Pn’(P) = |
lpn (p) ; pIgn2+hn+i
with
pn (p) = j {m(modp) : (an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+(gn2+hn+i)=0 modp} J 
for p<z.
On the other hand for z<x, defining, as before, Sq to be 
the highest common factor of aq2+dq+g, bq2+eq+h, and cq2+fq+i 
we have the alternative estimate of T(x,y,z),





Pq(p) = J(n(modp):(aq2+dq+g)n2+(bq2+eq+h)n+(cq2+fq+i)=0 modp}J 





a set of conditions identical to those defining "(q,z) app" in
(2).
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Now, applying the method of argument of Lemma One to the 
sum of (5) instead of (1) we attain
LEMMA TWO
Suppose 2<z<y<x. Define F:=|(cd-fa)2-(bd-ea)(ce-fb)|. Then 
there exists an absolute and effectively computable constant 
independent of a,b,c ,d,e,f ,g , h , i ,C5 ,a and 0 for which it 
follows that
y n (1-P V ( P )) * x n (1-2) n g+ 1 >
0<n<x P<Z P 1*k i P<Z p P< <35^)100 P-2
„ ^ o d [6,k1]P<2'3 M
(n,z) app
x (l + + _ L  + k 1 .G.lnlnil
1 (7X)9 9 (7 X)2 J
if z>max(F, 2/3) .
If on the other hand z<max(F,2/3) then
I n  U - P n ^ P ) )  r x  +  i  n
ntv P<Z P lk1 J P<
P-T2/3 p<2/3
(1-1)
0< <x " Z p
n=J2 5mod[ 6 ,k1 ]
(n,z) app
The notation is as described in Lemma One.
Writing V as
n  (1 + 1 ) u  , ln(i-.X) , 1  , v „
'■p<(35X)'°° p-2 I1 (7\)9 9 (7x)2 1 Jr c ’>
p*2
it follows that
y n (1 Pn' Cp)) - x p n (12) ^
0<n<x p<z p < k ,-r 'P<- P ^  <6)
nsfiginodte.kj1^ '^
(n,z) app
for z<y<x with T independent of 0 if z>max(F, 2/3) . Furthermore
(6) holds for z<max(F,2/S) as well.
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Substitution of (6) into (4) gives 
T(X'y,Z) * 5 p . r 'ln(S < z  (1”| > I1 + 0(<=xp(-(lny/k2)i))} (7)
v * W
for z<exp(54(lny/k2)£)), and a comparison with the alternative 
estimate of T(x,y,z), (5), gives
I n (1-PjjCp)) < _ n (l-2)rx +
0<q<y P<z P 20k, M p<z p I




for z<exp(54(lny/k2)i)), We emphasise here that T is 
independent of 0.
Given this upper bound we will demonstrate how this 
information may be used to find an upper bound on the function





which appears in (2), the estimate for R(x,y,z), whenever 
z<exp(54(lny/k2)i)). In doing so we sidestep the difficulty of 
having to find an upper bound on






'Pq(p)+1 5 Pi'(cq2+fq+i) 
LPq(p) ; pI(cq2+fq+i) 
where
Pq’(P) = | 
U
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pq(p) - |(n(modp):(aq2+dq+g)n2+(bq2+eq+h)n+(cq2+fq+i)=0 modp} 
It follows that
n ( i-Pq;(p)> n (i- Pq(p)+i ) n ( i -Pq(p))
p<z p p<z p p<z p
P-t^ k, p-rek, p^k,
p-rcq2+fq+i p|cq2+fq+i
n (i-i)  n ( i-Pf[(p)) n ( l - i r 1
p<z p p<z p p<z p
p-fSk, p | 6k1 (cq2+fq+i)





-1 'i-ln d - pq* (p)) < n (i-i)  n ( i-pq(p)) n (l-iy
p<z p p<z p p<z p p<z p
p-f6k1 p-t^ k, p 16k, (cq2+fq+i)
and we have
I n ( i-pq'(P»  n (i-i)  y n ( i-pq(P>)
0<q<y P<2 p p<2 P 0<q<y P<2 P
q=22modk2p'r * qs£> 2modk2pjr 1
(q,z) app (q,z) app
n (l-l)"1 x -
p<z p
pI6k1(cq2+fq+i) .
The second sum is clearly similar to that of equation (8).
The reasoning from here is along the lines of Lemmas 2.9 
and 2.11.
Let 6 denote the highest common factor of c, f, and i and 
write Cj=c/^t ^  and i^i/#- Then
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y n ( i-Pq*(P)) < n <i-i) Y n ( i-pq(p>)
0<q<y p <z p p <z p 0<q<v p<z p
J r  au p^6ki p-r6k, 0 J1 p-f6k.qsjg2modk2 1 r 1 qsj22modk2 1
(q,z) app (q,z) app





£ n (i-pn (P )) n (l-i)-i
0<q<y
2Hlwn ^
p<Z P p<Z p
q-e ,modk,p'r6k' plcq^f.q+i,
(q,z) app P ^ .
as S so that the sum we require satisfies
£ n (i-pq '(p)) n (i-i) s 
0<q<y p<* P P<z P
q = « I o d k , ^ 6ki P ^ - 92 2 
(q,z) app
Now the second product of S, ^  ^  , is equal to
p|c,q2+f,q+i,
P-r6k1 e
c 1q2+f ^ + 1 ^ 0  modm 
(6k,&,m)=l 
P(m)<z
where P(m) denotes the largest prime factor of m. 
Consequently
S = I n (l-pq(p)) I (m)
0<q<y P c,q2+f jq+i^O modm
q=fi 2modk2 1 (6k10,m)=l
(q,z) app P(m)<z
(9)
which on changing the order of summation gives
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s - I Elis) I n g - Pq(P))




where G(y) :=()m a ^ [ c 1q2+flq+i1 | .
Let -y1 (m) , . . . ,-yr (m) be the p(m) solutions of 
c 1n 2+f, n+i,=0 modm 
and let 8^=5 jL (C 2 ,Yi(m)) be the unique solution, mod[k2,m], if 
it exists of the pair of congruences n=£2modk2 and n=7 ^(m)modm. 
Then
S = £ /*2<m) £ 1 n (1~pq (p))
l<m<G(y)^m  ^ y^(m)modm 0<q<y P<6k ^
(6k10,m)=l -yi(m)s52mod(k2 ,m) qs5^mod[k2,m]P^ 1
P(m)<z (q,z) app
We divide the sum S into two to read
s = £ /*2(m) £ I n (l-pq(p))
l<m<exp((Iny) i ) ^ m^ 7 ^(m)modm 0<q<y P<6k ^
(6k1^,m)=l -yi(m)=C2mod(k2 ,m) q=5^mod[k2,m]P^ 1
P(m)<z (q,z) app
+ £ tllE) £ I n
exp( (lny) i)<m<G(y)v?^ m  ^ 7 -j_(m)modm 0<q<y P<fik P
(6k10,m)=l 7 ^(m)=fi2mod(k2,m) q=5^mod[k2,m] P^ 1
P(m)<z (q,z) app
(10)
Now, if m<exp((Iny)i) then from (8) we have that the first 
innermost sum satisfies
y n (1-Pq(P)) ^ y [6,k., ] ln[k2 ,m] IT (1-2) f-





< 2.g. [6.1c, ] .r.ln[k2,m] , n <1 I>2(i +
k, l 2> J ^ S([k2,m]) p<z p I
0(exp(~(lny)£) )} (11)
with T independent of m.
(We recall here that the derivation of this upper bound stemmed 
from an analysis of the function T(x,y,z) introduced on page 
228. )
If however m>exp((lny)i) then the second innermost sum 
satisfies
2 n (i £jj(p)) < £ < + i.
* * * *  ^ 6k P lny^([k2,m])
q=5imod[k2 ,ro] 1 q=5 j[mod[k2 }m]
(q,z) app (12)
Substitution of (11) and (12) back into (10) gives
n <1-1)2 y n<ni>^2(n1>ln[k7 ,m] . [k9 ,m]
k ;l6 *k i r p<z p ^ ( ( 4 ^
(6k^ 6,m)=l 
P(m)<z
x {1 + 0(exp(-(lny)£))}
+ pf y £ g 2(m),p(m) ln[k?,mj i
y exp((lny)*)<m<G(y) <p([k2,m]) J
(6k18 ,m)=l 
P(m)<z
+ 0 r I f c L W - p W ] (13)
exp((lny)^)<m<G(y) ^ m '
(6k,, 8 ,m)=l 
P(m)<z
But the first sum of (13) satisfies
][ p(m) tl^) ln[k?>m] . [k?,m] V g 2(m)p(m)m5/4




n (1+ 2p5/< )
2 p<z (p-i) 3
p-f 6k, 6
< 2k2.f(3/2) (14)
where f( ) denotes the Riemann zeta function.
The second part of (13) satisfies
£ /*2(m ) • p(m ) ln[k? ,m] ^ ^ £ p(m) .m^
exp( (lny) ^ )<m<G(y)v?^ m  ^ ^([k 2’m 3) 2 m>exp( (lny) £)^2 ^
(6k1 0 ,01)=!
P(ra)<z
« k 2 I •lnlniB
m>exp( (lny) i) V^111) -m ^
^ v lnlny V P(m)
’ exPU(l"y>*> m>exp((lny)i)'£,(m)
< k= - i^ w B y t ) - (lny)M/2 (15)
by Lemma 2.7 with lnM=|^i^~~—^-J+l|ln2 for D the discriminant 
of c 1n 2+fln+i1.
The third sum of (13) satisfies




S < 4.|. [6,k, ] .kj.r. f(3/ j ) ^ z • {l + OCexpC-dny)*))}
+ 0 [ y .k;,c.nl.gy)Mi"Y)M/2i + 0 f n <1+_ 4  >1
Liny 2 exp(f(lny)5) J I p<z p-1 J.
p-fSk, 0
For z<exp(54(lny/k2)i) this yields
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2
S < 4.g [6,k1].k2.r.r(Vo7!z(1“i >. (l + 0(exp(-(lny)i))}
for M^lnlny.
From (9) we now have




x p<2 J t1 + 0(exp(-Ony)i))} (17)
for z<exp(54(lny/k2)). This is the upper bound we required, (It 
appears in our estimate of R(x,y,z).)
Given this starting point we may proceed as in Theorem Four 
to reach
. £ A  o-aC&D < 4.' |6,k,].l,.r.[(V.)-A <l'|>
S 2 3 A , , " * .
(q,z) app
x  n  ( 1 - 1 )  n  ( 1 - 1 ) 2  n  ( 1 - 2 ) - 1  r x  +
p<z p p<zt p p<zx p I
p-rGk, 0 p-fSk,,
0(exp(-(lny/k2)i)) + 0( | fi \ 1 /s .H.y"1/ 2. lny) J (18)
for any z<x, where
'exp(54(lny/k2)i) ; z>exp(54(lny/k2)£)
Z l  =  ■,z ; z<exp(54(lny/k2) i)
where, if we define gm to be
gm=(b2-4ac)in4+2(be-2af-2cd)m3+(2bh+e2-4ai-4df-4gi)m2
+ 2(eh-2di-2gf)m+(h2-4gi) 
then (i:= largest coefficient of gm in modulus; 
and where H is as defined for Theorem Five.
This upper bound may now be substituted into our initial 
estimate of F(x,y,z), (2).
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Substitution of (18) into (2) gives
R(x,y,z) < 4.£i.r.r(3/2).x.y. U U (1_i) 11
J J p<z p p<z1 p p<2l p
p-r6k1 p-t^ k.,#
 ^
* „!L ^  f1 + 0(exp(-(lny/k,)i)) + 0( |p| 'A.H.y’/Uny)
P Z1 P L
P'TSk,
+ 0(exp(-(lnx/6k1)i)) + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln3-2)))j
(19)
which concludes the case for (6,k,)=3 or 6.
If (6,^)=! or 2 then an almost identical proof gives
R(x,y,«) < 8.^.r.f(3/2).x.y. " ^ P  11 U - p  n U - P 2
k n ' J p<z p p<z1 p P * ^  p
p-f6k1 p^k,#
x „<, I I1 + 0(exp(-(lny/k2)i)) + OOnl'/s.H.y'Plny)JJ'vZ, -j P »-
p-r6k1
+ 0(exp(-(lnx/6k1)i)) + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln3-2)))|
(20)
A combination gives
R(x,y,z K  8 ^  x n (1-2) n (1-1) n <i-i>2
^((S.k,)) k 1 p<z p p<zt p p<z, p
p-f6k1 P'f6k1
X P"z (1"|) {l + 0(exp(-(lny/k2)i)) + 0(|p|’A.H.y'/'lny) 
p<6k1
+ 0(exp(-(lnx/6k1)i)) + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln3-2)))|
(21)
for any value of (6,^).
Returning to the start of the chapter we recall that the 
function we were really interested in was P(x,y,z). Now
P(x,y,2) < R(x,y,z) + 0^ .-« ]
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so we have the following theorem:
THEOREM SIX
Let an2+bn+c, dn2+en+f and gn2+hn+i be polynomials with 
integer coefficients, an2+bn+c and dn2+en+f having no common 
factors. Let x,yeZ and fi,,k,f ,k2eN.
Then for 3<z<x, and x/k1>y/k2,
lnz
The 0-constants are absolute and independent of a,b,c,d,e, 
f.g.h.i.C,,fi2,k1 and k 2.
n (i-2) n ( i- i)  n U -i)2




P 'i6 k 1
0(exp(-(lny/k2) i)) + 0( |/ii’/ 5 .H.y1/ 7lny)
+ 0(exp(-(lnx/6kt)i)) + 0(exp(-v(lnv-lnln3v-ln3-2)))
, lnx/kwhere v=— —^ -—
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CHAPTER 6
As a final note we include the observation that the methods 
developed throughout the previous chapters may be used to 
estimate functions of the form
(^(x.y) — |{(n,m): n<x, m<y, ((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+
(gn2+hn+i) , k)=l}|
Defining
^(x.y.z) = |{(n,m): n<x, m<y, ((an2+bn+c)m2+(dn2+en+f)m+
(gn2+hn+i), j)<g P )=1}|
we proceed in a manner similar to that adopted previously. By 
a simple adaptation of Lemma 1.1 we have, for z<y,
4>k(x,ytz) - y I ^ (^P q Cp )) + Q(E(u)) +
0<n<x P<? P
/ \ PIK(n,z) app
0(exp(-(ln y)£))}
(1)
where E(u)=exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2)) and *>
and for z<x,
^kCXjy.2) *" x I IT (1 Pffl(p)) ^  + q (E(v )) +
0<m<y P<f p






Following the arguments of Lemma 5.1 we may show that for y and 
Q large real numbers, a>10, and ln^0!Q<y<z,
p<z (1' ^ £))"1 - P2y {l + 0 (ay-V<*) + 0(Q-3/«)
plk p|k




with at most 0 (q 9/«) exceptions, where P(k) denotes the largest 
prime factor of k.
Given (1), (2) and (3) an asymptotic formula, or upper 
bound, for <^(x,y,z) may be derived. No major changes occur 
in the argument; in many instances the arguments are simpler.
The details of a general theorem have not been derived but 
we give as an example (without proof) the following relatively 
simple case:
THEOREM 7
For x,yeN, let M=max(x,y). Then defining the function 
^(x.y^z) = |((n,m): 0<n<x, 0<m<y, (n2+m, n p)=l) I
1 PT1 1
we have
^(x.y.z) = xy.p^ (1 y  [l + 0(exp(~u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2))) 
plk
+ 0(exp(-(ln y)^)) + 0(exp(-(ln x)i>) + o[-----— \--
UxpCy1/ 1 °)
W
where u=^^ ~ , and z satisfies 2<z<M. All the implicit 
constants are absolute and effectively computable.
y>(k)
k n (i-i)
p<P(k) p ^ in P(k) it follows that, for
P(k)<exp(y1/ 64), (4) may be rewritten
|l + 0(exp(-u(lnu-lnln3u-ln2-2)))
0(exp(-(ln y)£)) + 0(exp(-(ln x)£))j
For ^ ( x . y )  = J { ( n , m ) :  0 < n < x ,  0 < m < y ,  ( n 2 + m , k ) = l ) J  clearly
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<I>k(x,y) < 4^(x,yfz). So we have the following:
COROLLARY
For all x fyeN, and for keN satisfying
P(k)<min(xitexp(y1/64))>
there exists an absolute and effectively computable constant c 1 
such that
4>k(xfy) < c,xy
To judge the effectiveness of the Corollary we note that 
Theorem 3.5 of Halberstam-Richert [2], gives
Z 1 < 7. 4 ^ - y  y>e0 and P(k)<y.
m<y
(n»,k)-l
An almost identical proof yields




^k(x,y) = Z Z 1 < 7 . ^ ^ \ x y  if y>ee and P(k)<y,
n<x, m<y 
(n2+m,k)=l
Our corollary does not of course improve on this result 
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